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ABSTRACT 

 

Parallel programs are increasingly used to perform scientific calculations on supercomputers. 

Optimising parallel applications to scale well, and ensuring maximum parallelisation, is a 

challenging task. The performance of parallel programs is affected by a range of factors, such 

as limited network bandwidth, parallel algorithms, memory latency and the speed of the 

processors. The term “performance bottlenecks” refers to obstacles that cause slow execution 

of the parallel programs. Visualisation tools are used to identify performance bottlenecks of 

parallel applications in an attempt to optimize the execution of the programs and fully utilise 

the available computational resources. TAU (Tuning and Analysis Utilities) callgraph 

visualisation is one such tool commonly used to analyse the performance of parallel programs. 

The callgraph visualisation shows the relationship between different parts (for example, 

routines, subroutines, modules and functions) of the parallel program executed during the run. 

TAU’s callgraph tool has limitations: it does not have the ability to effectively display large 

performance data (metrics) generated during the execution of the parallel program, and the 

relationship between different parts of the program executed during the run can be hard to see.  

 

The aim of this work is to design an effective callgraph visualisation that enables users to 

efficiently identify performance bottlenecks incurred during the execution of a parallel 

program. This design study employs a user-centred iterative methodology to develop a new 

callgraph visualisation, involving expert users in the three developmental stages of the system: 

these design stages develop prototypes of increasing fidelity, from a paper prototype to high 

fidelity interactive prototypes in the final design. The paper-based prototype of a new callgraph 

visualisation was evaluated by a single expert from the University of Oregon’s Performance 

Research Lab, which developed the original callgraph visualisation tool. This expert is a 

computer scientist who holds doctoral degree in computer and information science from 

University of Oregon and is the head of the University of Oregon’s Performance Research Lab. 

The interactive prototype (first high fidelity design) was evaluated against the original TAU 

callgraph system by a team of expert users, comprising doctoral graduates and undergraduate 

computer scientists from the University of Tennessee, United States of America (USA). The 

final complete prototype (second high fidelity design) of the callgraph visualisation was 

developed with the D3.js JavaScript library and evaluated by users (doctoral graduates and 
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undergraduate computer science students) from the University of Tennessee, USA. Most of 

these users have between 3 and 20 years of experience in High Performance Computing (HPC). 

On the other hand, an expert has more than 20 years of experience in development of 

visualisation tools used to analyse the performance of parallel programs. The expert and users 

were chosen to test new callgraphs against original callgraphs because they have experience in 

analysing, debugging, parallelising, optimising and developing parallel programs. After 

evaluations, the final visualisation design of the callgraphs was found to be effective, 

interactive, informative and easy-to-use. It is anticipated that the final design of the callgraph 

visualisation will help parallel computing users to effectively identify performance bottlenecks 

within parallel programs, and enable full utilisation of computational resources within a 

supercomputer.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

Different scientific disciplines, such as material science and climatology, use parallel 

programming to perform scientific calculations on supercomputers; parallel computers that 

perform many calculations in a short period of time (Dongarra and Van der Steen, 2012). 

Parallel programs are computer applications that can perform different calculations 

simultaneously, and share resources within the parallel system. Examples are the DL_POLY 

(Smith and Todorov, 2006), Weather and Research Forecast (WRF) (Rolph, Stein and Stunder, 

2017) and NAS (NASA Advanced Supercomputing) (Coutinho et al., 2015) parallel programs. 

DL_POLY is a molecular dynamics model used to simulate molecular interactions 

(Dimitroulis, Raptis and Raptis, 2015; Chokbunpiam et al., 2016).  

 

WRF is a weather prediction model used to perform atmospheric and weather forecasting 

(Nehrkorn et al., 2010; Coen et al., 2013) and the NAS parallel benchmark is a program used to 

evaluate the performance (processing speed) of supercomputer (Shun et al., 2012; Patki et al., 

2015). The performance of supercomputers can be measured by the number of floating point 

operations performed per second for example, megaflops/s, gigaflops/s, teraflops/s and 

petaflops/s. Supercomputing systems can be classified into different categories, namely, shared 

memory systems (for example, symmetric multi-processors), distributed memory systems (for 

example, clusters and hybrid systems), massive parallel processors and vector computers 

(Strohmaier et al., 2005; Kindratenko and Trancoso, 2011), where each category is determined 

by the architectural design of the system (Strohmaier and Meuer, 2004).   

 

Here we focus on the optimisation of parallel programs for cluster architectures programed 

with the message-passing interface (MPI) (Komatitsch et al., 2010; Pereira et al., 2013), as this 

is a common architecture used in High Performance Computing (HPC) (Sumanth, Swanson and 

Jiang, 2003; Freeman et al, 2014; Verma et al., 2015). A cluster is a group of computers 

(nodes) interconnected via a network and working as an integrated single computational 

resource (Werstein, Situ and Huang, 2006; Freeman et al., 2014). MPI is a parallel 

programming model used to exchange data by sending/receiving messages between nodes in a 

cluster (Gropp, 2012; Losada et al., 2017). In South Africa, the Centre for High Performance 

Computing (CHPC) currently hosts the Lengau cluster, which performs up to 1.029 petaflops/s 
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(Mabakane, Moeketsi and Lopis, 2017). The Lengau cluster consists of different computational 

nodes: Dell nodes (Intel Xeon E5-2690 V3 processors) and “fat” nodes (Intel Xeon E7-4850) 

processors. Each Dell node consists of twenty-four cores connected to 64 gigabytes of memory. 

Moreover, Dell servers are equipped with processors that can perform up to 2.6 GHz per single 

core. Each fat node contains fifty-six cores, of which, each core can produce a maximum 

processing speed of 2.2 GHz connected to a total memory of 1 terabyte. All the nodes are 

connected to each other via Infiniband network, which scales up to 56 gigabytes/s. The CHPC’s 

Lengau cluster has a total of 1368 compute nodes, which results in 32832 cores and 148.5 

terabytes of memory connected to the storage area network (SAN) of 4 petabytes running a 

Lustre file system.  

 

Various scientists and technologists utilise parallel programs to perform calculations and solve 

scientific problems using the CHPC parallel system. Many common parallel programs do not 

perform well and do not fully utilise computational resources (such as memory and processors) 

within the parallel system. The performance of parallel programs equates to the amount of time 

taken to execute the target application; efficiency is when the target application fully utilises the 

computational resources allocated to it. The performance of parallel programs can be 

negatively affected by many factors, such as limited network bandwidth, uneven distribution of 

message-passing, slow read/write operations in the storage, improper logic of the parallel code, 

high memory latency and processor utilisation in the execution nodes of the parallel system 

(Adve and Vernon, 2004; Ebnenasir and Beik, 2009).  

 

Parallel programs written using general parallel programming technologies must usually be 

optimised to perform well on specific parallel architectures. The reason parallel programs tend 

to show poor performance is caused primarily by developers’ limited parallel programming 

experience (Stone, Gohara and Shi, 2010), which leads to suboptimal performance of the 

parallel application. Continuous changes in hardware architectures also contribute to a lack of 

standard approaches for developing efficient applications for parallel systems.  

 

Optimisation seeks to understand and solve these performance problems, and is the process of 

re-writing program instructions with the purpose of increasing the performance and efficiency 

of the code on a particular computing system. It is hard for application users (people who can 

find performance bottlenecks and tackle them) to identify an exact area of the code that causes 
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a performance bottleneck in the system, particularly for large complex programs with many 

routines. Optimisation of parallel applications can be very challenging, one needs to understand 

and analyse various factors, such message-passing activities, I/O (Input/Output) performance, 

network communication and the level of parallelism within the code of the application. 

Visualisation tools therefore are often used to identify bottlenecks in parallel programs (Geimer 

et al., 2010; Subotic et al., 2010). Moreover, visualisation is useful for identifying relationship 

on complex multidimensional data. Two popular visualisation tools are TAU (Shende and 

Malony, 2006; Knüpfer et al., 2012) and Scalasca (Knüpfer et al., 2012; Huck et al., 2015).  

 

The TAU visualisation utilises an easy-to-use graphical user interface tool, ParaProf 

(Delistavrou and Margaritis, 2011) to analyse the performance of the program. In particular, 

TAU ParaProf parallel profiling system generates callpath data (performance metrics): records 

of when each object (routine, subroutine, module or function) was executed during the 

execution of the parallel application. This callpath data is then displayed as callgraph: tree-

based report a graphical representation of the relationship and dependencies between the many 

different computational events. The callgraph visualisation display relationship between objects 

using square boxes connected to each other via black network lines, as shown in Figure 1.1.  

 

It is also able to demonstrate the kinship between the boxes using blue network lines. The 

callgraph system use different colours (light blue, dark blue, green, light green, yellow, orange 

and red) to showcase the status of each object within the parallel program. The status of the 

object refers to the execution time taken to compute an object during the run. Callgraph 

visualisations are useful for mapping the execution time back to specific routines in the source 

code (Morris, Malony and Shende, 2007).  

 

Users typically aim to identify parts of the application that consume excessive amounts of time, 

and the relationship between different parts of the application. The currently TAU’s callgraph 

visualisation tool does not scale well for large callpath data sets - that require very large 

callgraphs. In large callgraphs, it is difficult for users to identify modules and their 

relationships. For example, Figure 1.1 shows a complicated callgraph for the execution of the 

TFS (Thermal and Fluid Sciences) computational fluid dynamics program. The small boxes 

(dark blue, yellow and green) represent modules, routines and/or subroutines and black lines 

depict callpaths - the relationship between the events. This large callgraph is complex to 
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analyse and understand. Firstly, Figure 1.1 does not clearly show the relationship between the 

events because callpaths (black lines) obscure events (dark blue, yellow and green boxes).  

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: TAU’s ParaProf callgragh visualisation for TFS (Morris, Malony and 

Shende, 2007). 

 

Secondly, it is difficult for the user to identify the name of an event and its colour (which is a 

classification) due to their small size. Thirdly, performance bottlenecks are hard to identify 

because of the overlapping callpaths (black lines). Lastly, it is not clear how the colour key at 

the top relates to the events. Some users have explored the use of the Fisheye view to allow for 

zooming in to specific areas in a large callgraph, but Fisheye distorts the shape of the callgraph 

and so does not completely solve the problem (Karrer et al., 2011; LaToza and Myers, 2011).  

 

The TAU callgraph visualisation is currently not effective for large callgraphs of complex 

parallel programs, whereas an effective visualisation is essential for users to rapidly identify 

obstacles causing poor performance and slow execution of parallel programs. An effective 

callgraph visualisation is a system that has ability to easily help users identify performance 

bottlenecks within the parallel program.  
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1.1 Objectives  

 

The aim of this work is to develop an effective callgraph network visualisation to enable users 

to efficiently and rapidly identify performance bottlenecks and thus optimise and improve the 

performance and efficiency of the parallel programs. In particular, we aim to develop an 

effective callgraph visualisation that will help users to analyse the performance of parallel 

programs running on the supercomputers. The visualisation should be informative, intuitive, 

interactive and easy to use. Informative means providing useful information about performance 

of parallel programs, of which, intuitive is easy to understand the information presented. The 

term “interactive” relates to exchanges of information between the user and system, where both 

parties send, receive and respond to queries (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011; Liem and 

Sanders, 2011; Van der Ryn, 2013). The easy to use is when users find it simple to use the 

information about the performance of the parallel program.  

 

The focus of this research is to perform a design study - project whereby a visualisation 

researcher analyse real-world problem facing a specific domain, consequently, design a 

visualisation system to support solving this problem, validate the design and outline lessons 

learned in applying the principles of visualisation design (Sedlmair, Meyer and Munzner, 

2012). We intend to develop an effective callgraph visualisation by conducting a design study 

because it is a problem-driven research, where the objective is to work with the actual users to 

solve their real problems (Rampersad et al., 2017).     

 

1.2 Impact  

 

An effective callgraph visualisation analysis helps users to obtain meaningful visualisation 

graphs that enable easy optimisation of parallel programs for supercomputing systems. TAU’s 

callgraph visualisation tool accelerates the performance and efficiency (utilisation of 

computational resources) of the programs used in the parallel systems. In particular, the design 

study produced a visualisation tool that will enable users to obtain essential visualisation 

information to assist with optimisation and increased performance/efficiency of parallel 

programs.   
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1.3 Approach and methodology  

 

TAU’s callgraph visualisation was used to conduct computational experiments of the study. 

TAU’s performance analysis tool is an open-source package and we have collaborated with the 

developers of this analysis tool. All computational experiments were performed in the CHPC’s 

Lengau and Sun cluster (Mabakane, Moeketsi, Lopis, 2017) due to its availability to 

researchers around South Africa. In this research study, the intention is to design an effective 

callgraph visualisation for identifying performance bottlenecks in parallel programs. Design is 

a practical and creative exercise that aims to develop a product which will help users achieve 

their needs, desires and goals (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011; Munzner, 2014). A good 

callgraph visualisation design enables parallel program users to easily optimise applications for 

scalable performance and efficiency on supercomputers.  

 

The study plan is to design paper prototypes, interactive prototypes and final visualisation, 

where each design will be tested against the original callgraph visualisation system. Each new 

design was iteratively tested by the users to achieve the final design of the callgraph 

visualisation. This research study follows the user-centred design, which is the process of 

iteratively testing with users throughout the development cycle of the system (Schulze, 2001; 

Garrett, 2010). Figure 4.1 discusses different development stages followed to design the new 

callgraph visualisation. The original callgraphs are produced using JGraph (Falcone and Sharif, 

2013) - a JavaScript graphics library, which is now a commercial product. We used the freely 

available D3.js (Murray, 2017) library for our new visualisation of large callgraphs. The D3.js 

library is open-source and it has useful features for manipulating data.  

 

Different users and one expert from a range of scientific disciplines (computer science and 

applied mathematics) were selected to participate in the design process. Seven users tested both 

original and first high fidelity prototypes. Users who tested original design against first high 

fidelity prototype have between 3 and 20 years of experience in High Performance Computing. 

For security purposes, the users who evaluated the designs will be named as follows: User 1 to 

User 7. The names of the evaluators will not be revealed in this document as it will be a breach 

of the voluntary consent memorandum signed by the users and experts during the evaluation of 

the visualisation designs. After analysing the data, it was found that the users had varying 

experience, in terms of years spent working in optimising, parallelising, debugging, analysing 
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and developing parallel programs: User 1 - three years; User 2 - five years; User 3 - eight years; 

User 4 - nine years; User 5 - 13 years; User 6 - twenty years; User 7 - twenty years, as shown in 

Figure 6.23 (A). Four users tested the original design against the second high fidelity prototype. 

These users who tested second interactive prototype have variety of experience in performance 

analyses and development of parallel programs. In particular, User 1 - five years; User 2 - 

fifteen years; User 3 - twenty years; User 4 -  in excess of twenty years. We rely on the 

feedback of seven users who evaluated first high fidelity prototype with more than 70 years of 

experience altogether in HPC. Users who tested the second high fidelity also have a total of 

more than 60 years of experience in HPC.  

 

Users were selected from the University of Tennessee (UT), Innovative Computing Laboratory, 

of which, an expert was chosen from the University of Oregon’s Performance Research Lab 

because it is the designer of the original callgraph visualisation. Moreover, this expert holds 

Doctoral degree in Computer and Information Science from University of Oregon and has over 

20 years of experience in development of visualisation tools used to analyse the performance of 

parallel programs. The users were chosen to participate in the design process because they were 

willing to evaluate functionalities and capabilities of the original/new callgraph visualisation. 

Moreover, UT users were selected to test the interactive prototypes and final design because of 

their experience in analysing, debugging, parallelising, optimising and developing parallel 

programs.  

 

The University of Tennessee’s Innovative Computing Laboratory (UT)
1
 computer science 

doctoral graduates and undergraduates tested the visualisation (both the original and new) as 

these users understand the process of optimising applications used on supercomputers. These 

computer scientists from the University of Tennessee’s (UT) Innovative Computing Laboratory 

tested the first high-fidelity, second high-fidelity and final interactive design of the callgraph 

visualisation system. An expert from the University of Oregon’s (OU) Performance Research 

Lab was selected to test the low-fidelity prototype. 

 

The WRF model (Khain and Lynn, 2009; Barker et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2013), the NAS 

Parallel Benchmark program with MPI (Shun et al., 2012), and the DL_POLY_2 and 3 (Hein et 

                                                 

1
 For more information about UT, please visit:  https://icl.cs.utk.edu/index.html. 
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al., 2005; Smith, 2006; Tang, 2008) were used to evaluate both original and new callgraph 

visualisations. Moreover, WRF and DL_POLY_2 and 3 parallel programs were used to analyse 

and scrutinise how the original callgraph visualisations work. These parallel programs were 

selected because most of the CHPC supercomputing users simulate scientific calculations 

utilising these application. The NAS Parallel Benchmark was recommended for evaluating the 

usability (how easy is to use) (Nielsen and Loranger, 2006; Rubin and Chisnell, 2008) of the 

new callgraphs by the University of Oregon’s (OU) Performance Research Lab
2
, which 

developed original callgraph visualisations. Different problem sizes (small and large) of the 

selected parallel programs were executed and analysed using both original and newly revamped 

callgraph visualisations.  

 

1.4 Contributions 

 

In this study, we demonstrated how visual properties (e.g. colour, texture, size) of the nodes 

and network links were used to design effective callgraph network visualisations to analyse the 

performance of parallel programs. Our new designs of the callgraphs also revealed how 

visualisation designers can use techniques such as filtering and search of information to 

efficiently visualise large data within a network visualisation. We have further discussed 

efficient ways of involving users to be co-designers of the visualisation design by following an 

interactive design model (Figure 4.1).  

 

An interactive design model enabled the users to iteratively evaluate the visualisation design - 

which helped us to practically identify errors at an early stage of the research. Most notably, 

this study has developed a novel technique of expanding, disbanding and collapsing nodes to 

visualize performance of parallel programs using new callgraph visualisations. Users should be 

able to efficiently optimize parallel programs using new callgraph designs and thus increase the 

performance/efficiency of the applications on the supercomputers (Mabakane, Moeketsi and 

Lopis, 2017).   

 

 

 

                                                 

2
 For more information about OU, visit: http://nic.uoregon.edu/prl/home.php. 
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1.5 Synopsis  

 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of different visualisation tools used to optimise the 

performance of parallel programs. Chapter 3 demonstrates the capabilities and limitations of 

the original callgraph. Chapter 4 focuses on the methodological approach used to design 

callgraph visualisations, while Chapter 5 discusses new paper prototype designs. Subsequently, 

Chapter 6 debates interactive prototype designs and how experts tested these designs of the 

callgraph visualisations. Chapter 7 discusses the abilities of the final visualisation design. 

Lastly, Chapter 8 provides the conclusions about this study.    
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 

 

This chapter presents a summary of MPI parallel programming methods used to design parallel 

programs for various scientific disciplines, such as astrophysics, chemistry and material 

science. MPI parallel programing is discussed to help one understand the design of the parallel 

programs. It further describes different types of parallel programs used to perform calculations 

and generate scientific data. Visualisation tools help to analyse the execution of different 

parallel programs for optimisation purposes. Descriptions of various visualisation tools used to 

analyse the performance of parallel programs is also summarised in this chapter. Different 

types of visualisations, such as information, network, and scientific visualisation, are discussed. 

The different types of visualisations are discussed in this chapter to provide a background 

theory on different ways of presenting visualised information. The challenges and importance 

of optimising parallel programs are also presented. The user-centred method for designing 

visualisation tools is also discussed to give a broader perspective on how users help to test the 

design of the visualisation system.  

 

2.1 Parallel programming  

 

The term “parallel programming” means set of program instructions used to carry out many 

calculations simultaneously, whereby a large problem can be split into smaller pieces for faster 

execution in a parallel system (Yang, Huang and Lin, 2011). Parallel programming is often 

used to execute many calculations by splitting a large task into smaller pieces within the 

computational system. MPI is usually used for parallel programming in the distributed memory 

systems such as clusters because it offers point-to-point message passing operations between 

the nodes (Yang, Huang and Lin, 2011).  

 

The distributed memory programming enables processing of multiple tasks on different number 

of physical computer and exchange data by sending/receiving messages between the 

computers. It is a standard message passing tool that provides bindings for different 

programming languages such as C, C++ and Fortran. The OpenMP is typically used for parallel 

programming in shared memory systems. In particular, shared memory programs are designed 

to share, read and write tasks into a single memory connected to different number of processors 
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(Nickolls et al., 2008). The shared memory programming can be able to easily handle data 

communication between the tasks, however, it is expensive to keep data local to the processors 

due to memory access, cache refresh and traffic that occurs when multiple processors access 

data (Wong, 2009).      

   

2.1.1 Parallel programming with MPI and the distributed memory model 

 

MPI enables parallel programs to distribute and process multiple tasks which are executed at 

the same time in parallel on a number of different physical computers. Message-passing tools, 

such as MPICH, MVAPICH and Open MPI all support MPI, which is a standard interface to 

communicate messages in a distributed memory systems (Gropp, 2012). The differences 

between these message-passing tools relate to how well the software can perform within the 

parallel program. The continuous development of these message-passing technologies makes it 

difficult for programmers to develop a standard approach to write parallel codes for parallel 

systems.  

 

In fact, various parallel programs parallelised using MPI face numerous performance 

challenges, such as memory latency, fault tolerance and network communication errors 

(Gabriel et al., 2004; Gropp, 2012). Optimising parallel programs is seen as a way in which to 

overcome these performance issues, and obtain scalable performance/efficiency within the 

parallel system. The process of optimising parallel programs often includes re-defining the 

parallelisation of the application, and enabling adequate communication between the MPI 

processes used to simulate the run in a parallel system.  

 

MPI is the most popular way of parallelising parallel applications on distributed memory 

systems (Yang, Huang and Lin, 2011) because it enables processing of multiple tasks on a 

number of different physical computers and exchanges data by sending/receiving messages 

between the computers (Arabe et al., 1995; Nickolls et al., 2008; Wong, 2009). MPI exchange 

data by sending/receiving messages between the computers, which result in a parallel execution 

of different tasks within a distributed memory system. It is further the most popular way of 

parallelizing scientific programs because it is portable on distributed memory architectures.    
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2.1.2 Parallel programs running on the CHPC supercomputer 

 

Parallel programs are usually parallelised using MPI, and typically run for a long time on the 

supercomputers. For example, parallel programs process complex problems may run for days, 

weeks or months on a supercomputer. The author often simulates scientific calculations for 

weeks on the CHPC’s supercomputer, of which, this should not always be the case. The 

parallelisation strategy of the code plays a significant role in determining the performance 

(processing speed) and efficiency (utilisation of computational resources) of the parallel 

program.  

 

Various scientific disciplines utilise parallel programs to simulate different calculations in an 

attempt to improve and address different aspects of life in the real world. Scientific programs 

such as DL_POLY, NAMD (Wang et al., 2011), Gaussian (McNicholas et al., 2010), Vienna 

Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) (Davis et al., 2015), and Material Studio (Wang et al., 

2015) are molecular dynamics simulations that are used mainly in material science and 

chemistry to simulate structures of atoms in different supercomputers across the world. 

Furthermore, WRF and Community Atmospheric Model (CAM) (Wehner et al., 2014) are 

popular climatology programs that are used by scientists to simulate climate and weather 

around the globe.   

 

2.2 Visualisation 

 

Visualisation has become a critical component of simulating parallel programs (Rohrer, 2000; 

Ware, 2013). Parallel programs can generate two different types of data, namely, performance 

data (metrics) and model data. Performance data is visualised to analyse how the parallel 

program executed in a computational system, of which, model data is visualised to examine 

scientific calculations performed during the run. For example, it will be hard for the parallel 

program user to understand the behaviour of the model without visualising data generated 

during the run. Visualisation further enables the users to understand the reaction of different 

systems being modelled within a parallel program. It also helps scientists to share difficult 

ideas and communicate more information in a shorter period of time. The large data that would 

have taken years to manually analyse can now be visualised and presented in seconds. It is 
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inevitable that visualisation generate graphics that helps people to identify patterns of complex 

data generated using the computer.   

   

2.2.1 Software for analysis and visualisation of parallel performance  

 

Different visualisation tools utilise various techniques to analyse and trace the execution of the 

application in the parallel system. Some analysis tools trace and analyse the performance of a 

parallel model during its execution (Geimer et al., 2010), while others visualise the statistics of 

the application after the simulation has completed (Becker, Frings and Wolf, 2008). 

Performance analysis tools also support different parallel programming technologies like MPI 

and OpenMP. The performance of parallel programs can be analysed using visualisation tools 

such as TAU, Scalasca, Vampir, Paraver and Periscope. These visualisation tools help optimise 

and analyse the performance of parallel programs by identifying bottlenecks like load 

imbalance, and inefficient network communication between message passing interface 

processes.  

 

2.2.1.1 TAU visualisation system 

 

TAU is a visualisation, profiling and analysis tool that is used to evaluate performance of 

parallel programs (Shende and Malony, 2006; Spear et al., 2006). The tool was developed by 

the University of Oregon (Performance Research Lab), the Los Alamos National Laboratory 

(Advanced Computing Laboratory)
3
 and the Jülich Research Centre

4
 and supports message-

passing parallelisation (for example, MPI). TAU enables users to generate visualisation reports, 

which help to identify performance bottlenecks for optimisation of parallel programs. TAU 

consists of three major components: instrumentation, measurement and analysis (Morris, 

Malony and Shende, 2007; Shende et al., 2008; Gehrke, Ra and Connors, 2011).  

 

                                                 

3
 More information can be found on: http://www.lanl.gov/orgs/adtsc/ACSPOindex.shtml [19 

January 2019]. 

4
 For more information, visit: http://www.fz-juelich.de/portal/EN/Home/home_node.html [19 

January 2019]. 
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The tool has several instrumentation methods, namely: source-level, pre-processor, compiler, 

wrapper library, binary, interpreter, component, virtual machine, multi-level, selective and 

compiler instrumentation (Shende and Malony, 2006). Source-level instrumentation relates to 

inserting instructions or probes into the program’s code in order to invoke the visualisation tool 

to measure events and collect performance data (Spear et al., 2006). In this case, the execution 

of the program is regarded as a sequence of events. When an event is executed, the analysis 

system activates the probe to collect the measurement data. This involves passing the source 

code to a pre-processor before it can be compiled.  

 

Compiler instrumentation adds instrumentation calls, which are used to transform, instrument 

and optimise the code. The wrapper library instrumentation enables the performance analyser 

to substitute the standard library routines of the program with the instrumented ones, which are 

used to call the original routines. The interpreter instrumentation makes it possible to handle 

multiple instrumentations of different programming languages, for example, one can 

simultaneously instrument Python and Fortran programs at the same time. Virtual 

instrumentation represents the process of instrumenting the program in a system that consists of 

virtual machines. The multi-level instrumentation enables the profiling user to simultaneously 

instrument programs written in different programming languages, wherein selective 

instrumentation has the capability of excluding unnecessary events (Shende and Malony, 

2006).  

 

Moreover, TAU visualisations have two measurement methods - tracing and profiling. Tracing 

measurement provides information about the relationship between events, but generates many 

trace files. The tracing can observe the amount of time taken to execute each event on different 

processing threads. The profiling mode measures the different phases or regions of the 

program’s code by collecting performance metrics (callpath data) of modules, routines, 

subroutines and loops (Shende et al., 2006; Shende et al., 2008).  

 

In particular, the callgraph profiling system provides information about relationships between 

events (for example, calls to modules and routines) and the distance between the events from 

the root node. It utilises an easy-to-use graphical user interface tool, ParaProf, to analyse the 

performance of the program. TAU’s parallel profiling tool uses callpath data to provide 

performance statistics such as callgraph and expandable tree-based reports. TAU can also 
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display 2D and 3D reports about MPI, threads and hardware performance counters, which are 

useful for identification of communication patterns between the parallel application and the 

computational system (Hammond et al., 2011; Spear et al., 2009). TAU can identify various 

performance bottlenecks such as excessive communication or inefficient distribution of 

computational events (for example, calls to modules and routines), messages sent/received, 

slow read/write performance, memory leaks and processor utilisation.  

 

This study focuses on the callgraph profiling system, which is used to visualise the relationship 

between events such as calls to modules, routines and sub-routines. Figure 2.1 shows the 

analysis of the callgraph profiling system over the thermal and fluid sciences (TFS) parallel 

program, which is used to calculate heat transfer (Morris, Malony and Shende, 2007). TAU’s 

ParaProf portable profiling system was used to visualise the performance of a computational 

fluid dynamics application (TFS) on a parallel system. The computational experiment of this 

fluid dynamics program was computed using many different number of compute nodes, 

however, Figure 2.1 shows computation of eight processes.  

 

The performance of each process was visualised and analysed. In particular, the callgraph 

visualisations show eight boxes, which represent eight processes used to execute the program. 

Each box contains smaller boxes (red, yellow, green and blue ones) that represent 

computational events like calls to modules, routines and sub-routines. Critical events that 

consume excessive amounts of execution time are indicated with red boxes, while yellow, 

green and blue boxes show events that take up successively less time during the execution of 

the application.  

 

Processing threads 2, 3 and 4, simulated expensive modules and routines (red small boxes) that 

consume undesirable amounts of execution time and may need to be optimised in order to 

achieve the scalable performance in a computational system. Processing threads 0, 1, 5 and 7 

shows that some of the modules and routines (yellow and green boxes) may have slightly 

consumed excessive amount of execution time. The Micromegas parallel applications is 

commonly used in material science to study the plastic deformation that occurs in various 

crystalline materials under certain levels of stress (Ciorba, Groh and Horstemeyer, 2010; 

Bélanger et al., 2007). 
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Figure 2.1: TAU’s callgraph report used to analyse TFS parallelised using ParaWise 

(Morris, Malony and Shende, 2007) 

 

Figure 2.2 shows the scaling of a parallel simulation of Micromegas program on four cores 

(Intel Xeon W3570 processors). The performance of Micromegas code was visualized using a 

callgraph profiling analysis tool in order to identify execution bottlenecks of the program. A 

TAU callgraph report was generated to show the relationship between these various 

computational tasks (calls to modules, routines and sub-routines) and execution time of each 

task processed on four cores, as shown in Figure 2.2. In this callgraph visualisation report, the 

red boxes represent the most time-consuming part of the application; green boxes represent the 

second most time-consuming part; blue shows the least time-consuming part of the program. It 

is easy to see that the module ELASTI, and sub-routine SIGMA_INT_CP consumed excessive 

amounts of the execution time. Ciorba, Groh and Horstemeyer (2010) reported that 

ELASTI:SIGMA_INT_CP used 77% of the overall total simulation run time. In this case, one 

needs to consider the relationship between the FORCE and the SIGMA_INIT_CP sub-routine 

in order to enable optimum performance. The other problematic event is module, CONTACT, 

and routine, UPDATE, which accounts for the second most time-consuming part of the 

program. 
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Figure 2.2: Callgraph performance analysis of Micromegas parallel simulation 

(none parallelised interaction forces) (from Ciorba, Groh and Horstemeyer, 2010) 

 

 After thorough consideration the SIGMA_INT_CP, sub-routine (used to calculate short range 

interactions between the dislocation segments), was parallelised and enabled the application to 

achieve a better performance. The relationship between parallel tasks of a Micromegas 

application were analysed and visualised. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the performance of the 

Micromegas parallel program executed using four Intel Xeon W3570 cores, and visualised 

using a callgraph profiling system.  In Figure 2.2, the simulation is executed without a 

parallelised module, namely, FORCE used to calculate short and long range interaction 

between the forces. Figure 2.3 shows a visualisation report of a parallelised interaction between 

the forces within Micromegas parallel program. In these parallel simulations (Figure 2.2 and 

2.3), the sequence in which modules and subroutines were executed is different from each 

other. For example, Figure 2.3 shows parallel simulation executing CONTACT:UPDATE, 

which calls on CONNEC:VOISINAGE, of which, Figure 2.2 demonstrates only the execution 

of CONTACT:UPDATE within that particular parallel region. The callgraph statistics (Figure 

Figure 2.2: Serial Micromegas: Visualization of serial execution callgraph for 1,000 time steps.

Important subroutines are highlighted in colors, where red denotes a ‘hot spot’ , green a ‘warm

spot’ and blue a ‘ cold spot’ .

Upon analyzing both theprofiling and tracing data, in Figures 4 and 5, respectively, and given

the structure of the application code (see Figure 3), we identified the fact that speeding up the cal-

8
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2.3) show that Module CONTACT and Routine UPDATE consume the greatest execution time 

(red colour), whereas the rest of the modules/routines are well balanced (blue). TAU does not 

have the ability to display all events due to limited length and width of the callgraph report. 

Figure 2.3 illustrates only the most important modules and routines that may impact negatively 

on the overall performance of the application.  

 

Morris, Malony and Shende (2007) studied the relationship between events and child events in 

an effort to understand the performance of the TFS parallel program, as shown in Figure 2.4. 

The expandable tree report shows the relationship between routines and loops that were 

simulated on different number of processors. Most importantly, the report shows the duration 

spent on each routine and loop, with the associate number of calls and child events. This 

performance statistic is very useful when the computer scientist needs to understand how many 

times a particular event or child event is occurred during execution of the program.  

 

It is therefore essential for the scientist to have both callgraph and tree-based reports in order to 

understand the relationship between the events and the number of times the events/child events 

were called. In the tree-based report dark blue boxes represent a normal event, while light blue 

boxes represent an event that consumed more time than expected during the execution of the 

program. Other colours, green, yellow and red (not shown in this report) represent different 

execution statuses of the events within the parallel program. Figure 2.4 further shows that the 

function ALGO function started the parallel execution of the program but this function 

consumed less execution time (0.007 seconds) compared to do loop (light blue box) within the 

Function  AUSM which spent 18.106 seconds and was called 360 times.  

 

The first do loop of AUSM needs careful consideration as one can see that it consumed almost 

sixteen times more execution time than other loops within the AUSM function. TAU also 

provides tree-based reports, which can identify the number of times a computational event is 

executed in the system. TAU’s ParaProf system is able to generate useful tree-based reports, 

however, it does not have the ability to effectively visualise callgraph events.  
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Figure 2.3: Callgraph performance analysis of Micromegas parallel simulation 

(parallelised interaction forces) (Ciorba, Groh and Horstemeyer, 2010) 

 

 

Figure 2.4: TAU’s expandable tree-based report (Morris, Malony and Shende, 2007) 

2.4 Analyzing the parallel application code

Figure 2.5: Parallel Micromegas: Callgraphs visualization for parallel execution on 4 cores - mas-

ter thread callgraph (left) and the worker threads callgraph (right) for 1,000 time steps.

Figure 2.6: Parallel Micromegas: Visualization of parallel trace for 10 time steps. The legend

highlights FORCE, SIGMA INT CPand UPDATE.

11
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TAU callgraph visualisation system is not able to effectively visualise the performance of 

parallel programs. For example, events are presented using small boxes; network lines (black 

lines - sometimes blue) do not show clear connections between the events and the colour inside 

the callgraph report does not clearly indicate the status of an event. In some cases, program 

developers do not use performance analysis tools due to lack of sufficient knowledge regarding 

how the analysis tools work (Spear et al., 2009).  

 

Visualisation tools needs to be intuitive, interactive and informative for users to understand 

how the systems work. To compare different visualisations, Scalasca performance analysis tool 

is discussed. Scalasca performance analysis tool visualises message-passing communications 

such as message sent/received and message delayed/computed; this, as compared to TAU, 

which identifies performance bottlenecks within a parallel program.   

 

2.2.1.2 Scalasca analysis tool 

 

Scalable performance analysis of large-scale applications (Scalasca) is an open-source 

performance analysis tool widely used to identify message passing, threading communication 

and synchronisation within a parallel program (Geimer et al., 2010; Böhme et al., 2010). 

Salasca was developed by the Jülich Supercomputing Centre and the German Research School 

for Simulation Science Laboratory
5
. It provides both runtime summaries and event traces. The 

runtime summary is a performance report of the program during execution, while event tracing 

provides a detailed performance analysis report after run completion. During a run, Scalasca 

reports on the total execution time of the program; hardware (for example, memory and 

processor) utilisation, number of bytes transferred per task, message send versus receive 

requests, and write versus read activities of the application. The event traces provide reports on 

parts of the program that cause wait states (idle process waiting to synchronise with another 

process that is not yet ready to act); resources wasted on message-passing delays; and time 

spent on different processes, events and computation of the program (Böhme et al., 2010). 

Figure 2.5 shows the performance of an astrophysics application, Zeus/MP2, that was 

simulated on 512 processors and analysed using Scalasca. Figure 2.5 (a) refers to the actual 

computing of the application, while (b) shows the duration spent on wait states. Figure 2.5 (c) 

                                                 

5
 For more information visit: http://www.grs-sim.de [18 January 2019]. 
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represents the root cause of wait states, such as delayed synchronisation of messages within the 

system. Yellow reflects low values and red reflects high values of computation, wait states or 

delayed communication messages of the application. Figure 2.5 (a) shows that the parallel 

application did not efficiently utilise all processors to compute calculations - only few 

processors were used for computation. The Zeus/MP2 generates many idle processes that wait 

for an extended period of time (red) before synchronising the communication of messages, as 

shown in Figure 2.5 (b). In this case, one may need to focus on re-structuring the distribution of 

message passing and level of parallelism within the code of the application. The Zeus/MPs 

program showed less computational delays in the overall execution performed in the parallel 

system. Scalasca is used predominantly to trace performance bottlenecks, such as imbalanced 

message-passing communication, causes of wait states, and message delays associated with 

wasted resources (Böhme et al., 2010; Böhme, Wolf and Geimer, 2012; Mey et al., 2010). The 

main advantage of Scalasca is its ability to map wait states with the wasted computational 

resources, identify late message senders versus receivers, and display load and communication 

imbalance that occurred between the system and application. One of the challenges of this 

analysis tool is that it creates a file for each process/event and this may increase the need for 

more storage capacity in the system. Scalasca further depends on the local time of the execution 

nodes to accurately record the movement of the process and associate it with time, which can 

be disadvantageous for a system that has execution nodes with different time zones.  

 

 

Figure 2.5: Scalasca performance report of the Zeus/MP2 program on 512 processors 

(Böhme, Wolf and Geimer, 2012) 
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Fig. 1. Time-line diagram showing the activities of three processes and their
interactions. The execution of a certain code region is displayed as a shaded
rectangle and the exchange of a message as an arrow pointing in the direction
of the transfer. Rank 1 delays rank 2 due to an imbalance in function comp(),
inducing a wait state in the receive operation R1 of rank 2. The wait state in
R1 subsequently delays process 3. Thus, the total costs of the delay on rank 1
correspond to the total amount of wait states caused by it directly (short-term
costs) or indirectly (long-term costs).

large temporal and spatial distance in between constitutes a

substantial challenge in deriving helpful conclusions from this

knowledge with respect to remediating the wait states. To

close this gap, the delay analysis contributes (1) a terminology

to describe the formation of wait states and a cost model

that allows delays to be ranked according to their associated

resource waste, and (2) a scalable algorithm that identifies

wait-state inducing delays and calculates their costs.

The time-line diagram in Figure 1 helps illustrate our wait-

state formation model. A wait state is an interval during

which a process sits idle. Wait states typically occur inside

a communication operation when a process is waiting to

synchronize with another process that has not yet reached

the synchronization point. Wait states can be classified in two

different ways, depending on the direction from where we start

analyzing the chain of causation that leads to their formation.

If we start from the cause, we can divide wait states into direct

and indirect wait states. A direct wait state is a wait state that

is caused by some “ intentional” extra activity that does not

include waiting time itself, whereas an indirect wait state is

caused by a preceding wait state that propagated across the

process boundary. If we look at wait-state formation starting

from the effect, we can distinguish between wait states at the

end and those in the middle of the causation chain. A terminal

wait state is a wait state that does not propagate any further

and is, thus, positioned at the end of the causation chain. In

contrast, propagating wait states are those which cause further

wait states later on.

A delay is the original source of a wait state, that is,

an interval that causes a process to arrive belatedly at a

synchronization point, causing one or more other processes

to wait. Besides simple computational overload, delays may

(a) Computation (b) Waiting time (c) Delay costs

Fig. 2. Distribution of computation time, waiting time, and total delay costs
in Zeus-MP/2 across the 8x8x8 three-dimensional computational domain. Red
colors indicate high values.

include a variety of behaviors such as serial operations or

centralized coordination activities that are performed only by a

designated process. Thecosts of adelay are the total amount of

wait states it causes. Since the delay costs define a perspective

from the beginning of the causation chain, we believe that the

following refinement is most useful: Short-term costs cover the

direct wait states, whereas long-term costs cover the indirect

wait states. The total delay costs are simply the sum of the

two.

Theresult of the delay analysis isamapping of thecosts of a

delay onto the call paths and processes where the delay occurs,

offering a high degree of guidance in identifying promising

targets for load or communication balancing. Together with

the analysis of wait-state propagation effects, the delay costs

enable a precise understanding of the root causes and the

formation of wait states in parallel programs. By extending

Scalasca’s parallel trace replay approach with an additional

replay in backward direction, as described in Section IV, we

can detect delays and calculate their costs in a highly scalable

manner.

We applied the delay analysis to a variety of real-world

MPI programs. One example is the astrophysics code Zeus-

MP/2, where we studied the formation of wait states in

a simulation of a 3D blast wave over 100 time steps on

512 processes. Around 12.5% of the program’s total CPU

allocation time is waiting time. Scalasca’s report browser can

visualize the Cartesian process topology of a program, which

we use in Figure 2 to illustrate the relation between waiting

and delaying processes in terms of their position within the

computational domain. Obviously, there is a computational

load imbalance between the central and outer ranks of the

domain. Accordingly, the underloaded processes exhibit a

significant amount of waiting time (Figure 2(b)). Our analysis

shows that about 70% of the waiting time was indirectly

caused by wait-state propagation. Examining the delay costs

reveals that almost all the delay originates from the border

processes of the central, overloaded region (Figure 2(c)). The

distribution of the workload explains this observation: Within

the central and outer regions, the workload is relatively well

balanced. Therefore, communication within the same region
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2.2.1.3 Vampir visualisation tool 

 

Visualisation and Analysis of MPI Resources (Vampir) is visualisation software that can be 

used to analyse the performance of parallel applications. Vampir is used to identify 

performance bottlenecks of parallel programs such as Implicit Radiation Solver (Knüpfer, 

Brunst and Nagel, 2005) and Semtex code (Kluge, Knüpfer and Nagel, 2010) using 

visualisation techniques that “zoom” inside the events and display detailed information about 

various computational actions (Becker, Frings and Wolf, 2008; Sunderland and Porter, 2007). 

This zoom analysis tool (Vampir) is available as an open-source and commercial package and 

was developed at both the John von Neumann Institute for Computing (Centre for Applied 

Mathematics of Research Centre) (Attig, 2006) and the Centre for Information Services and 

High Performance Computing
6
. Vampir can display graphical views, such as wait state 

changes, execution time of routines, communication volumes, and transmission rates between 

the processes. Figure 2.6 demonstrate a visualisation report of computational processes used to 

send and receive message during the execution of pF3C on a computation system. The pF3C is 

a parallel program used to study laser-plasma interactions in experiments (Isaacs et al., 2014).      

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Vampir used to visualise the performance of pF3C parallel program (Isaacs 

et al., 2014) 

Vampir analysed the MPI communication used to parallelise pF3C parallel application on Blue 

Gene/G supercomputer, as shown in Figure 2.6. In particular, it was used to visualise messages 

sent/received during the execution of pF3C parallel program on 1024 processors, however, 

                                                 

6
More info can be found on:  https://tp.dresden-concept.de/en/partners/view/id/1132. 
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Figure 2.6 shows processes from 0 to 24 but the user have ability to expand the report for more 

processes to be displayed within the visualisation system. Different sizes of green square boxes 

represent MPI_Send and MPI_Recv functions used to parallelise computational tasks within the 

pF3C code. The size of the green box determines the amount of execution time taken to 

compute each function during the run. For example, large green boxes represent functions that 

consumed excessive execution time while smaller boxes illustrate functions that consumed 

lesser time during computation of the parallel program.  

 

Black network lines are used to show the relationship between message passing processes, of 

which, pink layer is used as a background to display the connection between the message 

passing processes. In summary, Vampir’s graphical user interface provides useful performance 

information such as time taken to: simulate the application’s code, perform message-passing 

activities, and trace overheads, as well as displaying the overall total execution time of the 

program. The tool can also read and visualize data that is generated by other visualisation tools 

such as TAU; it visualizes various types of performance data irrespective of the visualisation 

tool used to instrument the parallel program. Vampir supports the Vampir Trace Format (VTF) 

and Open Trace Format (OTF) file formats to display graphical performance statistics of the 

program.  

 

2.2.1.4 Paraver performance analysis system 

 

The Barcelona Supercomputing Center
7
 developed the visualisation tool Paraver to handle 

large amounts of visualisation data generated by parallel programs that are computationally 

intensive. Paraver has capabilities to “zoom” inside events (message sent/received) and provide 

performance statistics of modules and routines in the parallel application (Subotic et al., 2010). 

Paraver can identify major performance bottlenecks, such as wait states, poor network 

communication, and hardware performance in MPI, OpenMP, mixed MPI+OpenMPI, MPICH 

and HPF applications (Dorta, Leon and Rodriguez, 2006; Truong et al., 2001). The Paraver 

visualisation provides statistics on the application’s parallelism level, including a 

comprehensive report about hardware counters and I/O activities. In the timeline display, the 

system generates graphs of the performance of the application over time; the statistics display 

                                                 

7
 For more information about the center visit: https://www.bsc.es [18 January 2019]. 
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performs numerical analysis of data on a user-selected region to help identify the region of the 

code which needs to be optimised. Figure 2.7 illustrate the performance of OmpSs parallel 

applications used to compute on a heterogeneous system that comprise of SMP machines and 

traditional compute nodes equipped with processors. OmpSs is a parallel programming model 

that has ability to run on a heterogeneous system (Filgueras, 2014).     

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Paraver utilised to visualize the performance of OmpSs parallel model 

(Filgueras, 2014) 

 

The above visualisation results (Figure 2.7) indicate 2 processing threads, namely, THREAD 

1.1.1 and THREAD 1.1.2 used to compute OmpSs parallel program on a heterogeneous system. 

Each colour (e.g. yellow, pink light green and dark green) represents a task executed on a 

thread, however, the size of the each block with different colours illustrate the amount of time 

taken to execute the computational task. One can also be able to double-click the task to obtain 

more information about it.  

   

2.2.1.5 Periscope analysis tool 

 

Periscope (Knüpfer et al., 2012) allows the users to start, stop and resume performance analysis 

at any time during execution of the program. This analysis tool is under development at the 

Technische Universität München. Periscope is able to detect and map problems in the specific 

area of the code, indexing and highlighting syntax of the code within the program (Benedict, 

Petkov and Gerndt, 2010). This process of mapping the problem to a specific area of the code 

helps to quickly identify parameters and optimise areas of the code that negatively impact on 

the overall performance of the parallel program. Moreover, Periscope has the ability to analyse 
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programs parallelised using technologies such as MPI, OpenMP, MPI+OpenMPI, MPICH and 

HPF; it simply attaches the target executable of the program without compiling the actual code 

of the program (Gerndt and Ott, 2009; Benedict et al., 2010a; Petkov and Gerndt, 2010). Some 

visualisation tools, such as TAU, Scalasca and Paraver, need one to compile the application 

with necessary visualisation libraries before the user can attempt to analyse the execution of the 

program. Periscope follows the method of automatic instrumentation where information about 

the source code (for example, main routine, subroutines, loops, and data structure) is 

transformed and stored in a file for later use.  

 

The data can then be used at any time to automatically compile the application without reading 

the source code, however this may be disadvantageous for users who frequently make changes 

within the parameters of the code (Petkov and Gerndt, 2010). Periscope utilise summary of 

runtime information to automatically analyse and discover problems within the program. 

Periscope contains a central management system, including analysis agents in the execution 

nodes that are used to collect measurement data and automatically refine the code during the 

execution of the application (Petkov and Gerndt, 2010). During the collection of data the tool 

builds and identifies sets of inefficiencies that will be evaluated instantaneously and 

discarded/approved based on whether the event has a high impact on the overall performance of 

the application. Should such inefficiency be approved, Periscope will automatically refine the 

discovered problem in a particular region of the code.  

 

One of the important features of a visualisation system is ability to hover nodes, use different 

shapes to depict status of the nodes, filter and search information within a large dataset. Table 

2.1 depict the performance analyses for an OpenMP version of the NAS Parallel Benchmark 

computed on a computational facility. In particular, left column contains objects (e.g. functions, 

loops) that caused performance bottlenecks during the execution of the NAS Parallel 

benchmark program. The right column contains the severity of the objects within the NAS 

parallel program. Different numbers in the right column are used to showcase the different 

negative impact that each object cause on the overall execution of the target application.       
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Table 2.1: Performance analysis of NAS parallel benchmarks using Periscope 

 

2.2.2 Comparison of current tools 

 

A good visualisation should be interactive, informative and easy-to-use (Rohrer, 2000), which 

defines an effective visualisation system. The research on visualisation of parallel programs has 

been an area of interest in the supercomputing community, with a number of tools developed 

for visualising application execution in order to obtain scalable performance on a parallel 

system. Paraver was developed to understand the communication patterns and load balancing 

of programs that are computationally intensive in the parallel systems. Subotic et al. (2010) 

demonstrated the ability to see the communication and execution time of events (for example, 

calls to routines) using Paraver, however, it does not provide details of the relationship between 

the events, like TAU does.  

 

It is essential for visualisation tools users to understand the relationship between the executing 

application and the computational environment. The Vampir visualisation tool provides an 

extensive report on the performance of processors versus executing events that take place 

during execution (Knüpfer, Brunst and Nagel, 2005). The tool also has the capability to “zoom” 

inside the events of computational tasks in order to identify the root cause of performance 

bottlenecks incurred during execution of the program. Scalasca uses a different approach to 
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map the performance of the application against the executing computational system. Scalasca 

separates these computational factors into three aspects - computation, and messages waiting 

and delayed (Böhme, Wolf and Geimer, 2012). As for Periscope, it does not have features to 

present data graphically; instead it provides the application statistics using tables with rows and 

columns, which may be disadvantageous when there are many events recorded in the simulated 

system.  

 

It is thus critical to have a system such as TAU’s callgraph visualisation system, which can 

clearly display the relationships between the computational events of the programs simulated in 

the computational systems. Such visualisation information is important to optimise parallel 

programs for better performance in the computational resources. The design of the callgraph 

visualisation does not enable users to easily obtain performance information of parallel 

programs. The current design of the callgraphs is disadvantageous to the users and these 

include the use of many different colours to depict status of the nodes, network lines move over 

each other, incomplete names of the nodes and random different sizes of the nodes within the 

visualisation system.  

 

2.3 Visualisation design  

 

A visualisation is a conceptual or graphical representation of data, used to reveal useful 

information about a particular situation (Ware, 2013; Lima, 2010). Data can be visualised and 

presented using different methods, namely, scientific visualisation, information visualisation, 

artistic visualisation and network visualisation (Lima, 2010). The scientific visualisation is the 

process of exploring spatial data that are typically time-varying and multi-variate, including 

scalar and vector quantities (Brodile, 1992; Wang and Tao, 2017). Information visualisation is 

widely used as a method of understanding data patterns, connections and structure (Chen, 2006; 

Ware, 2013; Elkind et al., 2014).  

 

An artistic visualisation is more of concern rather than presenting data in a computer screen. 

However, this study focuses on network visualisation - is a graphical presentation of data 

displayed using collection of points (nodes) joined together using pairs of lines (Dunne and 

Shneiderman, 2013; Newman, 2018). Visualisations provide graphical representations of data 

to help people carry out tasks more effectively. There are a variety of different visualisation 
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idioms that can be used to present data on parallel execution, for example the tree and star 

visualisations shown in Figure 2.8 and 2.9. In this work, we seek to optimize the callgraph 

visualisation to effectively analyse the performance of parallel programs. It is essential, but 

difficult, to validate how effective a visualisation is, due to the sheer number of questions that 

may come up. One of the fundamental principles of analysing a visualisation tool is to look at 

the following three factors: computational resources, human capacity, and display capacity 

(Munzner, 2015). In particular, a visualisation should not require excessive computational 

resources (memory and processor speed) when processing visual queries.  

 

The word “visual query” defines a request send by the user to the visualisation system, which 

responds with a visual representation of information (Catarci et al., 1997).  The visualisation 

should not expect a user to carry out many tasks when performing visual queries on the system 

because it may be difficult for the user to hold all these tasks in a memory. The focus of this 

study is to analyse human capacity when using callgraph visualisation system. Moreover, the 

designer should consider display capacity and ensure that the information displayed on the 

screen is neither overwhelming nor limited.  

 

Interactive visualisation helps to control information displayed on the screen and supports 

multiple levels of displaying information - from high-level overviews, to summaries and 

detailed viewing of the information. An interactive visualisation is a visual representation of 

information that is able to interact with the user of the system (Bade, Schlechtweg and Miksch, 

2004). In principle, an effective visualisation should support the user’s tasks.  

 

A good method to follow when designing an effective visualisation tool is to analyse existing 

tools. Munzner (2015) recommended that a designer consider the following, what do data users 

see?, why do users intend to use visualisation? and how is the visual aspect represented? In 

general, visualisations should present data using different methods in order to enable a quick 

understanding of the information however this is not the case with existing (original) callgraph 

visualisations. Scientific visualisation is regarded as the process of exploring data in order to 

extensively understand it (Brodile, 1992).  
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2.3.1 Network Visualisations 

 

This study focuses on network visualisation, which is the process of analysing data to identify 

and locate relationships between different objects. Network visualisation further shows the 

relationship between objects (nodes) connected to each other via network links (lines). In most 

cases, one needs to utilise appropriate visual properties (for example, colour, size and shape) 

during the design of a network visualisation system. Some colours may be distractive rather 

than providing useful information to the user. It is therefore essential to choose appropriate 

colours when one designs a visualisation system. In the network visualisation colour, size and 

shape play an important role in conveying relevant messages about the data.  

 

It can be challenging to visualize the relationship between many objects that contain different 

values, especially when the developer does not choose appropriate visual properties during the 

design of the system. The most important part of analysing data is being able to identify 

questions that require answering through that particular data. Answers will help to design well-

structured visualisations that generate quality and meaningful graphics. Most notably, the 

design of the visualisation needs to be usable. Rogers, Sharp and Preece (2011) recommend 

that visualisation designers measure usability of the design with the following factors that are 

described in the below Table 2.2:  

 

Effectiveness How many users complete critical tasks?  

Efficiency How long do users take to complete critical tasks? 

Memorability How long does it take to remember previously executed tasks? 

Learnability How long does it take to learn the design? 

Utilities Does the design have good features that attract the users? 

 

Table 2.2: Factors used to measure usability of the visualisation design  

 

The network visualisation framework (Figure 2.8) depicts the relationship of different types of 

human diseases such as cardiovascular, dermatological, metabolic, muscular and nutritional. 

This human network visualisation demonstrates an excellent manner in which to use visual 

properties (such as colour and shape) to classify and locate the relationship between many 
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different objects. The human disease exercise was performed on 903 human genes, and 

diseases are classified into twenty-two categories. In Figure 2.8, different circles (objects) 

represent different categories of diseases and genes. The system uses different colours to 

represent different categories of disease, while white demonstrates the genes.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Human disease network visualisation (Lima, 2010) 

 

The white nodes are not clearly visible within the grey background of the visualisation. Most 

interestingly, a bright green colour is used to select and demonstrate the relationship between 

objects of a particular group of diseases. At the same time, this green colour is used to highlight 

the relationship between the diseases and genes; the colour is different from all the other 

colours that represent diseases and genes. Furthermore, large black shading shows an active 

and selected circle. This is an interactive visualisation.  

 

The name of the selected object appears clearly when one clicks the object, but the system does 

not show the names of other associated objects. As for the background, the grey colour adds 

more visibility to all the objects (diseases), except the white circles (genes). Grey connection 

links (lines) show the relationship between objects. In this human disease system, grey lines are 
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not ideal due to the fact that the connection links use the same colour as the background and 

these results in invisible connection lines between some of the objects. It can be challenging to 

analyse data that contains objects related to many other objects. Heer and Boyd (2005) 

analysed the relationship between social network users and group users, according to their 

relations (Figure 2.9). The community analysis visualisation tool (Vister) displays the 

relationship between users of the social network systems, such as Friendster, Tribe.net and 

Orkut (Heer and Boyd, 2005; Lima, 2010). Figure 2.9 represents the relationship between these 

social network users, grouped according to their relations in the “slices”. Most interestingly, 

slices use different colours to make it easier for the user to identify certain groups closely 

related to each other.  

 

Grouping of objects in the slices provides an opportunity to show clear connection links 

between the objects. The size of the connection lines is too small and could be expanded to 

provide more clarity on this system. The grouping of objects enables sufficient space to display 

the names of the objects in the system. In this social network visualisation, it is also alluring to 

see that each object contains the name and picture that can be used to identify it. Figure 2.9 

further shows objects displayed within pieces of circles, which resulted in a more presentable 

view of the visualisation system. Figure 2.10 denotes the analyses of 2,200 social network users 

whose health status is obese (body mass index >= 30), and non-obese (Christakis and Fowler, 

2007; Lima, 2010).  

 

Each circle (node) represents one person. In this visualisation design, colour is used - in many 

cases to locate and provide relationship between the nodes. The yellow nodes represent social 

network users who are obese, while blue indicates non-obese status. At the same time, nodes 

with red borders depict women while those with blue borders show men selected from the 

dataset. Two different colours - purple and orange - are used to describe the relationship status 

between the nodes. In this regard, purple connection links (lines) show the relationship between 

the users who are friends or are married - orange lines show users who have familial ties. The 

size of each node is used as a key point to indicate the person’s body mass index. It is evident 

that colour is one of the visual properties that can be used to showcase the relationship between 

nodes (objects).    
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Figure 2.9: Analysis of online social networks (Heer and Boyd, 2005) 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Visualisation of obese and non-obese social network users (Christakis and 

Fowler, 2007) 
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2.4 User-centred design  

 

The process of involving users as co-designers of the system is called the “user-centred design” 

(Norman, 1999; Abras, Maloney-Krichmar and Preece, 2004; Gulliksen et al., 2010; Garrett, 

2010). The term “user-centred design” was originally introduced in the 1980s (Beyer and 

Holtzblatt, 1999; Abras, Maloney-Krichmar and Preece, 2004) and became widely used in 

various design fields such as graphical design, software design and architectural design 

(Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011). User-centred design involves different phases, namely, 

requirements gathering, prototyping and evaluation. Requirement gathering is used to establish 

users’ activities in order to develop a system that supports their goals (Rogers, Sharp and 

Preece, 2011). Furthermore, it is used to identify users’ requirements that are not likely to 

change during the development of the system.  

 

Involves data gathering, analysis and interpretation in order to understand the manner in which 

users perform tasks, as well as their goals in the current system (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 

2011). The data-gathering can be achieved by means of questionnaires, interviews, observation 

or studying documentation. The questionnaires are drafted to get initial responses and can be 

used to identify users who are more likely to participate in the interviews or overall design 

process of the system. Interviews are often used to establish issues regarding the current 

operation of the system; it also helps to conduct face-to-face interviews with users in order to 

build a good relationship, making users feel involved in the design of the system. One could 

also introduce focus groups, where users can publicly discuss issues about the current system. 

Focus group discussions help in exchanging ideas about the current system.  

 

Most notably, direct observation and record taking by the designer, of the users when 

performing tasks, is vital for understanding how they execute tasks and in what manner the 

tasks are performed. It is also worthwhile reading documentation regarding the current system 

in order to understand further, how users perform their daily tasks. Researching similar 

products will help the designer to make comparisons, which may help establish requirements. 

The designer may decide to follow more than one data-gathering technique in order to get 

different views about the current (original) design of the system. The process of requirements 

activities iterates repeatedly until stable user requirements are identified, and this involves 

continually analysing gathered data to achieve deeper understanding of the requirements.  
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Cooper, Reimann and Cronin (2007) describe interaction as a means to improve understanding, 

communication and efficiency among the users of the system (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 

2011). In an interaction design model (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011), the designer is 

expected first to observe the gathered data and attempt to make patterns of it, for example, to 

associate visualisation users’ experiences with qualification. From there, data can be structured 

in a form of quantitative and qualitative analysis, where quantitative analysis refers to assessing 

data that is numerical (or can be translated into numbers) and qualitative analysis is a method of 

examining data that is non- numerical (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011).  

 

Both quantitative and qualitative analysis can be used to evaluate data generated through 

interviews, observation and questionnaires (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011; Munzner, 2015). 

In most cases, interviews are recorded using audio/video equipment and interviewers’ notes. 

The interviewer (that is, the designer of the system) should listen to the recordings immediately 

after interviews in order to clarify notes taken during the meeting. It can be challenging to 

elucidate some of the respondents’ answers if the interviewer listens to recordings after a 

prolonged period. For interviews, closed questions, such as age and years of experience, should 

be analysed quantitatively, while open questions (such as job title, qualification and 

programming language) can be assessed in a qualitative manner.  

 

It can be difficult to qualitatively analyse and identify the relationship between general 

responses generated through interviews, for example identifying system administrators who 

believe programming is complicated in a computer science degree. Some statistical techniques 

like observation may be required to help analyse such general responses. Observation data such 

as notes, photographs, video, audio recordings and data logs can be quantitatively and 

qualitatively analysed accordingly.  

 

In this case, qualitative analysis can be used to evaluate the notes generated when users perform 

tasks on the system. The notes can be expanded upon when video and audio recordings are 

analysed, in order to get a deep understanding of the users’ reactions to the tasks. Nevertheless, 

data logs are measured using quantitative analysis techniques to provide a clear understanding 

of the tasks performed by users during the observation. The questionnaires aid in quickly 

perceiving the goal of the users when executing tasks on the system. The questionnaires can be 

recorded using an online survey or a printed document. It is recommended that a questionnaire 
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analyser first “clean” any errors occurring (incorrect users’ responses), in order to get an 

accurate picture of the data (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011). It will then be easy to filter data 

by extracting numbers (quantitative analysis), which can also be associated with statements 

(qualitative analysis) generated using online surveys or printed documents. The goals, tasks and 

needs of the users can be further analysed by studying documentation and conducting research 

about the system to be designed. Analysed data can then be interpreted into percentages and 

averages (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011).  

 

For example, 50% of the users managed to identify normal objects used to simulate programs. 

These figures (percentages and average) will therefore produce graphical representation of the 

data to makes it easier for the designer to understand users’ goals and challenges when using 

the system. Consequently, the designer will be able to set the initial user requirements based on 

the interpretation and presentation of the findings. Establishing users’ requirements will also 

aid in fixing errors at an early stage of system development.  

 

In this research study, the author will follow data-gathering techniques, namely: questionnaires, 

interviews, observation, study documentation, and research about the system. After establishing 

requirements, the designer will be able to develop prototype designs, which will be evaluated 

by the users of the system. There are two different types of design - conceptual and physical. 

The former deals with what the system will do and how it will do it, while the latter is concern 

with the layout of the design, such as screens, buttons, icons, textboxes and menus (Rogers, 

Sharp and Preece, 2011).  

 

2.4.1 Prototyping  

 

The prototype is a skeleton system that allows users to both interact with it, and explore 

different ideas through it (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011). Moreover, there are different types 

of prototypes - low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototype systems. The low fidelity prototype is a 

design that does not mimic the final product, for example sketches, storyboards and index 

cards. High-fidelity prototypes refer to a design that mimics the final design and is capable of 

interacting with the users. The low-fidelity prototypes are useful for exploring ideas because it 

is easy to generate and modify these prototypes. In fact, low-fidelity prototypes are essential for 

assessing multiple designs without using excessive effort to generate designs. It does not 
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provide detailed information to the users. The high-fidelity prototype interacts with the users 

but demands a great deal of time to design it. PowerPoint can combine both low- and high-

fidelity prototypes because it provides paper-based prototypes with a polished software design 

(Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011). The evaluation phase is a stage used to assess the physical 

and conceptual designs of the system. Rogers, Sharp and Preece (2011) suggested that 

evaluation usually involves observing users to measure usability of the system, however, in 

some cases one can also model users’ behaviours to measure their performance on the system. 

Various evaluation methods - controlled setting, natural setting, and any setting - are used to 

determine the environment (for example, laboratory, home and office) in which users will be 

evaluated (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011).  

 

The controlled setting is an evaluation method that assesses users in a controlled environment 

(for example, a laboratory) where users will know what to do, how to do it and at what time to 

perform the tasks. In addition, the controlled evaluation method is useful for recording users’ 

tasks and behaviour during testing of the design (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011; Munzner, 

2015). As a result, the designer is able to easily identify usability problems and user experience. 

The natural setting assesses the design in an environment such as online public communities. 

In natural settings, the designer does not have control on how users either perform tasks or 

behave when executing tasks.  

 

Any setting refers to an evaluation method where the designer consults with experts, researchers 

and consultants to identify the most obvious usability problems of the system to be designed. 

Any setting is similar to heuristics evaluation. Heuristic evaluation is an inspection method 

used to identify usability problems, where experts examine the system according to heuristics, 

or guidelines (Zuk et al., 2006). The designer needs to know the usability problems and users’ 

experience (Rubin and Chisnell, 2008; Tullis and Albert, 2013) after developing sketches, 

storyboards, indexes and prototypes. As a result, usability problems and users’ experience help 

the designer to create an effective interactive system. The method of gathering data using 

observation, interviews and questionnaires can be utilised to test the usability and users’ 

experience (Abras, Maloney-Krichmar and Preece, 2004).  
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2.4.2 Case studies 

 

A user-centred design technique was utilised to re-design a crime analysis system (GeoVista 

CrimeViz) to better understand the crime activities taking place in different areas of 

Washington, USA (Roth et al., 2010). The software companies also adopt similar strategy to 

develop their products. For example, users (police) were involved in different development 

stages of re-designing the crime visualisation tool. Consequently, GeoVista CrimeViz became 

an easy-to-use tool that helps users to easily identify crime activities and dedicate resources 

(police officers) to relevant locations.  Autodesk, Inc has adopted a user-centred design method 

called Agile software development (Sy, 2007).  

 

Autodesk previously used waterfall technique to develop various products for customers, 

however, the company later decided to test user-centred technique in the development process 

of the products. The company’s user experience team together with developers adopted user-

centred design method to test usability of Agile software. Consequently, different prototypes of 

the software were developed and tested by the users. Interviews were conducted with the user 

in the laboratory and field. Various usability problems were identified and immediately 

resolved throughout the entire development process, which follows a user-centred design 

approach. As a result, a user-friendly Agile software was developed, which enable the users to 

easily help customers develop products (Sy, 2007).  

 

A design study was conducted to develop a dashboard network visualisation used to analyse the 

2000 medical records of patients diagnosed with prostate cancer (Bernard et al., 2018). In this 

exercise, five non-experts, five visualisation experts and four medical experts evaluated 

different prototypes including final design of the dashboard visualisations. These experts tested 

the visualisations designs over nine iterations, which resulted with an effective dashboard 

network visualisation that provide useful guidance on how to treat different patients based on 

their medical history.   

 

The user-centred design method was also followed to re-design the user-interface of the 

battlespace visualisation game, namely, Dragon - which was developed by Naval Research 

Laboratory’s Virtual Reality Laboratory (Gabbard, Hix and Swan, 1999). To develop new 

interface, Dragon developers interviewed users (US Navy personnel) who used the game to 
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simulate a battle of war in the field. US commanders and technicians were further asked to 

perform battle-field visualisation tasks using Dragon in order to observe how users execute 

tasks on the visualisation system. The user interaction design experts evaluated the interaction 

between the system and users. Experts found various usability problems such as inability to 

zoom an object, inflexible flight stick, inadequate graphical and textual feedback to the user. 

Different prototypes were developed and evaluated by the users for a period of nine months, 

which resulted with an informative and interactive visualisation of the Dragon visualisation 

game.     

 

2.5 Summary 

 

This chapter outlined MPI parallel programming that can be used to implement parallel 

programs for different supercomputing architectures. Different types of parallel applications 

used in various scientific disciplines were also discussed. Most importantly, the background 

theory regarding different visualisation tools TAU, Scalasca, Vampir, Paraver and Periscope 

were described in detail to provide useful information that can be used to optimise the 

performance of parallel programs. A thorough comparison of these visualisation software 

packages was also outlined in order to show their differences. The description of several ways 

of presenting visualisation data was also highlighted in this chapter. Most notably, different 

methods of evaluating visualisations with the users/experts were discussed. Three evaluation 

methods, namely, controlled setting, natural setting, and any setting were discussed to 

showcase various ways used to examine usability of visualisation designs. The controlled 

setting and any setting will be used to evaluate the new designs against original callgraph 

visualisations. For more information about evaluation of the callgraphs, please refer to Chapter 

4.   
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CHAPTER 3: TAU Paraprof Callgraph Visualisation 

 

This chapter provides an overview of the TAU’s ParaProf callgraph visualisation system used 

track the performance of parallel programs such as WRF-3.5 and DL_POLY, when executing 

on the CHPC’s Sun cluster. Furthermore, visual queries that are typically performed by users 

are discussed and summarised in this chapter. We further focus on the design of the callgraph 

network visualisation tool used to present the relationship between various objects (such as 

modules, routines, subroutines) during execution of the program. The quality of a visualisation 

can be affected by visual properties such as colour, shape, size, orientation, texture, position, 

and contrast of the visual elements (Lima, 2010). Therefore, the strengths and weaknesses of 

the original (current) callgraph visualisation are discussed and summarised under the following 

categories: colour, size, space and texture. This chapter aim to demonstrate how different visual 

properties affect the design of the original callgraph visualisation system.   

 

3.1 Overview of the callgraph visualisation  

 

For our analysis, TAU’s ParaProf callgraph visualisation tool was used to analyse and identify 

performance bottlenecks for molecular dynamics package, DL_POLY, executed on the CHPC 

Sun Microsystems supercomputer. The DL_POLY molecular dynamics package was selected 

due to its popularity on the CHPC’s Sun cluster. Most of the CHPC supercomputing users 

utilise this molecular dynamics simulation to perform scientific work in various fields such as 

chemistry and material science. We further analysed a weather model, namely, Weather 

Research and Forecast (WRF), in order to understand how the callgraph system handles 

applications using many modules, routines and subroutines to perform calculations in the 

computational system.  

 

The WRF is the parallel application that has been selected for the purpose of this study due to 

its popularity for use in the CHPC Sun cluster. We conducted a design study by analysing the 

problem facing users (Sedlmair, Meyer and Munzner, 2012) who run parallel programs such as 

DL_POLY and WRF used to perform scientific calculations on the supercomputers. This WRF 

weather model was simulated on forty-eight processors and visualised using TAU’s callgraph 

system running in the CHPC Sun cluster. TAU’s callgraph visualisation is used to identify the 
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relationship between different parts (objects) of the program and to establish time taken to 

execute each object during the run. The callgraph is the network visualisation that shows the 

relationship between different parts of the program, such as message-passing functions, 

modules, routines and subroutines, during execution of the program. TAU outputs profile files, 

where each file represents the computational events executed in a single processing thread: for 

example, profile.0.0.0 file will have events that were simulated on thread 0. TAU’s callgraph 

has two different modes for generating these files - exclusive and inclusive. The exclusive 

mode only counts the time spent in the event, without calculating the time consumed on 

subroutines.  

 

For example, the exclusive time spent on the main routine may be very low because the main 

routine usually just calls other subroutines. The inclusive mode includes time spent on 

subroutines. In this case, the inclusive time spent on the main routine will be the total execution 

time of the application hence every routine called is the subroutine of the main. In the callgraph 

visualisation, black network lines indicate inclusive mode, as shown in Figure 3.1. Blue 

network links indicate exclusive mode, as presented in Figure 3.2.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Performance analysis of DL_POLY_2.18 on the CHPC supercomputer. 

 

Figure 3.1 shows the first view of an inclusive-mode callgraph for the execution of DL_POLY 

on forty-eight processors using CHPC’s Sun cluster. The callgraph shows objects (small 

coloured boxes) with white text to display the name of each object. In the callgraph 

visualisation, different objects (modules, routines, subroutines and functions) are presented in 

different colours depending on the amount of time each object took to be executed in the 

system. The colour map for node execution time ranges from dark blue (least time) to red (most 

time). Dark blue nodes represent objects that consumed normal execution time, while light blue 
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boxes illustrate objects that spent an amount of time close to the normal execution time. The 

light green nodes represent objects that consumed the amount of time slightly closer to the 

normal execution time, whereas the green containers demonstrate objects that have consumed 

the maximum expected normal execution time. Furthermore, yellow nodes (not displayed) 

represent parts of the program that consumed between normal and moderate execution time. 

The orange and red colours are not shown because none of the objects took either average or 

excessive time to execute on the system. Orange nodes depict objects that have consumed a 

moderate execution time; red containers demonstrate objects that consumed excessive 

(meaning immoderate) execution time during execution of the program.  

 

The callgraph users may click on the node in order to obtain the inclusive and exclusive time 

value taken during the execution of that particular object. The colour map will be discussed 

further below. Figure 3.2 shows the same callgraph system in exclusive mode. The 

DL_POLY_2.20 used the same configuration (69120 atoms and 1000 degrees celsius) as 

DL_POLY_2.18 however performance results are not the same. Figure 3.1 demonstrates that 

DL_POLY_2.18 was performing well using forty-eight processors because all objects are 

shaded with blue.  

 

Figure 3.2 shows an orange object - MPI_Init() - while other objects are coloured with dark and 

light blue. Orange nodes do not indicate critical parts of the program that reduce performance 

of the application; instead, they demonstrate parts of the application that may have little impact 

on the overall performance of DL_POLY. It is further expected that if DL_POLY_2.20 can 

simulate a long run (using more than 69120 atoms) then this molecular dynamics model will 

perform adequately, hence the MPI_Init() function only runs at the beginning of the simulation.  

 

Moreover, the above callgraph analysis tool uses red borders to highlight active object, which is 

an object that the user has selected. The above visualisation results (Figure 3.2) show that 

DLPOLY module is an active and selected node. The study’s author manually dragged and 

increased the size of the objects (small boxes) in order to establish the names of the objects, as 

well as the relationship between them - in particular, the relationship between the selected main 

module, DLPOLY, and other objects. The callgraph users can also display the objects’ full 

name by clicking Options, Box width by, followed by Name length. Adjustment of the 

callgraphs screen settings does not eradicate the problem of displaying the full names of the 
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objects because some network lines move over the boxes, which consequently prevents objects’ 

names being displayed accordingly, as shown in Figure 3.3.  

 

 

Figure 3.2: Visualisation of DL_POLY_2.20 on CHPC’s Sun cluster 

The visualisation results of WRF could not fit on the screen. Consequently, the results are 

divided into two views - Figure 3.4 (A) and (B). In this case, Figure 3.4 (A) shows results from 

the left side, whereas Figure 3.4 (B) displays the right side of the callgraph system. Figure 3.4 

(A) shows the relationship between different modules, routines and subroutines used to 

simulate WRF in the Sun system. Figure 3.4 (A) shows dark blue, light blue, light green and 

green nodes, which indicate parts of the program that consumed normal execution time during 

the simulation of the WRF parallel program. Figure 3.4 (A) shows visualisation results of WRF 

where white dots represent full or incomplete names of the objects within the nodes of the 

callgraph system. Figure 3.4 (B) illustrates some complicated visualisation results of WRF 

simulated on forty-eight processors running on the CHPC’s Sun Microsystems cluster. Figure 

3.4 (B) shows many black network lines move over different nodes. In some cases, different 

network lines form one large black pole, making it difficult to understand the connection 

between the nodes and network links.  
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Figure 3.3: Visualisation of DL_POLY_2.20 on forty-eight processors 

The relationship between objects cannot be easily identified and located in the right-view of the 

callgraph system. Some of the nodes are hidden underneath the network lines, which is 

problematic since the details of the objects are useful in order to understand the relationship 

and execution status of the WRF parallel program. In Figure 3.4 (B), orange nodes depict 

objects that consumed moderate program execution time. The red nodes illustrate objects that 

consumed immoderate execution time while light blue and dark blue nodes represent the 

normal execution time, as described in Figure 3.4 (A).  

 

Various boxes contain white dots and incomplete names, which represent the names of each 

object computed in the computational system. The Figure 3.4 (B) visualisation results show that 

the original callgraph system is unable to effectively visualise applications that have many 

objects (modules and routines, calling subroutines). The users are likely to perform the 

following visual queries when using callgraph visualisation to analyse the performance of 

parallel programs:  
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How long does an object take to execute on a single processing thread?   

What is the relationship between objects that have kinship with each other? 

How can one identify groups of objects that are associated with each other? 

What is the cause of the performance bottleneck in the application?   

Which objects consumed normal, moderate or excessive execution time? 

What is the name of each object?  

 

Table 3.1: Visual queries performed by users  

 

Table 3.1 depicts visual queries that are likely to be performed by users on the callgraph 

visualisation. The first query request the user to outline an amount of time taken to execute an 

object on a single processing thread while the second query enquire about the relationship 

between objects that relate to each other. As for the third query, it defines how the user can 

identify group of objects that associate with each other. Furthermore, fourth query ask the user 

about the cause of the performance bottleneck within the application. The fifth query enquires 

to the user about different status (normal, moderate and excessive) of the objects within the 

program. As shown in Table 3.1, sixth query request the user to name each object computed 

during the run.  
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Figure 3.4: Left-side (A) and right side (B) visualisation results of WRF-3.5 on Sun cluster 
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3.1.1 Colour 

 

Colour is one of the most essential visual properties that contribute to an effective, informative 

and attractive network visualisation system. In the additive colour model, it can be represented 

using the following formula: 

 C  rR + gG + bB                               (Ware, 2013) 

 

C represents a colour to be matched; R, G and B are the primary sources to be used to create a 

match; r, g and b indicate an amount of light from each primary source; and  is a symbol used 

to create a match. For example, black  0R + 0G + 0B. The science writer, Ware (2013), 

explicitly emphasised that colour is extremely useful in visualisation and is excellent for 

categorising, but not for shaping an object. The original callgraph systems clearly do not use 

colour effectively to help users analyse the performance of parallel programs.   

 

TAU’s callgraph system utilises a saturated blue colour to demonstrate the state of an object 

that consumes normal execution time, as shown in Figure 3.1. In fact, TAU uses dark blue to 

represent objects that consumed normal execution time, while light blue demonstrates objects 

that consumed close-to-normal execution time. It is complicated for visualisation users to 

establish which object consumed normal execution time because both dark and light blue 

represents almost the same situation. As demonstrated in Figure 3.1, TAU’s system further 

utilise light green to depict objects that have spent an amount of time slightly closer to the 

normal execution time.  

 

The green colour represents objects that consumed the maximum amount of expected normal 

execution time of the program. In this case, one is unable to precisely pin-point the objects that 

consumed normal execution time because many different colours - dark blue, light blue and 

light green and green - represent practically the same execution status of the nodes. As 

previously discussed in Section 3.1, yellow nodes are used to represent objects that consumed 

between normal and average execution time, but they do not provide a clear status regarding 

the detail of the node. Orange is used to represent objects that consumed moderate execution 

time. As previously discussed in Figure 3.4 (B), callgraph views use red to show objects that 

consumed excessive execution time. It is advantageous for callgragh systems to use red as a 

representation of objects that cause critical performance problems because the colour demands 
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more attention. TAU’s callgraph system utilises too many colours to describe situations that are 

effectively the same, which causes misunderstanding over the performance of the program. 

Keller and Keller (1993) state that red and yellow colours demand more attention while blue is 

difficult to focus on - the callgraph view in Figure 3.2 shows dominant light and dark blue 

colours. TAU’s callgraph system struggles to identify the relationship between objects (such as 

modules, routines, subroutines and functions) utilising a saturated blue colour. It would be 

beneficial for the callgraph tool to use different colours to represent the various objects, and 

identify relationship between each other.  

 

3.1.2 Size and space 

 

The first view of the callgraph visualisation tool shows small boxes with white dots, as shown 

in Figure 3.1. The original callgraph system does not use symbols effectively. Humans are very 

good at recognising different symbols but TAU callgraphs only use rectangles to represent the 

nodes. The small boxes (nodes) remain an obstacle in the callgraph network visualisation tool 

and make it harder for users to identify the root cause of the performance bottleneck, including 

relationships between the objects. The TAU callgraph system present objects in a linear 

manner, making it difficult to show the names of all the objects due to limited space within the 

system. One of the complicated aspects of designing a network visualisation is to identify, 

locate and clearly display nodes (objects) from the selected dataset. Various colours can be 

applied to the connection links to differentiate the nodes in the visualisation design.  

 

Figure 3.4 (A) and (B) further demonstrated some of the boxes showing incomplete details 

(names) of the objects. These incomplete details make it difficult for callgraph users to both 

learn the full names of the objects or, consequently, the relationship between them. Some of the 

objects are not the same size within the system, but this may not be a problem to the callgraph 

users. The first view of the callgraph system further demonstrated small boxes with white dots. 

TAU’s callgraph visualisation users need to drag these small boxes and manually expand their 

size in order to access the object’s details. In Figure 3.2, the sizes of the small boxes (objects) 

were manually increased. The main purpose for increasing the size of the objects was to 

identify the names of the modules and routines associated with the main module, DLPOLY. In 

this exercise, it was found that callgraph visualisation users required excessive amounts of time 

and effort to drag/increase the size of the objects. The time it takes to drag and increase the size 
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of these small boxes is not inconsiderable but the detail given in these boxes remains important 

in order to understand the relationship between the object and its associates. In Figure 3.2, the 

module DLPOLY is selected and highlighted within red borders. The relationship between the 

DLPOLY module and other objects is shown using blue lines. The size of the red borders is too 

small to identify it in the callgraph system; it will be challenging to identify an active and 

selected object, especially when the visualised application has too many objects simulated 

during the run. 

 

3.1.3 Network links and texture 

 

In Figure 3.4 (A) and (B), the relationship between the objects is displayed using black lines 

(network links). It is not easy to identify the relationship between these objects due to many 

network links using the same colour (black lines) to point-out different objects. The colour of 

the network links plays a crucial role in identifying which line is connected to which object 

however, if all the links are black and displayed as many then it becomes difficult to identify 

the connection between the objects. It is also noticeable that, in some cases, dark blue is used to 

represent both nodes (objects) and network links when the callgraph visualisation is operating 

in an exclusive mode, as shown in Figure 3.2. It takes a great deal of effort to identify the 

names and relationships between the objects when the colour of the network links is the same 

as that of the nodes.  

 

In this performance analysis exercise (Figure 3.2), the callgraph analysis system shows network 

links (lines) moving over the textboxes (objects) when callgraph analysers increase the size of 

the objects. The names of the objects become invisible when the network lines move over the 

actual nodes - this is the primary reason callgraph users are not able to easily identify the names 

of the objects and the relationship between them. Moreover, the original callgraph system does 

not have functionalities to display certain groups of objects that are related to each other. The 

text within the objects is presented in a small italic font style, making it hard to see the details. 

In some cases, the callgraph presents the names (text) of the objects using white on a blue 

background. The structure of the callgraph report becomes even more complicated to analyse 

when one manually expands the size and position of the nodes in a suitable place. Various 

visualisation properties such as inadequate colour, shape, size, texture and overall position of 

the textboxes affects the functionality of the callgraph network visualisation system.  
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3.1.4 Interaction 

 

The original callgraph visualisation has limited interaction with users of the system. The 

interaction takes place when the user clicks a node, which then results with an inclusive and 

exclusive time of an object simulated during the execution of the program. It do not show the 

name of the clicked node when displaying an inclusive and exclusive time, which makes it hard 

for the user to associate the target object with the execution time. When the user click a node it 

further highlight the target node with thin red border, which is not easy to notice when the 

callgraph system displayed many nodes at the same time.  

 

The design of the original callgraph visualisation system do not have any other interactive 

features such as zoom, filtering data, search information, expanding and disbanding nodes. It 

has limited interaction, which do not help users to manoeuvre information and easily analyse 

the performance of parallel programs. However, too much interaction is also not desirable. The 

user should be able to see as much as a glance as possible (Ware, 2013) without having to 

resort to mouse clicks. TAU requires users to do too much clicking in order to find the name of 

the nodes and relationship between them.        

     

3.2 Discussion 

 

TAU’s callgraph system display nodes that are very crowded, which makes it hard to read the 

details of the objects computed in the system. In addition, the callgraph system does not use 

sophisticated mechanisms such as zoom and/or filter to enable users to easily retrieve 

information about the execution of the program.  Moreover, the system does not use different 

shapes (for example, square, diamond and round) to differentiate the execution status (normal, 

moderate and excessive time spent) of the objects used to perform calculations in the 

computational arena.  

 

In a callgraph visualisation tool, different symbols will enable users to easily identify and 

locate objects that consumed normal, average and immoderate execution time. It would also be 

appropriate for the callgraph visualisation to apply different sizing to the nodes and network 

links in order to easily convey the root cause of the performance bottlenecks occurring during 

the execution of the program. The use of different nodes sizes and network lines will further 
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enable the callgraph viewer to identify group or objects that are related to each other. For 

example, large nodes and network lines could be associated with an excessive execution time 

of different parts of the program, while small ones could represent parts of the program that 

performed well. Furthermore, the original callgraph system does not accommodate colour-blind 

people due to the fact that it does not use dual channels (colour + size) to represent the 

relationship between objects simulated in the computational system. For instance, routine 1 and 

2 can be grouped using the same colour and size to show familial ties between the objects.  

 

Another problem with the callgraph visualisation tool is the use of similar colours to represent 

similar situations. As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the TAU callgraph profiling system uses dark 

and light blue to represent almost the same execution time of an object. This is an impractical 

way of displaying nodes in a network visualisation system. It would also be useful to use few 

colours as a means of improving the visibility of the nodes (objects) within the visualisation 

system, however, callgraphs utilise many colours for the similar execution status of the objects 

simulated during the run.   

  

3.3 Conclusions 

 

This chapter presented an overview of the callgraph visualisation used to analyse the 

performance of parallel programs. The performance of the DL_POLY molecular dynamics 

package and the WRF model was analysed using the callgraph system, and scaling results were 

adequately summarised in this chapter. Significant information about the characteristics, 

advantages and disadvantages of the callgraph network visualisation were also provided. Some 

of the colours (e.g. dark blue) and small sizes of the nodes are distractive within the original 

callgraph design. The original callgraphs utilise too many colours of the nodes to represents 

objects computed during the run. The use of dark blue colour on the nodes and network lines is 

also not appealing within the original callgraph visualisations.     
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CHAPTER 4: DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

 

We aim to design an informative, intuitive, interactive and effective callgraph visualisation that 

enables users to easily obtain information on the performance of a parallel program. The design 

of the visualisation should enable users to easily interact with the system. An interactive design 

methodology was followed with prototypes that were improved from low-fidelity (paper-based) 

prototypes to high-fidelity (interactive) prototypes. Here we describe our user-centred design 

methodology. It comprises of five design stages: establishing requirements, designing 

alternatives, prototyping, evaluating, and final design, as shown in Figure 4.1. Visualisation 

design is normally an iterative refinement process, where better understanding of a 

development stage helps to refine other phases of the design (Munzner, 2015). The design 

alternatives and evaluation phases are discussed in detail to explain the process of involving 

users in the development of both the prototypes and the final design of the callgraph 

visualisation system.    

 

Establishing requirements

Prototyping

Designing alternatives Evaluating

Final design

 

 

Figure 4.1: Interaction design model (Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011) 
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4.1 Design principles 

 

Basic principles, or heuristics, of designing an interactive visualisation tool include factors that 

are shown in Table 4.1. 

 

Information overload Do not overload users with too much information. 

Aid users Help the users to be in control of the tasks. 

Design for errors Plan for errors that may occur when users performs tasks.    

Visibility controls  Enable important controls (for example, buttons) to be 

visible in the system.  

Feedback The system must provide feedback about users’ actions. 

 

Constraints Restrict some users’ actions by enabling and disabling 

certain controls.  

Mapping Manage the relationship between controls and effects of the 

system. 

Consistency Operation of the tasks should be the same, irrespective of 

the controls. 

Affordance Enable mechanisms that guide users on how to perform 

certain tasks.  

Ensure visual variables have sufficient length.  

Enable multiple levels of information.  

Consider users who are colour blind. 

Display the greatest amount of data in the least amount of space 

 

Table 4.1: Basic principles of designing an interactive visualisation (Abras, 

Maloney-Krichmar and Preece, 2004; Zuk et al., 2006) 

 

These design principles, or heuristics, help the designer to provide an interactive, usable and 

effective system (Preece, Rogers and Sharp, 2002; Sharp, Rogers, and Preece, 2009; Rogers, 

Sharp and Preece, 2011; Shneiderman et al., 2016). Heuristics can also be used in the 

evaluation of a visualisation system. For more information on different evaluation methods, 
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please refer to Section 2.6. The heuristics are most suitable for evaluating low-fidelity paper-

based prototypes of the visualisation tool. The design principles ensure that the designer 

follows basic standards for designing a good system. Adherence to the principles is not the only 

factor in achieving a successful interactive system. Users can help to evaluate and test the 

design (for example, the capabilities and functionalities) of the system. 

 

4.2 Design approach 

 

A user-centred method is followed here because it focuses on the needs and desires of the users 

by involving them on every development stage of the design (Endsley and Jones, 2004). It is 

important for the designer to understand the users’ needs and wishes in order to develop an 

effective system. Moreover, user-centred design enables the designer to easily exchange 

information with the users during the design of the system. The exchange of information 

enables the designer to perceive users’ goals and tasks. This user-centred technique further 

allows iteration of some design phases to ensure thorough testing and evaluation of the system.  

 

We followed this development stage to design a new callgraph visualisation system, namely, 

requirements gathering, low-fidelity prototype, first high-fidelity prototype and evaluation, 

second high-fidelity prototype and evaluation and final design. The low-fidelity prototype, 

high-fidelity prototype and final visualisation design were developed to support solving the 

problem of parallel programs not performing well and fully utilise computational resources. As 

earlier discussed in this Section 4.2, we followed a user-centred method to design new 

callgraph visualisations intended to solve the problem of performance and efficiency within the 

parallel programs. Each of these design stages is discussed in more detail below. The outcome 

of the first paper prototypes helped to create high-fidelity interactive prototypes which were 

implemented using D3.js - JavaScript library used to develop visualisation systems. The users 

further evaluated the design of these interactive prototypes to assess the conceptual and 

physical view. The conceptual design deals with what the system does and how it do it, while 

the physical part is concerned with the layout of the design such as screens, buttons, icons, 

textboxes and menus of the design.  
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4.2.1 Establishing requirements  

 

The first phase of an interaction design process (Figure 4.1) is to establish users’ requirements 

for the system. A review of the TAU manuals, tutorials, helpdesk queries and online 

community discussions 
8

 was used to establish users’ requirements and identify tasks 

performed by users on a regular basis. An online survey identified users who were willing to 

participate in the interviews or focus groups. The selected people had experience in optimising, 

parallelising, debugging, analysis, and/or development of parallel programs. The selection 

process was performed in consultation with the leaders (Directors) of the University of 

Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory and University of Oregon’s Performance 

Research Lab in order to get necessary clearance to perform research within the institutions. A 

key part of the requirements gather was to identify common visual queries, which are described 

in Table 3.1.  

 

4.2.2 Low-fidelity prototype  

 

The first paper prototypes were developed using Microsoft PowerPoint. Three different paper 

prototype designs were developed, as shown in Figures 5.1 (A), (B) and (C). The objective of 

developing these paper prototypes was to look at different ways of displaying the physical view 

of the callgraph visualisation. Moreover, principles of designing an interactive visualisation (as 

shown in Table 4.1) were followed to develop the first paper prototypes. Any settings 

evaluation was followed and applied to assessing the low-fidelity prototype design. As 

discussed in Section 2.4, Any settings is an evaluation method where the designer consults with 

experts, researchers and consultants to identify the most obvious usability problems of the 

system to be designed.    

 

 The expert evaluated the paper prototype design by performing various tasks on the blueprint 

of the callgraph visualisation system. During this exercise, we did not record expert’s answers 

using video and audio recordings, however, the responses were hand written on the paper. He 

performed visual queries stated on Table 3.1. After evaluation, feedback was provided and 

considered, which consequently brought about the formation of the first high-fidelity prototype 

                                                 

8
 The TAU mailing list can be accessed via: http://nic.uoregon.edu/mailman/listinfo/tau-users. 
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(interactive design).  

 

4.2.3 First high-fidelity prototype 

 

The first high-fidelity prototype was designed to analyse the performance of parallel programs, 

as articulated in Chapter 6 about the High-fidelity prototype. This first interactive prototype 

design was developed to enable users to interact with the system by performing visual queries 

on it. In this exercise, the aim was to understand both how users interact with the systems and 

how the system interacts with the users. Director of the University of Tennessee’s Innovative 

Computing Laboratory requested various computer scientists to help us evaluate the new 

callgraph visualisation, consequently, those chosen scientists performed practical evaluation on 

the first interactive prototypes of the callgraphs. Seven users evaluated the usability of the first 

high fidelity prototype design. The same visual queries performed by an OU expert on the low-

fidelity prototypes were refined and executed on the first interactive prototype system by UT 

users. Table 4.2 depict the visual queries performed by the users on the first high fidelity 

prototype and original design of the callgraph visualisation:  

 

Indicate objects that consumed normal, moderate and excessive execution time 

Establish the status of a particular node 

Identify details of the node: 

Which routine name is represented by a node? 

Which procedure called an object? 

What amount of time is consumed by different nodes? 

What is the relationship between an object and its associates? 

Demonstrate how the system works: 

Which nodes have children nodes? 

How to expand or collapse nodes?  

How to filter and display a node with its associates? 

How to return back to main screen after expanding or collapsing nodes? 

Which objects cause performance bottlenecks? 

 

Table 4.2: Visual queries performed by users on the first high fidelity prototype 
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During the evaluation process, the same visual queries performed on the first high fidelity 

prototype were also executed on the original design of callgraph visualisation. Users performed 

these queries in a controlled laboratory (office) with no access of the public members. The  

visual queries (Table 4.2) helped us to identify usability problems on both first interactive 

prototype and original design of the callgraph visualisation. It was anticipated that the queries 

would provide answers to the following: 

 

Can users perform the important visual queries quickly and effectively?  

Does the design provide various ways in which to obtain performance 

information about the program? 

Does the callgraph design meet the users’ needs and expectations? 

Is the design informative to the users? 

Does the system design offer a distractive user interface? 

Does the final design expect users to carry out multiple tasks to acquire 

information? 

 

Table 4.3: Answers to the visual queries performed by users.  

 

After performing visual queries, users were interviewed and completed questionnaire about the 

first high fidelity prototype and original design of the callgraphs. The questionnaire focused on 

how easy or hard it was to use both the original and first high-fidelity prototype design of the 

callgraph visualisation system. In the questionnaires (survey), users indicated job titles and 

number of years (experience) in the computational science field.  

 

During completion of the questionnaires, each user was interviewed to understand more about 

the physical and conceptual design of both the original and first interactive prototype design of 

the callgraph visualisation system. Users performed tasks on both the original and first high-

fidelity prototype design of the callgraph system for comparisons. Afterwards, interviews were 

conducted with the users to record feedback about the systems. During the interview, the users 

were asked the following questions (Table 4.4): 
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How helpful is the visualisation designs in terms of optimising programs? 

Which design(s) is more helpful?  

Do you like the physical layout of the screens? 

What will you like to see in the new callgraph design? 

How easy or difficult was it to learn the system? 

Which visual queries were easier to do than others? 

Which questions were hard or easy to answer with the design? 

What are the most important queries that users perform on callgraphs? 

 

Table 4.4: Users questionnaires about the original and first high fidelity prototype 

design  

 

We conducted the interview by asking questions to the users. For interview purpose, all the 

questions were given to each user before the discussion can start. The user’s answer to each 

question was written on the question paper and responses were also recorded for future analysis 

of the interview. Every user was interviewed on a one-to-one basis immediately after 

performing visual queries on the callgraph visualisations.   

 

4.2.3.1 Evaluation 

 

The method of observing users when performing tasks was precisely applied to evaluate both 

the original and the first interactive prototype system. The controlled settings evaluation was 

practised to evaluate the first high-fidelity (interactive) design and original callgraphs in a 

laboratory where users were tasked to perform visual queries on the systems. Users were 

recorded using video footage when performing tasks on both the original and first high-fidelity 

prototype design. Consequently, audio was recorded, which was analysed after the evaluation 

in order to understand the interaction between the users and callgraph visualisations. 

Furthermore, we took note of the users’ reactions when using the original and the first high-

fidelity prototype system. As discussed in Section 4.2.3, users were interviewed to get feedback 

about the usability of the original and the first high-fidelity prototype. The following data - 

visual queries, interviews, notes, video and audio recordings were assessed using quantitative 

and qualitative analysis techniques to ensure that the system met users’ requirements. All the 
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interviews, notes, videos, audio recordings and visual queries performed by the users on the 

first and second high fidelity prototypes can be found our website 
9
 by clicking on the 

“Research” tab followed by “Visualization of parallel programs”. The results were also 

interpreted using the method of converting data into percentages and averages, as discussed in 

Chapter 6. Graphical presentation of the data collected was also analysed and interpreted 

accordingly, as discussed in Chapter 6. Nonetheless, analysis, interpretation and presentation of 

the observation/interviews data helped to determine the usability of the first high-fidelity 

prototype design. The process of re-designing and evaluating the prototypes was continuously 

repeated when the system did not meet users’ requirements and needs, until the final 

visualisation managed to fulfil both.  

 

4.2.4 Second high-fidelity prototype 

 

The users’ feedback about the original and the first interactive design helped us to develop the 

second high-fidelity prototype of the callgraph visualisation system. During the evaluation of 

the first interactive design, users recommended improvements and extra features to be added on 

the new callgraph visualisations. Moreover, users recommended the second high-fidelity 

prototype design to be created by following the first interactive design (tree design) and tested 

using large datasets (performance metrics) generated during the simulation of the parallel 

program. The second interactive prototype design was developed by following the design of the 

first high-fidelity design, and extra visualisation features were added as recommended by the 

users.  

 

The UT users evaluated both the original and second high-fidelity prototype designs in a 

controlled laboratory. Four users evaluated both original and second high fidelity prototype 

design, which resulted with the final design of the callgraph visualisation. Users performed 

visual queries by means of the original and second high-fidelity prototypes used to simulate 

large performance data (performance metrics) produced during the simulation of the parallel 

program. The same visual queries performed on the first interactive prototype design were 

slightly refined to be clearer and performed on both the original and second high-fidelity 

                                                 

9
 Users data can be found on the following website: https://people.cs.uct.ac.za/~mmabakane [19 

January 2019].  
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prototype design of the callgraph visualisation system. Table 4.5 shows queries performed by 

users on the second high fidelity prototype design: 

 

Which nodes use excessive time?      

What is the execution status of MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_DFI? 

What is the full name of MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN? 

Which node (object) calls MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN? 

What is the amount of time consumed by MODULE_WRF_TOP_INIT? 

What is the relationship between MODULE_WRF_TOP::INIT & its 

associates? 

Which node, between MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE and 

WRF_DEBUG, has children nodes?  

If any of the below-mentioned nodes 

(MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE and WRF_DEBUG) have children 

nodes, how many children nodes are there?  

How to expand or collapse the nodes? 

How to search and display a node with its associates?  

How to return back to the main screen after expanding or collapsing the 

nodes?  

What is the name of the object (node) that causes performance bottlenecks?  

 

Table 4.5: Visual queries performed by users on the second high fidelity 

prototype 

 

How helpful is the visualisation design in terms of optimising the programs? 

Which visual queries were easy to perform?  

Which visual queries were difficult to perform? 

Which design is more helpful, and why? 

Can you suggest any improvements to the design? 

 

Table 4.6: Users questionnaires about the original and second high fidelity 

prototype designs  
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After performing the visual queries, interviews were conducted with the users about the 

experience of using both original and second high-fidelity prototype designs. Users were asked 

to answer the questionnaires shown in Table 4.6.  

 

4.2.4.1 Evaluation 

 

As discussed in Section 4.2.4, users evaluated both the original and second interactive designs 

(second high-fidelity prototype design). Video was used to capture interaction between the 

users and original/second interactive design of the callgraph visualisation system. 

Consequently, video and audio recordings of the users were captured. In addition, notes were 

taken to analyse how users employ both original and second interactive prototype designs of 

the callgraph profiling system. Data such as interviews, notes, audios, videos and visual queries 

performed by users were analysed using the quantitative and qualitative method of evaluating 

systems. After analysing data, the final design was developed to satisfy users’ needs and 

requirements.   

 

4.2.5 Final design  

 

The final visualisation design was developed using D3.js JavaScript library. The visualisation 

methods applied on the second high-fidelity prototype design were applied on the final 

visualisation design, which displayed information using two different visualisation methods - 

filtering and search. The final design (filtering and search mode) of the callgraph visualisation 

was developed for users to identify performance bottlenecks incurred during the execution of 

the parallel program. In particular, filtering enabled the user to filter a certain amount of 

information, while the search design allowed the user to search a particular query within the 

visualisation, as indicated in Chapter 7. These designs were used to analyse both small and 

large performance data produced by parallel applications.     

 

4.3 Conclusion 

 

This chapter discussed the interaction design models used to design and evaluate the final 

design of the callgraph visualisation system. It demonstrated how users evaluate original 
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prototypes and final designs of the callgraph visualisation system. Different development stages 

- establishing requirements, designing alternatives, prototyping, evaluation, and final design 

were followed together with the users to develop an advance callgraph profiling system. The 

chapter further highlighted the process of how users became the co-designers during the 

development of the new callgraph visualisation. Most notably, users evaluated the usability of 

the original, prototypes and final callgraph visualisation designs.   
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CHAPTER 5: LOW-FIDELITY PROTOTYPE 

 

This chapter discusses our goals we initially presented: design stages of the low fidelity 

prototype (paper prototype) of the callgraph visualisation. It further describes different types of 

low-fidelity prototype (paper-based) visualisations, namely star and tree designs, used to depict 

the performance of parallel programs on a computational system. In addition, different features 

of the designs are presented, using visual properties such as colour, size and shape of nodes or 

network links within the paper-based prototype designs. The advantages and drawbacks of 

these non-interactive (low-fidelity) prototypes designs are also examined in this chapter.    

 

5.1 Design goals  

 

The aim of the low fidelity prototype was to learn different ways of displaying the physical 

view (e.g. nodes and network lines) of the callgraph visualisation. It was also important to find 

a suitable visualisation method of displaying the relationship between the nodes within the 

callgraphs. Most importantly, we designed a low fidelity prototype to assess various 

mechanisms of presenting different types of nodes. The low fidelity prototype was also 

designed to analyse the technique of presenting the relationship between the nodes without 

overcrowding information on the screen as it is the case with the original callgraph 

visualisation system.  

 

5.2 Design description  

 

The performance analysis of the following parallel programs: WRF, DL_POLY_2.18, and 2.20 

was performed using callgraphs, as discussed in Chapter 3. The primary purpose of this 

experiment was to analyse the capabilities of the callgraphs in order to identify the most 

common visual queries performed by users. It was found that in most cases the callgraph user 

needed to perform the visual queries (as shown in Table 3.1) to understand the performance of 

the parallel program. It is challenging to perform these queries using the current (original) 

design of the callgraph visualisation system, as demonstrated in Sections 3.1. To this end, two 

paper-based prototypes with polished callgraph network system software designs (star and tree) 
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were designed, as shown in Figure 5.1. The star design is a visualisation method that shows the 

relationship between different objects, which spread to different directions of the system (Lima, 

2010; Heer and Boyd, 2005; Christakis and Fowler, 2007). In this star design, different nodes 

can connect to each other and be grouped according to their associates. The tree design is also 

one of the visualisation methods used to analyse and display the relationship between different 

nodes in a particular scenario. In a computational arena, tree design can be used to demonstrate 

the affinity between different objects (such as modules, routines and functions), which are 

utilised to perform computational calculations.  

 

Most interestingly, the tree design shows the relationship of objects spread like a tree across the 

entire system (Lima, 2010; Newman, 2018). Various designs mechanisms, such as the method 

of grouping objects and using colour to identify relationship between the objects, were adopted 

in the design of the prototype systems. As shown in Figure 2.8, the grouping of objects 

provides a clear indication of the relationship between the nodes. Figure 2.8 further 

demonstrated an appealing and user-friendly system that used colour to emphasise the 

relationship between objects of the same group.  

 

Both star and tree prototype designs adopted colour to identify the relationship between objects, 

while star design also has objects grouped together. Colour, size, space and texture are the most 

influencing factors when selecting this method of analysing data. In particular, the star design 

was created primarily due to its ability to easily identify groups of objects that are closely 

related to one another and is able to display objects within large circles of different colours. 

The tree design was developed because of its ability to spread objects across the system and 

clearly display many objects within the limited space of the system.  

 

The tree design was also selected due to the fact that it can quickly identify many groups of 

objects that are related to one another, using different colours over the borders and network 

links of the nodes. Shneiderman et al (2016) principles of providing overview of the 

information and then followed by details-on-demand was followed to design low fidelity 

prototypes, namely, star (Figure 5.1 A) and tree design (Figure 5.1 B and C).   The star design 

display overview of the information and tree design provides more details about different nodes 

within the low fidelity prototype.  
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5.2.1 Star design  

 

Figure 5.1 (A) illustrates the star design of the callgraph prototype system using small circle, 

square, and diamond shapes connected to the large square box in the centre of the system. The 

first view of the callgraph profiling system shows only objects, and their associates, that 

consumed moderate and excessive execution time. The reason for displaying only those objects 

that consumed moderate and excessive execution time is due to the limited space caused by the 

large circles. In particular, the star design adopted the style of grouping objects in different 

boxes (Heer and Boyd, 2005; Adar, 2005) and used colour to emphasise the relationship 

between objects (Christakis and Fowler, 2007). Figure 5.1 (A) indicates the connection between 

nodes (square, round and small diamond shaped boxes) encapsulated within six large circles; 

these circles have different border colours (black, dark purple, yellow, sky blue, light pink and 

grey).  It enables users to easily identify groups of objects that are closely related to each other. 

Moreover, these six circles use the same colour as the borders in order to connect to the main 

computational task (MAIN MODULE).   

 

The white background enables objects (small circles), network links, and large circles to be 

more visible within the system. Because of this one can quickly identify the names of the 

objects and the relationship between each another. The size, shape and colour play a further 

very important role in differentiating the execution status and relationship between the objects 

visualised using the callgraph system. The white nodes represent aspects of the program that 

consumed normal execution time; orange indicates objects that consumed average execution 

time, and red nodes demonstrate objects that consumed excessive time during execution of the 

program. The use of dual channels (colour, shape and size) was further applied on the nodes to 

ensure that all the callgraph users (including colour-blind people) could differentiate the objects 

within the system.  

 

In particular, white objects are shaped using round circles while orange nodes have a diamond 

shape and red nodes are reflected using square boxes. The size of the white, orange and red 

nodes is also different. The red nodes are larger than orange nodes, which are bigger than white 

nodes. The red and orange nodes were intentionally made larger because of their critical 

negative impact on the overall performance of the program. All curved connection links are 

used to lead the callgraph visualisation user to the red nodes. Elbow connectors position orange 
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nodes, while straight network lines connect to the white objects within the visualisation. 

Different colours (black, dark purple, yellow, sky blue, light pink and grey) are used on borders 

of the objects (small boxes) to showcase the relationship between an object and its associates. 

The objects that have the same border colour are connected to each other within the large 

circles.  

 

Figure 5.1 (A) shows that objects that have black borders connect to each other via black 

connection lines, while objects surrounded by dark purple connect to each other via dark purple 

network links. At the same time, yellow nodes (objects) are linked to each other using yellow 

connection lines to showcase their kinship to one another. The mechanism of using different 

border colours enables the callgraph user to rapidly identify the relationship between groups of 

objects that are associated with each other. It is evident that different border colours 

demonstrate an ability to differentiate, locate and identify the relationship between many 

objects within a network visualisation.  

 

The star prototype design (Figure 5.1 A) also enables the user to easily identify an active object 

(one that has been clicked) using a large brown border to highlight an operating object. In 

Figure 5.1 (A), routine 4’s border is brown, which reflects an active object. When a callgraph 

user clicks an object, the system magnifies the object into the centre of the screen in order to 

display the full name of that particular object. Once clicked, the object displays a brown border. 

The purpose of magnifying an object is to ensure that the user can easily obtain the full name of 

each object without dragging and increasing its size.  

 

It is difficult to display all long object names within a single screen. Therefore, white objects 

can only show up to thirteen characters (including spaces) if not clicked or active. Orange 

nodes can display up to a maximum of fifteen characters while red nodes show up to nineteen 

characters within the system. The associates of an active object also change their border colour 

and connection links to a bright green colour. The TAU callgraph prototype design (Figure 5.1 

A) utilises an ordinary black text to display the name of each object within the network system. 

The black text within the small circles (objects) is very clear. It is evident that the star prototype 

design clearly demonstrates the execution status and relationship between the objects using 

size, shape and colour.  
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Figure 5.1: Star (A), Tree (B) and Time-level (C) prototype design  

 

Most importantly, red and orange nodes enable the callgraph user to easily identify objects that 

have an undesirable impact on the overall performance of the program. It is advisable for 

callgraph users to focus on red and orange objects in order to successfully increase the scaling 
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of the program. The advantages of this star design are as follows: objects are grouped according 

to their associates; it is easy to see the relationship between objects; and the visualisation user 

can easily identify objects that have either a negative or positive impact on the performance of 

the program. Moreover, the system has appealing colours that clearly show differentiation of 

the objects, ease of identifying the names of objects using auto-zoom capabilities, and an ability 

to clearly display acceptable numbers of objects simultaneously. The disadvantage of the star 

design is that it displays a limited number of objects (only moderate and excessive ones) in the 

first view of the callgraph visualisation tool. It would be difficult to see the details of each 

object if the program simulates thousands of objects.  

 

5.2.2 Tree design  

 

Different types of tree designs such as: ramification, circular ties, centralised ring, centralised 

burst, organic rhizome, radial implosion, radial convergence, segmented radial convergence, 

and elliptical implosion design (Lima, 2010; Smith, 2009; Newman, 2018; De Nooy, Mrvar, 

Batagelj, 2018) were studied to construct a meaningful callgraph network visualisation system. 

The ramification design was selected and applied on the tree prototype design of the callgraph 

system, as shown in Figure 5.1 (B). The reason for selecting this design was due to its 

capability to spread out many objects from the centre, top-left, top-right, down-left and down-

right of the visualisation design. In this case, the visualisation was able to handle many objects.  

 

Figure 5.1 (B) demonstrates the tree design of the callgraph prototype used to analyse the 

performance of different objects, such as modules, routines and subroutines. Yellow, black, 

light pink and grey nodes were used to indicate the relationship between different objects 

related to each other. For example, yellow networks links are used to show the relationship 

between routine 2, sub-routine 1 and sub-routine 2. The borders of these three objects are 

yellow in order to showcase the kinship between the objects. In this case, one is able to quickly 

and easily understand the relationship between the groups of objects associated with one 

another. Each object is surrounded by a 3D shadow, which makes nodes more visible within 

the tree prototype design. It is evident that the tree design can display many objects and their 

details, as shown in Figure 5.1 (B). In this tree prototype design, when the user clicks an object 

it will magnify it to provide the details of that particular node. Thereafter, the clicked object 

will automatically return to its position and change border colour to brown, as depicted in 
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Figure 5.1 (A) - routine 11. The network lines and borders of the objects that are related to an 

active one will also change to a bright green colour. Three colours have been used - white, 

orange and red - to establish the execution time consumed by each object. In particular, objects 

that contain white backgrounds consumed an acceptable execution time while orange ones 

illustrate objects that consumed a moderate amount of the execution time. Red objects show 

aspects of the program that consumed excessive execution time during execution of the 

program. Different node shapes have been used to establish the execution status of the objects. 

For instance, circular nodes represent objects that consumed normal execution time while 

diamond boxes illustrate aspects of the program that consumed moderate execution time during 

program simulation; square nodes are used to demonstrate objects that consumed excessive 

execution time.  

 

Moreover, the tree prototype design (Figure 5.1 B) uses size to depict the execution status of 

objects. In particular, the square nodes that consumed excessive execution time are bigger than 

diamond objects, which consumed moderate execution time. At the same time, diamond nodes 

are larger in size than the circular objects. Black text is used to display the name of each object. 

The main advantage of this tree design (Figure 5.1 B) is that it uses different colours to show 

the relationship between nodes. Different colours enable the user to easily identify groups of 

objects that are associated with one another. The tree design also provides an opportunity to 

display many objects simultaneously, in a limited space.  

 

Each relationship between the objects is clearly shown using network connection links and 

border colours. Different node colours, sizes and shapes allow callgraph users to easily locate 

and identify objects that have consumed normal, average and excessive execution time. The 

names of the objects are clearly displayed using black text. Tree visualisation designs can only 

display a maximum of thirteen characters within a single circular node, while each diamond 

node handles up to fifteen characters if not clicked; red objects have the capability to present up 

to nineteen characters if not active. Nevertheless, the system automatically provides the full 

detail of each object when the user clicks on it. To this end, another version of tree design - the 

time-level prototype system - was designed to display the execution time of each object, as 

shown in Figure 5.1 (C). The time-level design represents the second view of the callgraph 

network visualisation system. Basically, the structure of the time-level design is the same as the 

tree design (Figure 5.1 B) except that the time-level prototype precisely displays the execution 
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time of the node within the visualisation. Figure 5.1 (C) demonstrates routine 11 in an active 

mode (clicked), which consumed nineteen minutes of the overall execution time taken to 

simulate the program in the system. The central node, MAIN MODULE, contains the total 

program execution time while other, surrounding nodes also show their execution time. The 

main advantage of this time-level design is to provide the execution time of all the nodes, 

which enables the callgraph user to easily identify the execution time of each object.  

 

5.3 Evaluation  

 

The paper prototype designs (star, tree and time-level) were evaluated by an expert (developer) 

in parallel computing from UO’s Department of Computer and Information Science as 

discussed in Section 1.3.  An expert performed different visual queries using low fidelity 

prototypes (paper prototype designs), as discussed in Section 4.2.2. Visual queries performed 

by an expert are listed in Table 3.1. Consequently, the expert found the use of different shapes 

(circle, square, and diamond), sizes (small, average and large) and colours (white, orange and 

red) of the nodes to be useful for establishing the execution status of the objects within the 

parallel program.  

 

The assessor also found the use of different border sizes to be helpful on differentiating the 

execution status of the nodes. An expert was adjudicated that both star and tree visualisation 

method are good to present the relationship between the nodes. It was however found that the 

use of different colours on the nodes and network lines caused distraction within the paper-

prototype designs of the callgraph visualisation system. An expert showed dissatisfaction about 

the short names of the nodes, however, black texture was found to be clearer within the nodes.  

 

Different types of network links, namely, straight, elbow and curved lines were also found to be 

none beneficial within the callgraph visualisation. Based on this analysis, different shapes, 

sizes, colours and borders of the nodes will be adopted on the high fidelity prototype design 

(interactive prototype design). Both star and tree visualisation design will also be applied and 

tested on the high fidelity prototype. The technique of adequately displaying names of the 

nodes irrespective of their length will be investigated and applied accordingly on an interactive 

design. The low fidelity prototype (Figure 5.1) does not have capacity to display long names 

because it has none-interactive features - which cannot hide/show information depending on the 
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user’s action on the system. It has provided a foundation to solve the problems of identifying 

performance bottlenecks using callgraph visualisations. In fact, low fidelity prototype is 

effective when one explore different ideas because the design does not need excessive effort 

and time to be created. It also allows the designer to change the design on the fly without using 

excessive effort to generate the prototype. This enables one to explore as many ideas as 

possible. The challenge is to evaluate low fidelity prototype with experts and/or users. In our 

experience, it was found that most of the experts do not show more interest in evaluating low 

fidelity prototype because it does not immediately solve their problems within the system. 

Experts and users’ needs immediate solution to the problems of the systems. One expert 

evaluated the low fidelity prototype but this will not be sufficient for subsequent designs (high 

fidelity prototype). Nonetheless, evaluation of the low fidelity prototype was successful and 

provided a platform for high fidelity prototype - which will be discussed in the next Chapter 6.  

 

5.4 Conclusion 

 

The chapter discussed paper-based prototype designs namely, star, tree and time-level 

prototypes designed using PowerPoint, which present paper-based prototypes with polished 

software design. Most importantly, the prototypes demonstrated different ways of using colour, 

size, shape and texture to design an effective visualisation system. In fact, these different 

visualisation properties were applied on the prototype designs in order to develop an effective 

callgraph network visualisation system. The method of evaluating the system with experts was 

successfully used to assess the physical view of the low fidelity prototype designs, which was 

evaluated by an expert.    
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CHAPTER 6: HIGH-FIDELITY PROTOTYPE 

 

The chapter presents the first and second high-fidelity (interactive) prototype designs of the 

callgraph visualisation developed using the D3.js JavaScript library. Firstly, the chapter 

demonstrates the capabilities of the first interactive prototype designs (expandable star, collapse 

star, expandable tree and non-expandable tree) used to identify performance bottlenecks within 

a parallel program. The chapter further discusses how users evaluated the first high-fidelity 

prototypes and original designs of the callgraph visualisation system; it also describes the 

functionalities of the second interactive prototype design and how users evaluated the usability 

of this design versus the original callgraph design. Most notably, advantages and disadvantages 

of each visualisation design are discussed and summarised.   

 

6.1 Interactive design 

 

As previously stated in Section 1.3, the aim of this study is to design an effective callgraph 

visualisation with which users can easily interact. – Using paper-based low fidelity prototypes 

(star and tree visualisation designs), we demonstrated different ways of using visual properties 

such as colour, text, size and shape to depict the skeleton picture of the callgraph visualisation 

system. For more information about low-fidelity paper prototypes, please refer to Sections 5.1 

(A), (B) and (C). Fundamentally, paper-based prototypes were used to explore various 

mechanisms of designing the physical layout of the nodes and network links, however, they do 

not demonstrate what the system does or how it does it. 

 

D3.js is a set of functions used to develop the first high-fidelity prototype designs (star and tree 

interactive) as discussed in Section 4.2. The star design further consists of two different 

visualisations - expandable and collapsible callgraph visualisation designs. The tree design also 

has two different interactive visualisations:  i) expandable and ii) non-expandable callgraph 

designs. The reason for developing different star and tree interactive designs is to compare 

which design is the most suitable one for visualising callgraphs. Both star and tree interactive 

visualisation designs were used to visualise the performance of NAS Parallel Benchmark 

executed on two, four, eight and sixteen processors. More information about the designs will be 

discussed in the next two sections.            
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6.2 Star interactive design  

 

The star interactive visualisation design has two main prototypes, expandable and collapsible 

callgraph visualisations, as explained in Section 6.1. The expandable star visualisation design is 

discussed below.  

 

6.2.1 Expandable star design 

 

The expandable star design is an interactive prototype visualisation, which spreads hidden 

children nodes when a user clicks on a particular node that has associates. Figure 6.1  

represents an expandable interactive prototype system used to visualise performance data 

simulated on two computer processors. It shows a relationship between objects such as 

functions, routines and subroutines displayed on the first view of a callgraph prototype 

visualisation. In particular, expandable star visualisation designs present a relationship between 

objects using different types of nodes such as circle, oval and square nodes connected to each 

other. In all interactive designs, white circles represent objects that consumed normal execution 

time; orange oval nodes shows parts of the program that utilised moderate computing time.  

 

Lastly, red square nodes represent objects that have consumed excessive execution time during 

execution of the program. In the first interactive prototype design, the method used to calculate 

the status of the nodes is as follows: normal execution time is when an object consumed less 

than, or equal to five minutes; moderate execution time is when an object consumed between 

six and eleven minutes; excessive execution time is when part of the program consumed more 

than twelve minutes of the overall simulation time. Most notably, square nodes are bigger than 

oval nodes, while oval nodes are larger than circles. All the nodes have a steel blue border, 

which complements the different colours (white, orange and red) of the nodes. A node that has 

children nodes will have a large border, which makes the node look like a button. When the 

user points the mouse at the node, the system will display a textbox containing the full name 

and execution time of the object. Figure 6.1 shows different types of nodes such as circles, an 

oval and a square box. This expandable star visualisation enables the user to obtain the full 

details of an object by pointing the mouse at the node.  
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Figure 6.1: Expandable star design on two processors 

 

In Figure 6.1, the user has pointed at the SSOR node and so the system displayed a textbox 

with full name and execution time of the SSOR object, as indicated in Figure 6.1. The textbox 

disappears when the user moves the mouse off the node. When the user clicks on a node that 

has a large border, the system will automatically expand to display the clicked/active node with 

its associates, as shown in Figure 6.2. It illustrates an expandable visualisation design after the 

user clicked a node to expand children nodes. The user clicked an orange oval node, SSOR, 

which then expanded and displayed its children nodes - RHS, L2NORM, MPI_Barrier, 

TIMER_CLEAR, TIMER_START, JACLD, BLTS, JACU, BUTS, TIMER_STOP, 

TIMER_READ, and MPI_allreduce.  
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Figure 6.2: Expandable star design with active nodes on processors 

 

In this visualisation design (Figure 6.2), when the user clicks a node with a large border, such 

as SSOR, the system expands slightly and spreads the children nodes like a star. The children 

nodes are then connected to an active node using grey network links. The colour (grey) of the 

network lines correlates very well with the steel blue borders of the nodes. In fact, the grey 

network links accentuate both steel blue borders and text colour of the nodes. The black text 

colour is used to display the names of the nodes within the expandable interactive star 

visualisation. Actually, the name and execution time of the node within the textbox is also 

presented using black. Both name and time are highlighted in a bold font style to ensure that the 

user does not confuse the details of the node, as shown in Figure 6.2. This expandable star 

visualisation design may be overwhelming, even if the user wishes to display excessive detail 

of the nodes simultaneously. Figure 6.3 shows an expandable star visualisation that contains 
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many nodes. The expandable star design utilises the D3.js intelligible visualisation to manage 

and handle nodes displayed on the screen. The system visualises parts of the NAS Parallel 

Benchmark program on four processers. The expandable star visualisation further shows more 

than forty-five different types of nodes lucidly displayed at the same time, as illustrated in 

Figure 6.3.  

    

 

 

Figure 6.3: Expandable star design on four processors 

 

D3.js is used to normalise the nodes when the user expands children nodes. When the user 

expands more nodes, the system minimises the size of all the nodes including names displayed 

on the screen. The expandable star visualisation designs (Figure 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3) have different 

sized nodes and names because the systems carry a different number of nodes. For example, the 
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visualisation design that displays seven nodes will have a larger node size than a visualisation 

design that has fourteen nodes. The expandable star system further spins the network lines to 

position the nodes accordingly. When the user clicks on a node to expand children nodes, the 

system spins the network links of all the nodes in order to accommodate the newly-expanded 

set of children nodes. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show textboxes that contain the full name and 

execution time of the SSOR nodes on both pictures. It also illustrates that the status of the 

SSOR nodes on Figures 6.2 and 6.3 is different. In Figure 6.2, the SSOR routine is on a 

moderate status (orange, oval-shaped node), while in Figure 6.3 it is on an exorbitant status 

(red, square node). The status of the nodes can change when one runs an application on a 

different number of processors, as it is evident in both Figures 6.2 and 6.3. 

 

Figure 6.4: Expandable star design on eight processors 

 

Figure 6.4 shows the expandable star visualisation design with the nodes of different statuses.   

It is evident that the expandable star callgraph visualisation design is able to identify the 

performance bottlenecks of different parts of the program incurred during the simulation of the 

parallel program. The expandable interactive prototype system (Figure 6.4) demonstrates the 

use of colour, shape and size to establish the status (normal, average and excessive) of the 

node. As previously articulated, white circle nodes represent normal execution, while orange 
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oval nodes demonstrate moderate execution of the object (module, routine, subroutine and 

function) simulated during the run. Most importantly, red square nodes show parts of the 

program that consumed excessive execution time. The border size of the node is also used to 

emphasise the status, such as non-expandable or expandable nodes that have children nodes, as 

shown in Figure 6.4. In particular, nodes with small borders show non-expandable nodes, while 

nodes with large borders demonstrate expandable nodes. For example, the APPLU module is 

non-expandable because its node has a small border, while BUTS and RHS routines are 

expandable because the nodes have large borders.  

 

This applies to moderate nodes such as the BLTS and MPI_Init function of the program. The 

BLTS is an expandable node due to its large border colour, which makes the node appear like a 

button; the MPI_Init node is not considered an expandable, hence its border size is small. The 

expandable star design is able to clearly show red square nodes that consume excessive 

simulation time, as shown in the below Figure 6.5. The user needs to pay more attention to red 

square nodes that represent objects that are vulnerable to the performance of the program 

simulated on a computational system. It is also noted that square nodes are the most essential 

parts of the program that needs to be optimised in order to increase the performance of the 

parallel programs on a computational system. Figure 6.5 clearly shows eight red square nodes, 

representing different parts of the program that consumed excessive execution time. The 

expandable star interactive design (Figure 6.5) visualised the performance of the NAS Parallel 

Benchmark program simulated on sixteen processors and identified performance bottlenecks 

incurred during the run. It established the following objects: EXCHANGE_1, BUTS, BLTS, 

RHS, SSOR, APPLU, INIT_COMM, and the MPI_Init function as the objects that decelerate 

the performance of the program during the run. This expandable star prototype visualisation 

also enables the user to obtain the exact execution time of each object by moving the mouse 

over the node. The textbox in the design (Figure 6.5) contains the following information 

regarding an object: ‘Name’ represents the full name of the object, and ‘Time’ indicates the 

execution time spent processing an object. It is also noticeable that the expandable star design 

displayed white circles, which represent objects that have no negative impact on the overall 

performance of the NAS Parallel Benchmark program executed on sixteen processors of the 

computational system. The main advantage of the expandable star design is that it displays 

many different types of nodes at the same time even though network lines sometimes slightly 

obscure the names of the objects.  
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Figure 6.5: Expandable star design on sixteen processors 

 

The full name of each object can be clearly displayed when one hovers the mouse over the 

node. It is also notable that the design uses different colours, sizes and shapes to establish the 

status (normal, moderate and excessive execution time) of the nodes. The grey network links 

showcase the relationship between the nodes. Moreover, spinning the network links also 

ensures that the nodes are positioned correctly and accordingly. This expandable star design 

can only display a limited number of nodes within the diameter. It is also not able to identify a 

specific group of nodes that are associated with each other. In this case, the collapsible design 

is explored and discussed in the next section. 
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6.2.2 Collapsible star design  

 

The collapsible star design is an interactive prototype design that filters a specific group of 

nodes when the user clicks on a particular node. As stated in Section 6.1, it has been used to 

visualise the performance of the NAS Parallel Benchmark program executed on a different 

number of processing capabilities starting from two, four, eight and sixteen processors. Figure 

6.6 presents the first view of the collapsible star prototype design  on two processors.  It uses 

different type of nodes: white circles, an orange oval and a red square node connected to each 

other via grey network links.  

 

The collapsible star design shows different execution statuses (normal, moderate and excessive) 

of the node. Different colours, sizes and shapes are used to determine the status of the nodes as 

discussed in Section 6.1.1. The first view (Figure 6.6) displays all the nodes associated with the 

names of the object used to run the NAS parallel program. In this case, the size of all the node 

borders remains small because there are no hidden children nodes. Black text is used to display 

the names of the nodes. In addition, the textbox contains the full name and execution time of an 

object executed during the run.  

 

Figure 6.6 (collapsible star design) shows two nodes - SSOR and APPLU - as objects that have 

a negative impact on the overall performance of the program. The SSOR consumed an average 

execution time of eleven minutes, while the APPLU module consumed fourteen minutes of the 

simulation. The grey network links shows the relationship between the objects even though 

some names of the nodes move over each other, which consequently causes some of these to be 

invisible. Nevertheless, one can point the mouse at a node in order to obtain the full name of 

the object executed during the run. The collapsible star prototype design (Figure 6.6) displays 

the nodes within a diameter, which is the same method used by the expandable star design to 

present the relationship between objects, as shown in Figure 6.5. The main difference between 

the expandable star and collapsible star design is the manner in which the system shows the 

relationship between the nodes. It is noticeable that the expandable star design uses a method of 

expanding the nodes to showcase the relationship between a particular node and its associates.      
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Figure 6.6: Collapse star design on two processors 

 

As for the collapsible star design, it has the ability to filter and collapse the nodes. When the 

user clicks a node, the system clears the area and only shows the active (clicked) node with its 

associates. The method of filtering the node is helpful in avoiding an overload of information to 

the user. In Figure 6.6, the user has hovered over node name, SSOR, in order to obtain the 

details (full name and execution time) of the object. Most interestingly, the user clicked the 

SSOR node and therefore the following visualisation (Figure 6.7) was presented with a 

relationship of different nodes. In fact, the collapsible star design cleared the screen area and 

collapsed only the SSOR node with its associates. The user can then able to clearly see the 

relationship between group of nodes that associate with the SSOR object utilised by the NAS 

Benchmark program on two processors.      
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Figure 6.7: Collapsible star design with active nodes on two processors 

 

The collapsible star prototype design also enables one to obtain the full details of the nodes 

after collapsing them. Figure 6.7 shows the full name and execution time of the MPI_Allreduce 

function, which is displayed after the user hovers over the node. The user can also click 

anywhere in the white area in order to return to the main screen of the design (Figure 6.6). The 

collapsible star design also enables the user to increase and decrease the size of the nodes 

(including names) when required. Figure 6.8 shows a collapsible star visualisation design with 

a filtered group of nodes; it demonstrates the second view of the collapsible star design used to 

visualise the performance of the NAS Parallel Benchmark on four processors of the computer.  
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Figure 6.8: Collapsible star design (normal view) on four processors 

 

It clearly displays the relationship between the INIT_COMM function and its associates. In all 

the interactive designs, the names of the objects are displayed using the following standard 

settings: font name - sans-serif, and size - 12, the system can re-adjust the settings depending 

on the number of nodes displayed on the screen. Now, the user can increase the size of the text 

in order to display a larger node size. When the user double-clicks on any node, the system then 

increases the size of the nodes (including names), as presented in Figure 6.9. It shows the 

second view of the collapsible star design after the user double-clicked the MPI_Comm_size 

node within the system. This collapsible star design indicates large white circles and a red 

square node associated with the names of the objects used to simulate the run. When the user 

continually double-clicks a node the system will also repeatedly increase the size of the nodes 

and names of the objects executed during the simulation. 
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Figure 6.9: Collapsible star design (increased view) on four processors 

 

The user can return to the main screen by clicking anywhere in a clear white area. Both Figures 

6.8 and 6.9 illustrate the same design with different sized nodes and names of objects, such 

MPI functions, routines and the modules used by the NAS Parallel Benchmark program on four 

processors. The collapsible star design further utilises different visualisation methods to 

visualise performance data generated through the simulation of a program. In particular, the 

design shows a relationship of nodes (objects) connected to each other like a star, as shown in 

Figures 6.8 and 6.9. The design also uses the method of presenting the affinity of nodes like the 

structure of a human womb, as illustrated on Figure 6.10.   
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Figure 6.10: Collapsible star design on eight processors 

 

The above picture (Figure 6.10) demonstrates the second view of the collapsible prototype 

design used to visualise the performance of the NAS Benchmark parallel program simulated on 

eight processors of the computer. D3.js uses intelligible methods of visualising data to present 

the relationship between nodes in a linear manner, while other children nodes act as flanks, as 

shown in Figure 6.10. In this collapsible star design (Figure 6.10), various types of nodes such 

as white circles, an orange oval and red square nodes were used to demonstrate different 

execution statuses (normal, moderate and excessive) of the objects used to compute the NAS 

program. Based on this analysis result, APPLU, BUTS and SSOR objects need to be optimised 

in order to obtain peak performance of the program. Figure 6.10 further shows that the APPLU 

module consumed an execution time of forty-four minutes during the run. The execution time 

of the main module, such as APPLU, represents the overall time taken to simulate a program. 

In some cases, it may be unnecessary to focus on the main module because it always carries 

overall execution time of the simulation, which can be identified as a performance bottleneck 

within the visualisation. Nonetheless, the EXCHANGE_1 and the MPI_Recv function were 

also identified as the objects that need attention in order to scale the performance of the 

program. The collapsible star visualisation design further shows the MPI_Send function being 

represented as a white circle, which means it performed well. The parallel programs can 

perform differently when using a different number of processors. On this front, the collapsible 
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star design was used to visualise the performance of the NAS Parallel Benchmark on sixteen 

processors, as shown in Figure 6.11.  

 

 

Figure 6.11: Collapsible star design on sixteen processors 

 

It is noticeable that the above collapsible star visualisation design (Figure 6.11) shows the 

relationship of objects that have different execution statuses (normal, moderate and excessive) 

incurred during execution of the program. The visualisation result shows many nodes that have 

consumed excessive execution time during the run.  For example, the SSOR node consumed an 

overall execution time of eight-five minutes. The collapsible interactive star design managed to 

present the relationship between objects despite the fact that it is a challenge to display many 

nodes on a screen simultaneously, as illustrated in Figure 6.11. It is important for the design to 

filter and collapse group of nodes, which enables the user to focus only on a particular group of 
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objects when optimising the program. The use of the mouse to increase and decrease the size of 

the nodes is also helpful in terms of accommodating users who may struggle with vision. The 

collapsible star design offers remarkable features when presenting program performance, using 

different visualisation mechanisms such as displaying the relationship between nodes in a star 

pattern.  

 

It is also advantageous for the collapsible prototype design to both automatically enlarge the 

size and names of the nodes when the system displays a limited number of nodes, and decrease 

the font size of the names when there are too many nodes within the system. The main 

disadvantage of the collapsible star design is when some of the node’s names move slightly 

over one another, but the user can hover over the node to obtain full details (name and 

execution time) of the object simulated during the execution of the program. It can only display 

a limited number of nodes within the diameter.  

 

6.3 Tree interactive design 

 

The tree interactive design consists of two prototypes visualisations – the expandable and non-

expandable callgraph designs – as indicated in Section 6.1. Different tree interactive 

visualisation designs of the callgraph are discussed in the next Sections, 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.  

 

6.3.1 Expandable tree design 

 

It is expected that an interactive design should not overload the user with excessive 

information; instead, it should help the user remain in control of the tasks (Preece, Rogers and 

Sharp, 2002; Sharp, Rogers and Preece, 2009; Rogers, Sharp and Preece, 2011). The 

expandable tree callgraph visualisation is specifically designed so as not to present excessive 

amounts of information simultaneously. In fact, the system expands and disbands nodes to 

release/hide performance information of the program simulated on a computational system. In 

addition, the visualisation method of displaying nodes like the structure of a tree is used to 

represent the relationship between objects executed during the run. Figure 6.12 illustrates the 

first view of an expandable tree callgraph design used to visualise the performance of the NAS 

Parallel Benchmark program executed on two processors.  
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Figure 6.12: Expandable tree design (first view) on two processors 

 

The above picture (Figure 6.12) illustrates a relationship between objects used to simulate the 

NAS Parallel Benchmark program. In particular, it demonstrates different types of nodes (white 

circles, an orange oval and a red square) that represent the performance of objects. In this case, 

it means that the expandable tree visualisation (Figure 6.12) identified objects that consumed 

different execution times (normal, average and immoderate) executed on two processors. Most 

importantly, the first view of the expandable tree design shows only the relationship between 

main module and objects that are directly associated with it. In Figure 6.12, the expandable tree 

prototype design shows the main module (APPLU) connected to different nodes, which 

represent routines and functions of the program. It does not display children nodes that are 

associated with the nodes.  
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The children nodes are hidden under the nodes with large borders that look like buttons. For 

example, the following nodes: PINTGR, ERROR, SSOR, ERHS, SETIV, SETBV, 

READ_INPUT, and INIT_COMM look like buttons, which means that the nodes have children 

nodes. The expandable tree design system (Figure 6.12) enables the user to click a button-like 

node in order to release and spread the children nodes across the system. On the other hand, 

one can also re-click the expanded node in order to disband, or hide, children nodes again. The 

border colour of the nodes is steel blue, which complements the white, orange and red colours 

inside the nodes, as shown in Figure 6.12.  

 

The visualisation further shows the names of the objects represented using black, which makes 

the text clear on a white background. The expandable callgraph tree design also enables the 

user to point the mouse at a node in order to obtain the full details (name and execution time) of 

the object simulated during the execution of the program. Figure 6.12 shows full details of the 

node being displayed using black text within a textbox – the title of the name and the time of 

the object is displayed in a bold size to separate information.  

 

The size of the textbox is designed to automatically increase and fit the name of the object 

when it is too long. Moreover, grey network links are used to showcase the kinship between the 

node and its associates, as demonstrated in Figure 6.12. The colour (grey) of the network lines 

play a very important role in ensuring that the user can clearly see the relationship between 

nodes that are connected to each other. In fact, grey network links work very well with the steel 

blue borders of the nodes, making the connection between the nodes clearer. Most interestingly, 

the expandable tree prototype system is able to manage and clearly display many nodes. Figure 

6.13 shows the second view of an expandable tree callgraph visualisation design used to 

analyse the performance of a parallel program. The second view (Figure 6.13) of the callgraph 

tree design shows nodes and expanded children nodes connected to each other. It should also be 

noted that the network links expand when the system increases and adds more nodes in the 

design of the callgraph visualisation system. Most notably, the expandable tree visualisation 

design decreases the sizes of the nodes (including names) when the user expands or adds more 

children nodes in the system.       
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Figure 6.13: Expandable tree design (second view) on two processors 

 

The system further displays all the names of the nodes using black text. In addition, the names 

of the nodes are clearly displayed in a vertical direction and do not move over each other, as 

shown in Figure 6.13. The expandable star visualisation is able to explicitly display many 

nodes without mixing the details of the nodes. A textbox displayed when the user hovers over 

the node also helps to provide full details (name and execution time) of an object executed 

during execution of the program. In the expandable tree design (Figure 6.13), the user has 

hovered over a SUBDOMAIN node and so the system displays a textbox that contains the full 

details of the node. The details of the node are also clear due to being black on a textbox with a 

grey background. The expandable star interactive design further enables the user to display 

some nodes, and to leave others. Figure 6.14 illustrates the expandable star design with 

expanded and non-expanded nodes.  
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Figure 6.14: Expandable tree design on four processors 

 

The above picture demonstrates an affinity between different nodes connected to each other via 

sophisticated network lines of the callgraph visualisation design; it further shows the 

relationship of different parts of the program simulated during the run. An expandable tree 

visualisation (Figure 6.14) illustrates expanded nodes with a small blue border and non-

expanded nodes surrounded by a large border. In this tree interactive design (expandable), most 

of the nodes have been expanded to obtain the details of the children nodes, of which only few 

nodes – SSOR, EXCHANGE_3, 4, 5 AND 6 – are not expanded. The user is able to obtain the 

details of the non-expanded objects by either moving the mouse over the node, or clicking the 

node. When the user hovers over the non-expanded node, the system will provide full details of 

the node, as shown in Figure 6.14. When the user clicks the non-expanded node (for example, 

SSOR in Figure 6.14) the visualisation will expand and spread children nodes, like a tree. The 
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status of non-expanded nodes does not reflect the status of the children nodes within the tree 

interactive prototype visualisation. It is essential for the user to open/click the non-expanded 

nodes in order to obtain the status and detail of the nodes, which may be useful for optimisation 

of the parallel program simulated on a computational system. The below Figure 6.15, 

demonstrates a relationship between different nodes, especially SSOR and its associates. It 

further shows an expandable tree design used to showcase the relationship between different 

objects simulated during the execution of the NAS Parallel Benchmark program, executed on 

eight processors of a parallel system.  

 

Various nodes are associated with different execution statuses such as normal, moderate and 

excessive and which represents objects. Both Figure 6.14 and 6.15 show red square nodes 

(SSOR) that have consumed excessive execution time during execution of the program. It does 

not mean that children nodes of the SSOR have also consumed immoderate execution time. 

Figure 6.15 indicates that the children nodes of the SSOR have obtained different execution 

statuses (normal, moderate and excessive) when simulating on the computer. The expandable 

star prototype design (Figure 6.15) illustrates that the following white circle children nodes - 

L2NORM, MPI_Barrier, TIMER_CLEAR, TIMER_START, JACLD, JACU, TIMER_STOP, 

TIMER_READ, and MPI_Allreduce function performed well.  

 

The BLTS subroutine represented by an orange oval node shows that it consumed moderate 

simulation time, while the RHS and BUTS subroutines consumed too much execution time 

during the run. The expandable tree interactive design can visualise many different types of 

nodes. It can also clearly show a relationship between groups of nodes associated with each 

other.  The use of the mouse to expand and disband the nodes helps the user control the group 

of nodes to be displayed. Figure 6.16 demonstrates the relationship between objects visualised 

using an expandable callgraph visualisation. Each node represent an object simulated on 

sixteen processors. In this expandable tree design (Figure 6.16), one is clearly able to identify a 

group of nodes that are associated with each other.   
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Figure 6.15: Expandable tree design on eight processors 

 

The above expandable tree design (Figure 6.16) illustrates an SSOR routine calling RHS 

subroutine, while RHS calls EXCHANGE_3 subroutine, followed by MPI functions such as 

MPI_Send, MPI_Irecv and MPI_Wait. To this end, the user can also disband or remove all the 

children nodes in the screen by re-clicking a node.  
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Figure 6.16: Expandable tree design on sixteen processors 

 

When a user clicks an expanded node the system will automatically clear and remove all the 

children nodes of that particular clicked/active node. It was found that an expandable tree 

design was able to explicitly visualise many nodes without any conflict of names because the 

network links spread without hiding the details of the nodes. It is a further benefit of this 

expandable tree callgraph visualisation that it expands and disbands the nodes in order to avoid 

overloading the user with excessive performance information regarding the program.  

 

All the names of the nodes are displayed in one single direction (vertical), which helps the user 

to easily identify the names of the objects simulated during the execution of the parallel 

program. The use of the mouse to display textboxes which contain details of objects is valuable 

in a sense that the user requires little effort in order to obtain full details (name and execution 
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time) of the objects. In this expandable tree design, it is also useful to have button-like nodes, 

which indicate nodes that have children nodes. The different node colours (white, orange, red) 

clearly identify execution statuses such as normal, moderate and excessive time consumed by 

an object during the simulation of the run. Various node shapes (circle, oval and square) of the 

nodes complement the use of colour in order to identify the execution status of the nodes. 

Different sizes such as small white circles, medium orange ovals and large red nodes help the 

user to differentiate the execution status of each object executed within the computational 

system.  

 

The expandable tree design is able to display the relationship between many nodes because it 

expands the network links and decreases the size of the nodes when the user adds or spreads 

more children nodes. The relationship between groups of nodes is effectively displayed using 

grey network lines, which work very well with the steel blue border of the nodes, as shown in 

Figure 6.16.  

 

When the user hovers over a node, the expandable tree visualisation will automatically increase 

the size of the textbox to fit in all details of the node. The black text used to display the names 

of the nodes is very clear on the white background of the expandable tree design. In fact, when 

the user hovers over a node, the system displays full details of the nodes using black texture 

surrounded by a grey background colour within a textbox. The text within the textbox is very 

clear. There are no identifiable disadvantages to the expandable tree design currently. Another 

type of tree prototype visualisation - non-expandable tree design - is looked at next.  

 

6.3.2 Non-expandable tree design  

 

The non-expandable tree design is a visualisation similar to the expandable tree design except 

that it does not hide and expand the children nodes; it displays all the nodes like a tree, 

simultaneously. In particular, Figure 6.17 demonstrates a non-expandable callgraph tree design 

used to visualise the performance of the NAS Parallel Benchmark program simulated on two 

processors of a computational system.     
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Figure 6.17: None expandable tree design on two processors 

 

The diagram further shows the relationship between objects using different type of nodes such 

as white circles, an orange oval and a red square node, which represent different execution 

statuses (normal, moderate and excessive) incurred by an object during the run. Different node 

sizes are also used to identify parts of the program that consumed normal, moderate and 

immoderate execution time of the simulation. In this non-expandable tree design, white circles 

are smaller in size, while orange nodes are moderate and red square nodes are larger than all the 

nodes within the system, as shown in Figure 6.17. The grey network lines are used to showcase 

the relationship between the nodes, which has a steel blue border. Black text is used to display 

the names of the objects executed during the simulation of the parallel program. The 
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performance of parallel programs can fluctuate when one increases the number of processor to 

perform computational calculations within the system.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.18: None expandable tree design on four processors 

 

It is evident that the NAS Parallel Benchmark program performed differently when simulated 

on the following, different number of processors - two and four, respectively. Figure 6.17 

shows that the SSOR object consumed an average execution time; Figure 6.18 indicates the 

SSOR node in an immoderate execution status. The non-expandable tree visualisation is able to 

identify different execution statuses (normal, moderate and excessive) of the nodes, which 

represents objects computed during execution of the program. It further use grey network lines 

to emphasise the connection between different nodes within the design, as depicted on Figure 

6.17 and 6.18. The non-expandable callgraph tree design displays the names of the objects 
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using black, but it does not have the capability for showing the full details (full name and 

execution time) of an object simulated during the analysis of the program.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.19: None expandable tree design on eight processors 

 

It can still handle different types of nodes even though it may become problematic to identify 

the relationship between the objects when there are too many nodes displayed on the screen at 

the same time. The above (Figure 6.19) illustrates the connection between different types of 

nodes (white circles, orange ovals and red squares), which represent different parts of the 

program executed on eight processors. In this non-expandable tree design (Figure 6.19), many 

different nodes consumed moderate and excessive execution time compared to the visualisation 

(Figure 6.18) of objects on two processors. The following objects, INIT_COMM, MPI_Init, 
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MPI_Recv, BLTS, EXCHANGE_1 and 3 consumed moderate execution time; APPLU, SSOR, 

RHS and BUTS consumed excessive execution time during the run, as shown in Figure 6.19.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.20: None expandable tree design on sixteen processors 

 

The non-expandable tree visualisation design is able to establish the execution status of nodes, 

however, it cannot provide the exact execution time of the node. The full details of the node 

remain critical to the user because the details provide a clear indication of where the object was 

executed; it also ensures that the user is able to understand the procedure used to execute the 

object. Figure 6.20 demonstrates different types of nodes, which represent objects with a 

different execution status. The figure further shows two nodes that have the same name - 

EXCHANGE_1 - but the objects are called by different routines, BLTS and BUTS. In this case, 

the user needs the full details of the node in order to identify the procedure that calls an object. 

The non-expandable tree design has the ability to clearly show the execution status of the 

nodes, however, it will be challenging to showcase the relationship between nodes when the 
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program simulates too many objects during the run. These visualisation results further presents 

excessive performance information of parallel programs simultaneously, which may 

consequently lead the user not to obtain useful information that could help optimise the 

application. The non-expandable tree design visualises performance of parallel programs using 

almost the same visualisation method that is applied on the original callgraphs. Figures 3.4 and 

3.5 demonstrate the performance analysis of the parallel program using the original callgraphs 

in which all the nodes were displayed on the screen at the same time. Figures 6.19 and 6.20 

also show a non-expandable callgraph visualisation, which presents all the nodes 

simultaneously.  

 

Both the non-expandable tree design and the original callgraph present the relationship between 

the nodes in virtually the same way, except that the tree design uses different sizes, shapes and 

colours to establish the execution status of an object computed during performance analysis of 

the program. The grey network lines of the non-expandable tree visualisation design also help 

to emphasise the affinity between the nodes. It is also appealing for the non-expandable tree 

design to use black text, which works very well on a white background. Both interactive star 

visualisations - expandable and collapsible designs - have good capabilities for visualising the 

performance of parallel programs.  

 

Most notably, the expandable tree interactive visualisation design has proven to be the most 

suitable visualisation for analysing the performance of parallel programs due to its ability to 

handle many objects as well as clearly show the relationship between, and the execution status 

of, the nodes. The users tested all the interactive designs in order to determine which prototype 

is easy-to-use, informative and effective for the callgraph visualisation system. The aim is to 

develop an effective callgraph visualisation that will help users easily identify performance 

bottlenecks in parallel programs, as stated in Section 1.1.  

 

Users are involved in the development stages of the system, as discussed in Section 4.2, design 

approach. Questionnaires and interviews are used to assess the conceptual and physical design 

of the callgraph visualisation system. In this chapter, the usability evaluation and comparison of 

the original (Figure 6.21) and first high fidelity prototype (Figure 6.22) callgraph visualisation 

designs are discussed. The objective of the evaluation exercise is to compare the original and 

first interactive design (expandable star, collapsible star, expandable tree and non-expandable 
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tree) callgraph design to better understand which one is more effective in terms of analysing the 

performance of parallel programs. In particular, users assessed the original, and first interactive 

prototype design, to identify the visualisation that is easy-to-use, informative and interactive 

when one analyses the performance of parallel programs. Users test the physical and conceptual 

designs of the callgraph visualisations in order to determine the strength and weakness of the 

designs. It is also anticipated that the users’ tests will help identify the callgraph visualisation 

design that effectively identifies performance bottlenecks of the parallel programs. Most 

notably, feedback from the users will also act as a guideline to select the most appropriate 

visualisation design that has the ability to help users optimise parallel programs for optimum 

performance on the computational systems.  

 

The process of evaluating the original and first interactive designs will further enable us to 

understand the physical interaction between the users and designs, which will be useful in 

developing an effective callgraph visualisation system. Different users tested the original and 

first interactive design of the callgraph visualisation system. More information about the tests 

will be discussed in Section 6.4. Below is the original callgraph visualisation design (Figure 

6.21), which was used to visualise the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model running 

on the CHPC’s Sun cluster. 

 

TAU’s callgraph visualisation (the original design) was used to analyse the execution of 

different objects like routines, subroutines and functions used to simulate the WRF on CHPC’s 

Sun cluster, as shown in Figure 6.21. The execution status of different objects is represented by 

different colours such as dark blue, green and light green, as previously discussed in Section 

3.1 - the overview of the callgraph visualisation tool. Users performed practical tests using the 

original callgraph visualisations (Figure 6.21) to analyse the performance of the WRF parallel 

program.  

 

Users also performed practical exercises using first high-fidelity callgraph visualisations 

(Figure 6.22) - expandable star, collapsible star,  expandable tree and non-expandable tree 

designs - to analyse the execution of the NAS Parallel Benchmark program. For more 

information about these designs, please refer to Section 6.2 and 6.3.  The below picture (Figure 

6.22) depicts different visualisation designs of the first high-fidelity prototype design, tested by 

the users. 
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Figure 6.21: Original callgraph visualisation designed by the University of Oregon 

Performance Research Lab, used to visualise the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) 

model on the CHPC’s Sun cluster 

 

Figure 6.22: First high-fidelity prototype interactive visualisation designs: (top-left) 

collapsible star,   (top-right) expandable tree, (bottom-left) non-expandable tree, and 

(bottom-right) expandable star visualisations of the NAS Parallel Benchmark program 
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6.4 Evaluation 

 

6.4.1 Testing methods 

 

The controlled settings mechanism (Section 2.6) was used to evaluate the callgraph 

visualisation designs. The controlled settings method was chosen to evaluate the callgraph 

design because the technique enables one to physically monitor and observe the tasks 

performed by users in a controlled area, such as laboratory. As part of conducting a design 

study (Sedlmair, Meyer and Munzner, 2012), users validated the new designs by performing 

visual queries using high fidelity prototypes and final design of the callgraph visualisations. As 

discussed in Section 1.3, seven users evaluated the usability of the first high fidelity prototypes 

against the original design of the callgraph visualisation system.  

 

Moreover, four users inspected the usability of the second high fidelity prototypes against the 

original callgraph design. We selected users who were willing to voluntarily participate on the 

evaluation of the new and original callgraph visualisations. Each user signed the University of 

Cape Town (UCT) voluntary form to participate in the research. The University of Tennessee 

(UT) and UCT gave us human ethics approval to conduct a research study with the users (staff 

and students) of the university. To this end, users performed different tasks (visual queries) on 

the callgraph visualisations, filled in questionnaires and completed interviews. Users performed 

visual queries stated in Table 4.2 and completed questionnaires as shown in Table 4.4.  

 

The visual queries, questionnaires and interviews were drafted by assessing documentation 

utilised to guide users of the original callgraph visualisation system. During the tests, the 

interaction between users and the visualisations (the original and first interactive designs) was 

captured using video, as well as audio recording of the interviews. In addition, notes were taken 

to summarise how users use the original and first interactive design (first high fidelity) of the 

callgraph visualisation system. 
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6.4.2 Testing environment 

 

Testing was performed at the University of Tennessee (UT) Innovative Computing Laboratory 

environment, where users were seated in a closed, controlled office. During tests, all users had 

computers that ran Java 8 on a UNIX operating system (Narten and Burgess, 2003) - required 

to execute the callgraph visualisation - as well as internet access to the CHPC’s Sun cluster. 

Moreover, Open Java Development Kit 8 software (Li and Tesfatsion, 2009) was installed on 

users’ computers in order to execute the first interactive designs developed using the D3.js 

JavaScript visualisation library.   

 

6.4.3 Users 

 

Users were recruited from the UT’s Innovative Computing Laboratory group and comprised 

PhD graduates (staff) and undergraduate computer science students. In particular, five staff 

members and two undergraduate students participated in the process of testing the designs 

(original and first interactive prototype design) in order to develop effective callgraph 

visualisations. UT staff and students (users) were selected to participate in the evaluation of the 

callgraph visualisations because they have computer science skills in optimising, parallelising, 

debugging, analysis and development of parallel programs. Users’ job titles (duties) and 

experience (number of years) in High Performance Computing were recorded because user’s 

parallel programming experience influences their interaction with callgraphs.  

 

For example, programmers with one year of experience should be able to run, analyse and 

optimise parallel applications. The quantitative evaluation method was used to assess the 

experience (number of years) and duties of the users who tested the designs, as shown in Figure 

6.23. In fact, Figure 6.23 (A) indicates experiences (number of years) of the parallel program 

users who performed usability tests on the original and first interactive design of the callgraph 

visualisations.  

 

In particular, the X axis shows different users who tested the designs while the Y axis indicates 

the user’s experience, particularly, the number of years in the programming field. For security 

reasons, users’ personal details (such as names) are not listed in Figure 6.23 (A); instead, the 

name of each is replaced by the word “User”, followed by a number - such as User 1, up to 
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User 7. Seven users tested the original and first interactive callgraph visualisation. Parallel 

program users have a range of experience from novice to experienced (Figure 6.23 A).  

 

 

 

Figure 6.23: Users experience (A) and duties (B) in computational science 

 

Various users with different levels of knowledge and skills on parallel programming were 

selected to test the original and first interactive prototype designs of the callgraph visualisation 

tool.  Users with different levels of experience are likely not to have the same requirements 

from the visualisation system. For example, a person whose duty is to develop parallel 

programs will have a different need from the users whose job is to analyse the performance of 

the parallel programs. Figure 6.23 (B) demonstrates different duties performed by the users on a 

regular basis. The regular duties of these users are as follows: software development, 

optimisation, performance analysis, and parallel programming, as indicated in Figure 6.23 (B). 

The figure also indicates that 33% of the users’ duties is to develop parallel software while 

another 33% of the users’ obligations is to optimise parallel programs.  

 

Furthermore, 17% of the users perform analysis of parallel applications, while another 17% of 

the users parallelise the computational tasks. This means that most of the users who tested the 

visualisations had experience in optimising and developing parallel programs, while others 

analysed the performance and execution of the programs. A performance analysis tool such as 
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callgraphs, should help parallel program users to identify inefficiencies and easily establish 

performance bottlenecks when analysing, optimising and developing parallel programs.  

 

6.4.4 Testing procedure 

 

Two parallel programs, the WRF and the NAS Parallel Benchmark program, were selected to 

perform tests using both the original and first interactive prototype design of the callgraph 

visualisation system. As discussed in Section 1.3, the WRF was chosen because most of the 

CHPC users utilise it to simulate scientific calculations on the CHPC cluster. Furthermore, the 

NAS Parallel Benchmark was selected to perform visual tests because the designer of the 

original callgraphs, the University of Oregon (UO) Performance Research Laboratory, 

recommended that the test be performed using the program. For testing purposes, the 

performance of the NAS parallel program was visualised using the first interactive visualisation 

design with performance metrics collected from two, four, eight and sixteen computational 

processors. The performance data was provided by the UO Performance Research Laboratory, 

which developed the original callgraph visualisation system.  

 

The original callgraph visualisation was used to visualise the performance data of the weather 

simulation (WRF-3.5) executed on forty-eight processors of the CHPC’s Sun cluster. Forty-

eight processors were chosen because most of the CHPC supercomputing users use this number 

of processors to perform scientific calculations using WRF-3.5. To familiarise users with the 

callgraphs, they were given a live demonstration showing both how the original callgraph 

works, as well as how the first high-fidelity (first interactive prototype) callgraph visualisation 

operates. During this exercise, parallel program users (UT staff and students) were provided 

with information such as the features and capabilities of both the original and first interactive 

prototype callgraph visualisations. Subsequently, users were given an opportunity to clarify 

information about the operation of the visualisation designs. Afterwards, users started to 

perform tests and evaluation of the designs. During the tests, each user was expected to 

independently perform the visual queries (as shown in Table 4.2) using both original and first 

interactive design of the callgraph visualisations. These visual queries were chosen after 

reading the documentation and analysing how the callgraphs worked. After performing each 

query; the users wrote their response for that particular query on an answer sheet. Firstly, users 

performed different visual queries using the original callgraphs by analysing the performance 
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of a model - the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF-3.5), running on the CHPC’s Sun 

cluster. In this exercise, users performed the visual queries that were discussed earlier in 

Section 6.4.4. All the users performed the visual queries and wrote answers on the question 

papers without any assistance. After performing visual queries on the original designs, users 

then performed the same visual queries on the first interactive prototype designs of the 

callgraph visualisation system. To perform visual queries on the new designs, users visualised 

the performance of the parallel application - the NAS Parallel Benchmark - simulated on a 

different number of processors: two, four, eight and sixteen. After performing these practical 

visual query exercises, users completed the questionnaires (as stated on Table 4.4) regarding 

the usability of the original and first interactive design of the callgraphs.  

 

6.4.5 Analysis  

 

Various data such as visual queries, questionnaires, interviews, notes, videos and audio 

recordings
10

, collected during the evaluation of the callgraphs was analysed using the 

quantitative and qualitative method of assessing different types of data, for example numerical 

and non-numerical. The quantitative method is a mechanism used to analyse numerical data, or 

data that can be converted into numbers, while qualitative method is used to assess non-

numerical data. For more information about quantitative and qualitative assessments methods, 

please refer to Section 2.6.   

 

6.4.6 Results and discussion 

 

6.4.6.1 Users visual queries  

 

The users need an effective callgraph visualisation that will easily identify performance 

bottlenecks incurred during the execution of the run. It was found that users find it hard to 

perform visual queries on the original design, which is meant to effectively provide 

performance information on parallel programs to the users. In this research study, visual 

queries performed by the users were analysed and interpreted accordingly. The quantitative 

                                                 

10
 Data can be found on this website: https://people.cs.uct.ac.za/~mmabakane. 
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analysis method of converting non-numerical data to numbers was applied to understand how 

users performed visual queries on the original and first interactive design of the callgraph 

visualisations, as shown in Figure 6.24. The visual queries performed by users on the first 

interactive prototypes against original callgraph design were analysed to compare usability and 

interactivity of the designs. In essence, the answer for each visual query was analysed to 

identify if the user either did, or did not, manage to positively answer the query. For example, 

did a user manage to establish the amount of execution time consumed by the MPI_Init() 

function? Should the answer be “yes” then one point is added to that particular query, as shown 

in the below Figure 6.24.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.24: Visual queries performed on the original (A) and new (B) designs 

 

In this exercise, the data collected was analysed to identify how many users managed to 

positively answer the questions relating to the following six visual queries: the relationship 

between object and their associates; execution status of the objects; amount of execution time; 

objects causing performance bottlenecks; obtaining details of an object (for example name); 

and groups of objects that are associated with each other. First and foremost, Figure 6.24 (A) 

presents the results regarding how many users correctly answered the answers relating to these 

visual queries using the original callgraph visualisation.  
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Figure 6.24 (A) shows that none of the parallel program users managed to establish a 

relationship between a particular object and its associates using the original design. It is evident 

that the original callgraph visualisation cannot clearly show the relationship between many 

objects simulated during the execution of the parallel program. The reason that parallel users 

(UT staff and students) appeared not to be able to identify the relationship between objects was 

due to the numerous network links moving over the nodes, which consequently hides the 

details of the object simulated during the execution of the parallel model. In addition, the WRF 

(Weather Research and Forecast) model simulates too many objects (modules, routines, 

subroutines and functions) at the same time, and the original design of the callgraphs does not 

have sufficient capacity to visualise, present and scale well large graphs.  

 

Figure 6.24 (A) reasserts the early findings of this research study, which indicated that the 

original callgraphs do not have the ability to visualise large performance data and display an 

effective graph to show the relationship between objects, as discussed in Chapter 1. During 

tests, User 2 Figure 6.23 (A) wrote the following statement in a question paper during the 

performance of visual queries on the original design: “It’s not easy to obtain the details of the 

node, which lead the user to the relationship”. This statement was responding to the visual 

query regarding the relationship between an object and its associates. User 1 wrote the 

following statement regarding the same visual query: “Too much information. Search will be a 

good tool”. User 4 wrote: “It can be hard to follow the amount of information through the 

visual brainfall in many cases”.  

 

With these three statements, it is clear that users find it hard to establish the relationship 

between a particular object and its associates when using the original visualisation design. 

Nevertheless, at least two users managed to establish objects causing performance bottlenecks, 

amount of execution time, and details (names) of the objects - as shown in Figure 6.24 (A). One 

of the main purposes of using the callgraph visualisation is to identify objects that cause 

performance bottlenecks, in order to optimise negatively affected parts of the parallel programs 

for optimum performance in parallel systems. In this case, all users who tested the original 

design were expected to identify objects that caused performance bottlenecks; this was not the 

case. In fact, Figure 6.24 (A) depicts that only one user managed to establish the execution 

status of the objects. It is a clear indication that the original callgraph did not have a useful 
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visualisation method to help users analyse and optimise parallel programs. Four users were able 

to identify groups of objects that were associated with each other, as shown in Figure 6.24 (A). 

In summary, most of the users found it hard to perform visual queries on the original callgraph 

visualisation. On this front, parallel program users performed visual queries on the new designs 

(first interactive prototype designs) in order to test the conceptual and physical design of the 

visualisations in terms of how useful, informative and interactive the designs were. Figure 6.24 

(B) demonstrates how parallel program users performed visual queries on the first interactive 

prototype designs of the callgraph visualisation. The figure shows that all users successfully 

managed to perform the following six visual queries on the new designs: execution status of the 

objects; amount of execution time; objects causing performance bottlenecks; obtaining details 

of an object (for example, name);  amount of execution time consumed by different objects; 

and relationship between the object and its associates.  

 

Moreover, six parallel program users were also able to establish groups of objects that were 

associated with each other. In fact, only one user did not manage to successfully perform these 

visual query of identifying groups of objects that relate to one another; the same user managed 

to successfully perform the other five visual queries on the new design. It is believed that this 

user (User 6) misunderstood the visual query regarding how to identify groups of objects that 

relate to one another.  

 

Figure 6.24 (B) clearly shows that users managed to easily perform visual queries on the first 

interactive prototype design, which suggests that the new visualisation design (first interactive 

prototype) is effective, useful and informative in terms of optimising parallel programs. It is 

evident that the first interactive design helps users analyse the performance of parallel 

programs, which is not the case with the original callgraph visualisations. The interaction 

between the users and system will be discussed in the next Section, 6.4.6.2. 

 

6.4.6.2 Users’ questionnaire and interviews 

 

The users (UT staff and students) completed the questionnaires about the usability of the 

original and first interactive prototype designs, as discussed in Section 6.4.4. The data 

generated through questionnaires was analysed and interpreted using quantitative assessment 

method. Addressed first was how users responded to the question regarding whether or not the 
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visualisation design was easy to understand. The users were asked to indicate which design  

(the original or first high fidelity prototype) was easy to understand, as shown in Table 4.4. 

Figure 6.25 (A)  demonstrates that 78% of the parallel program users found the new designs 

(first interactive prototype designs) to be easily understood while 22% found both the new and 

the original design easy. All users found the first interactive prototype designs to be easy; some 

felt that both the original and the first interactive design were easy to understand. Moreover, all 

the users liked the physical layout (for example, nodes and network links) and how the first 

interactive visualisations worked, while none of the users explicitly showed interest in only the 

original design. The parallel program users who tested the visualisation designs felt very 

positive about the first interactive prototype design and some of the users stated the following 

about the physical layout of the new designs: “Yes, they look nice”, “Yes, for the star and tree”, 

and “Yes, the physical layout is good”.  

 

It is clear that the first interactive prototype design has good visual properties (for example, 

colours, sizes and shapes) of the nodes and network lines that attract the users when visualising 

the simulation of the parallel programs executed on the computer. Figure 6.25 (A) further 

shows that the users can easily understand the first interactive visualisation design used to 

analyse the performance of the parallel program, the NAS Parallel Benchmark, executed on the 

computational systems.  

 

Most notably, none of the users found the original design to be easier than the first interactive 

design, as shown in Figure 6.25 (A). Clearly users were unable to easily understand the original 

design and this could be attributed to the poor structure of the original design, many network 

lines moving over the nodes; small size of the nodes; unclear text (italic font style) within the 

nodes; and many colours representing almost the same execution statuses of the objects 

processed during the run. For more information about factors that attributed to the poor 

visualisation design of the original callgraph system, see Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.  

 

The users also found the first interactive prototype design to be easily understandable in terms 

of analysing and optimising parallel programs, as shown in Figure 6.25 (A). The understanding 

is made easy due to many factors, such as clear details (name and execution time) of the nodes; 

different shapes and sizes representing the execution statuses of the objects; limiting colours of 

the nodes to three, which clearly emphasises the execution statuses of the objects; grey network 
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links, which clearly show the relationship between the nodes; the use of the mouse to quickly 

obtain details of the node and light steel blue borders of the nodes, which compliments the grey 

network lines used to showcase the relationship between objects simulated during the execution 

of the parallel program.  

 

 

Figure 6.25: Easy of use (A) and helpful (B) design 

 

Most notably, users also found all the first interactive prototype designs to be helpful in terms 

of analysing and optimising parallel programs. Figure 6.25 (B) reflect users’ feedback 

regarding which design (the original or first interactive design) was helpful when analysing and 

optimising parallel programs. It shows that 60% of the users’ responses found the new 

expandable tree design to be more helpful than all the designs, while 20% of the feedback 

shows that the expandable star design is also useful. At least 10% of the users’ feedback 

indicates that the new collapsible star design is meaningful; another 10% indicate that all the 

designs (new and original) are helpful. This means that 90% of the users’ responses indicate 

that the first interactive designs (expandable tree, expandable star and collapsible star 

visualisation) are helpful while only 10% of the users’ views show that both first interactive 

designs and original are thought to be useful. In fact, all the users indicated that the new 

expandable tree design was helpful even though other designs are also beneficial for optimising 

parallel programs. As previously discussed in Section 6.3.1, the expandable tree visualisation 
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design visualises the performance data of parallel programs using its intelligent features, such 

as expanding and disbanding the nodes, which users found to be more helpful in terms of 

filtering and searching for specific sets of nodes when analysing large data sets. The 

expandable tree design also has the unique feature that automatically minimises or maximises 

the size of the nodes depending on the amount of information displayed on the screen. All the 

network links clearly point to the nodes without moving over the details of the object, which is 

one of the reasons the users find this expandable tree design more beneficial than others.  

 

Below are the users’ requirements regarding the first interactive callgraph design, as illustrated 

in Figure 6.26 (A). During the questionnaires, users were tasked with making suggestions and 

recommendations about the new visualisation designs. The below analysis (Figure 6.26 A) 

indicate that 45% of the users responded that they required the final design of the callgraph 

visualisations to display a percentage of execution time for each object, while 33% required 

vulnerable nodes (objects that consumed excessive execution time) to be scaled, based on the 

execution time.  

 

The users further recommended a search tool to highlight specific objects and another feature to 

display total execution time on a legend, in order to explicitly state the total simulation time of 

the program. All users’ recommendations are relevant and will be used by us to improve the 

expandable tree design, which will be followed in designing the second high fidelity prototype 

design of the new callgraph visualisation. The expandable tree design will be used to develop 

the second high fidelity prototype design  of the callgraph system because users found it easy 

and helpful in terms of analysing parallel programs, as shown in Figure 6.25.  

 

The basic principles (for example, information overload, and design for errors) of designing a 

useful, informative and interactive tool were applied to the first high fidelity prototype 

visualisation design. Most of these design principles can be found in Section 4.1 and will be 

used to further develop the second high fidelity prototype design. The purpose of this study is 

developing an effective visualisation that enables users to easily perform visual queries when 

analysing and optimising parallel programs. As discussed in Section 6.4.4, users performed 

different visual queries and thus identified queries that are important when analysing, 

optimising, developing and parallelising applications running on the supercomputers.  
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Figure 6.26: Users wishes (A) and important queries (B) on the new design 

 

This process of enabling users to identify the most important visual queries was 

designed as a means of reviewing and reassessing the visual queries that were earlier 

identified by us (Section 5.1). During early investigation, we presumed that users 

performed visual queries (as shown in Table 3.1) when using the callgraph visualisation. 

The data gathered during the questionnaires was analysed, and it reaffirmed the visual 

queries (as indicated in Table 3.1) as users’ requirements. In particular, users confirmed 

in the questionnaires that all of the visual queries (as shown on Table 3.1) are the most 

important queries performed by callgraph users when analysing, parallelising and 

optimising parallel programs, as illustrated in Figure 6.26 (B).  

 

The important visual queries (Figure 6.26 (B)) were determined and established by the users 

during the usability tests of the original and first interactive prototype designs. Firstly, users 

demonstrated that it is important to establish details of an object, as indicated in Figure 6.26 
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(B). This means needing to identify the name and execution time of the object executed on a 

particular thread - a requirement that is similar to the  visual queries previously identified: what 

is the name of an object, and how long does an object take to execute on a single processing 

thread? Figure 6.26 (B) also illustrate that users need to identify the relationship between an 

object and its associates, which again matches our query: what is the relationship between 

objects that have kinship to each other? Users further recognised another vital visual query - 

that of locating groups of objects that are associated with each other. This query is the same as 

our visual query, which is as follows: how can one identify groups of objects that are associated 

with each other? It is also noticeable that users need to locate nodes that consumed excessive 

execution time. The query of identifying excessive nodes is the same as our question: which 

objects consumed normal, moderate or excessive execution time?  

 

Additionally, users need to establish objects causing a performance bottleneck - it matches  our 

visual query earlier described: what is the cause of the performance bottleneck in the 

application? It was also found that users would like to identify an object’s status, echoing our 

visual query: which objects consumed normal, moderate or excessive execution time? In 

summary, the visual queries identified by the users are similar to the ones established by us. 

Lastly, it was discovered that users also required the ability to find objects related to excessive 

execution time, which is the only visual query that was not exactly identified by us.  

 

This users’ query is similar to the visual query of identifying objects causing performance 

bottlenecks. For example, when the users needs to know which objects cause performance 

bottlenecks, it is obvious that the person will have to identify which nodes are related to the 

excessive nodes in order to understand what caused setbacks during the execution of the 

parallel program. In other words, the visual query - locating nodes related to excessive nodes - 

is one of the processes taken to establish objects that cause performance bottlenecks.  

 

The results Figure 6.26 (B) confirm that the visual queries originally identified by us remain the 

most critical queries performed by users when analysing, optimising, parallelising and 

developing parallel programs. It is a given that users will have different requirements, 

depending on what they wish to achieve on the system. Figure 6.26 (B) further illustrates that 

most of users need to perform the following three visual queries: identify execution status 

(normal, moderate and excessive) of an object; establish objects causing performance 
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bottlenecks; and identify nodes that consumed excessive execution time. The three visual 

queries ranked at 20% importance when considering the users’ visual queries. Users who 

analyse, optimise and develop parallel programs need to perform these three important visual 

queries - evidenced by a 60% response-rate on the questionnaires. Nonetheless, 13% of the 

users responded that the visual query of identifying groups of objects that are associated with 

each other remains important, while another 13% demonstrates that users need to identify the 

relationship between an object and its associates. The visual query of establishing the details of 

an object attained a 7% response rate; the same applied to finding objects related to excessive 

nodes.  

 

All the visual queries (Figure 6.26 B) identified by the users are important, irrespective of their 

percentage value. Most importantly, users performed visual queries similar to these (Figure 

6.26 B) when analysing the performance of parallel programs using both the original and first 

interactive prototype design of the callgraphs. It is essential to understand how users interact 

with the original and first interactive prototype visualisations in their attempts to analyse the 

performance of parallel programs.  

 

In this case, the qualitative method of analysing non-numerical data is applied to assess video 

recordings and photographs, used to capture the interaction between users and the visualisation 

designs of the callgraph system. . It was observed during video a capture that some of the Users 

1 and 2 found the original design demotivating and tedious when performing analysis of 

parallel programs. In fact, User 2 reported that four colours (dark blue, light blue, light green 

and green) of the original design are distracting, which consequently forced the user to have to 

read the screen up close in an attempt to obtain details (names and execution time) of the nodes.  

 

User 2 also found it hard to obtain the details of the nodes even though he was leaning close in 

to the screen which was showing the visualisation results of the original callgraphs. User 1 

displayed little interest in using the original visualisation design. Instead, he seemed 

unimpressed with the interface of the original callgraphs. User 1 later gave up performing 

visual queries on the original design, and simply observed his colleague (User 2) instead, as 

shown in the photograph (Figure 6.27) depicts two users attempting to analyse the performance 

of parallel programs using the original callgraphs displayed on the computers. The user on the 

left (User 1) is clearly not motivated to perform the visual queries, while the user on the right 
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(User 2) found it hard to obtain details of the nodes visualised using the original design of the 

callgraphs. Most of the users found the original system to have little interaction especially 

when visualising large data. For example, User 7 found it complicated to establish the 

relationship between objects - instead, he suggested that the original system should have a 

magnifying feature in order to quickly obtain the details of the node. In addition, User 3 also 

found it difficult to perform visual queries on the original design when it presented too many 

nodes. Consequently, this user was forced to lean in close to the screen because it was not easy 

to locate the names of the nodes.  

 

The interaction between User 3 and the original design of the callgraph system was recorded on 

video. All the users found the first interactive prototype visualisations more interactive, 

effective and informative because it was easy to perform all visual queries when using it. All 

users managed to perform the rest of the visual queries barring one when utilising the first 

interactive visualisation designs. This is a clear indication that users were able to easily perform 

visual queries utilising the first interactive designs of the callgraph visualisation. During 

usability tests, video captured a moment where User 4 requested that User 6 provide the name 

of the main node displayed on the first interactive visualisation design.  

 

As a result, User 6 hovered the mouse over the main node and the system displayed the name 

“APPLU”, which then conveyed to User 4. It was a moment that demonstrated that the features 

of the first interactive design helped users to quickly perform visual queries in order to analyse 

and optimise parallel programs. During usability tests most of the users spent 10-15 minutes 

performing visual queries on the first interactive design, while it took more than an hour to 

perform visual queries on the original design. The original design does not have necessary 

features (for example a magnifier or filter) to help users quickly obtain performance 

information about the object executed during the simulation of the parallel program.   

 

This is one of the reasons users spend an undesirable amount of time when performing visual 

queries on the original visualisation design. Figure 6.28 illustrates users performing visual 

queries on both the original and first interactive visualisation designs.  The image shows three 

users on the left side of the picture and two users on the right; the picture was taken when users 

on the left side performed visual queries on the first interactive design, while users on the right 

executed queries on the original design.  
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Figure 6.27: Users working on the original design 

 

It was not an arranged set up, but it so happened that some users finished performing visual 

queries before others. It is noticeable on the picture (Figure 6.28) that users on the left easily 

completed answers to the visual queries performed on the first interactive prototype designs 

while those on the right seemed to struggle to obtain answers to the visual queries using the 

original design. It is evident that the first interactive prototype designs have the capacity to 

easily and quickly interact with the users when they are analysing the performance of parallel 

programs being executed on the supercomputers. Voice recordings and notes were assessed to 

further analyse how users interacted with designs. Users’ desires and recommendations raised 

during the evaluation of the original and the first high-fidelity prototype design were applied to 

the second high-fidelity prototype design of the callgraph visualisations. It was recommended 

by the users that the new callgraph visualisations should scale vulnerable nodes based on 

execution time; display a percentage of execution time on the nodes; show total execution time 

on a legend, and provide a search tool that highlights specific nodes. Moreover, users found the 

expandable tree design to be more effective than other designs (non-expandable tree, 

expandable star and tree) in terms of analysing the performance of the parallel programs. 

Consequently, the expandable tree visualisation design was followed to develop the second 

high-fidelity prototypes. Some of the appealing features from other designs (non-expandable 

tree and collapsible star) were also added into the second high-fidelity prototype design. Most 

importantly, all recommended features were developed and added into the second interactive 
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design of the callgraph performance analysis system. This second interactive prototype design 

consists of two different modes - filtering, and search.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.28: Users working on the original and the first high-fidelity design 

 

The filtering mode is a combination of expandable tree and non-expandable tree design, 

whereby nodes expand/disband or display all at the same time. The search mode is a 

combination of expandable tree and collapsible star design, whereby nodes are presented in a 

tree visualisation method but collapse when one clicks an active node. The second interactive 

prototype design (filtering and search mode) is similar to the final design except that the search 

tool has been improved in the final design of the callgraph profiling system. For more 

information about the final visualisation design (filtering and search mode), please see Chapter 

7.  

 

6.5 Experts evaluation  

 

The University of Tennessee computer science experts (doctoral graduates and undergraduates) 

evaluated the efficacy of both the original and the second high-fidelity prototype design of the 

callgraph visualisation. Both the original and the second interactive callgraph design were 

tested by four computer science experts who have experience in optimising, parallelising, 

debugging, analysing and developing parallel programs. In particular, experts evaluated the 
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conceptual and physical designs of the original/second interactive design by visualising large 

performance data (metrics) generated using the WRF on the CHPC’s Lengau cluster, as 

discussed in Section 7.4. Both the original and the second interactive designs were used to 

visualise the performance of WRF-3.5 because it contains more than 2000 objects (modules, 

routines and subroutines) compared to the NAS parallel program which has sixty-nine objects 

used to simulate the program.  

 

The evaluation of the designs (original and second interactive design) was performed in a 

controlled laboratory environment, where only assessors were allowed to enter the room. Each 

expert was equipped with a computer running Java 8 on a Linux or Mac operating system. To 

perform tests on the visualisation designs, we have provided a description of how the original 

and the second interactive callgraph design worked. Consequently, experts were split into two 

groups. Group A performed visual queries on the original design, while the Group B analysed 

the performance of the WRF using the second interactive visualisation design.  

 

Afterwards, the groups swapped so that Group A performed visual queries utilising the second 

interactive design while Group B executed visual queries on the original design. The experts 

performed the visual queries (as shown in Table 4.5) on both the original and the second high-

fidelity prototype design of the callgraph profiling system. During the tests, experts’ reactions 

on both the original and the second interactive design were recorded using video, audio and 

photographs. The amount of time each user (expert) took to perform all visual queries on the 

designs was also recorded in order to measure human performance on the tasks. Notes were 

also taken on how the experts used the callgraphs.  

 

After performing these practical exercises on both the original and the second interactive 

design, experts were interviewed and asked the questions about the designs. Users were 

interviewed and asked questions that are described in Table 4.6. The interviews were also 

recorded using audio. All the experts signed the University of Cape Town (UCT) voluntary 

form to confirm that they willingly participated in the evaluation of the original and the second 

interactive callgraph visualisations.   
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6.6 Analysis of the evaluation 

 

The following data - visual queries, questionnaires, voice recordings, videos, photographs, and 

notes - gathered during the evaluation of the original and second interactive visualisation 

design, will be analysed using qualitative analysis method - a technique used to analyse non-

numerical data, as stated in Section 2.6. Firstly, experts performed various visual queries using 

the original design and wrote responses on the answer sheet provided during the evaluation of 

the visualisation designs. It was found that three evaluators (experts) did not manage to 

correctly answer all visual queries using the original design, barring one expert who was able to 

positively provide answers to some queries when utilising the original callgraph visualisations.  

 

The queries performed by experts were as follows, identify the nodes that use excessive time; 

establish the execution status of MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_DFI; name the full details of 

MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN; identify a node that calls 

MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN; indicate time consumed by MODULE_WRF_TOP_INIT; 

establish the relationship between MODULE_WRF_TOP::INIT and its children nodes; identify 

that MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE has children nodes; indicate the number of 

children nodes associated with MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE; illustrate how to 

collapse or expand nodes; indicate how to search a node and its associates; show how to return 

back to main screen; list objects that cause a performance bottleneck during the simulation of 

the WRF model executed on the CHPC’s Lengau cluster. It is clearly hard for the experts to 

perform visual queries using the original design when it visualises large performance data, as 

discussed in Chapter 1. The results of the expert evaluations (Section 6.6) indicate that the 

original callgraph visualisation does not have the ability to efficiently analyse the performance 

of parallel programs - the purpose of the callgraph visualisations.  

 

During evaluation, most of the experts found it difficult to obtain details (name, execution time 

and status) of the nodes which were hidden underneath a pile of network links moving over the 

objects executed during the simulation. For instance, when Expert 1 was asked the following 

visual query: which nodes use excessive time, he answered : “hard to locate because of too 

many nodes”. Expert 3 also found it difficult to find nodes that consumed excessive time. In 

this case, Expert 3’s answer was as follows: “could not tell”. Furthermore, Expert 1 and 3 also 

could not perform visual queries that would provide answers regarding the execution status of 
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the nodes. During evaluation, Expert 1 was asked the following query: what is the execution 

status of MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_DFI? Expert 1’s answer to this was: “not easy to get 

the name because of too many nodes”. Expert 3’s answer to this query was “unknown”. The 

evaluation results of the original design clearly indicate that the experts found it complicated to 

obtain details (for example, name) of the nodes because of too many nodes displayed using 

many different colours and sizes. The visualisation technique of filtering the nodes should help 

to limit the amount of information displayed on the screen, however, original callgraphs 

displays all the nodes at the same time  

 

The original callgraph further utilises many different colours and sizes of nodes which does not 

help the user obtain useful performance information about the execution of the program. Most 

notably, experts could not identify the relationship between the nodes using the original 

callgraph visualisation. The evaluators were asked the following query: which node (object) 

calls MODULE_WRF_TOP_INIT? One of the experts gave the answer: “difficult to track”; 

another said “unknown”. A further query that was asked was: what is the relationship between 

MODULE_WRF_TOP:INIT and its associates? Experts gave answers such as: “can’t figure 

out” and “unknown”. This is a sign that the original callgraph visualisation does not enable 

users to easily establish the relationship between the nodes. The connection between nodes is 

vital in order to understand how objects relate to one another.  

 

One of the key elements of the callgraph visualisation is to showcase the relationship between 

the nodes in order to emphasise the relationship between the objects that relate to one another. 

For example, which module calls routines? Which routine calls subroutines? Which function 

calls sub-functions? It is difficult for callgraph users to optimise programs using the original 

design which does not efficiently indicate the relationship between objects simulated during the 

run.  

 

During the evaluation of the original design, experts were asked to provide answers to the 

following queries: which node, between MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE and 

WRF_DEBUG, has children nodes? Expert 1’s answer was “very closely spaced so hard to 

make out”, while Expert 3 said “unknown”. Other experts also showed a lack of interest in 

finding information using the original visualisation design because the system is not user-

friendly and informative about execution of the program in a supercomputer. It is evident that 
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the original design of the callgraph does not have the capacity to visualise large performance 

data (metrics) generated during execution of the programs. In fact, visual properties such as 

colour, size and texture of the nodes are distracting, as articulated in Section 3.2. Consequently, 

the original callgraphs do not help the user obtain useful performance information for 

optimisation of parallel programs.  

 

The most notable problem is also the network links, which moves over the nodes and, as a 

result, hide the details of the object simulated during the execution of the program. The experts 

(evaluators) were unable to efficiently identify performance bottlenecks incurred during the 

simulation of the WRF parallel program using the original callgraph visualisation due to 

inappropriate colours, sizes and textures of the nodes. Many network links that conceal node 

details (name, execution time and status) also played an undesirable role in inefficient use of 

the original callgraph visualisation by the evaluators.  

 

Nevertheless, Expert 1 managed to positively answer the following queries: how does one 

expand or collapse the nodes; how does one search and display a node with its associates. The 

former query was answered with the word: “click”. This is the correct answer because the 

original design allows the user to click and manually expand the node in order to obtain the 

details of an object executed during the run. Moreover, when Expert 1 was asked how to search 

and display a node with its associates, his answer was: “not possible here”. Again, this is a 

correct answer because the original callgraph visualisations do not have a feature for searching 

a particular node and displaying its associates.  

 

In the original design, all the nodes are displayed at the same time within the callgraph 

visualisation. Surprisingly, Expert 4 gave the impression that the original callgraph 

visualisations have a search tool, which is not the case. Expert 4’s answer to the query about 

the search feature on the original design was as follows: “Enter your search query in the search 

box above the graph”. This response is erroneous because the original design does not have a 

search box within the callgraph visualisation. The search textbox feature is only available in the 

second interactive visualisation design of the callgraphs, as shown in Figures 7.2, 7.4 and 7.6. 

Expert 4 evaluated the second interactive prototype visualisation design before assessing the 

original design. It was found that Expert 4 used the information obtained using the second 

interactive design to answer some queries in the original visualisation design. He was the only 
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expert who performed this error. The exercise of analysing data (visual queries, interviews, 

videos, photographs and notes) was vigorously performed to ensure that errors such as 

repeating answers could be easily identified, and addressed accordingly. Visual queries 

performed by the expert (evaluators) on the second interactive (high-fidelity) prototype design 

were summarised and examined using qualitative analysis method.  

 

It was found that three experts managed to successfully perform all visual queries using the 

second interactive design (filtering and search mode) of the callgraph visualisation. Only one 

expert did not manage to positively answer all visual queries using the second interactive 

visualisation design. The same visual queries performed on the original design were also 

executed using the second interactive prototype design. In fact, three experts successfully 

performed the following visual queries: identify nodes that use excessive time; establish the 

execution status of MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_DFI; name full details of 

MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN; identify a node that calls 

MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN; indicate time consumed by MODULE_WRF_TOP_INIT; 

establish the relationship between MODULE_WRF_TOP::INIT and its children nodes; identify 

that MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE has children nodes; indicate number of children 

nodes associated with MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE; illustrate how to collapse or 

expand nodes; indicate how to search a node and its associates; indicate how to return back to 

main screen; and list objects that cause performance bottlenecks. Most interestingly, all experts 

managed to correctly name the full details of MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN using the 

second interactive visualisation design. In response to this visual query, Expert 2 wrote the 

following answer: [{module_wrf_top.f90} {116,4}-{120,25}] Time: 79 Percentage: 89.7%. In 

the second interactive design, one need to simply point the mouse on the node in order to obtain 

full details of the object executed during the run.  

 

In this case, it is clear that Expert 2 hovered over the node to obtain full details of the module 

computed during the execution of the WRF on the CHPC’s Lengau Petaflop cluster. It is 

essential for callgraph visualisation users to obtain full details (name, execution time and 

percentage) of the node in order to successfully analyse and optimise parallel programs. For 

more information about percentage of the node, please refer to Section 7.2. It is also important 

for users to understand the relationship between the nodes. All experts managed to indicate the 

node that calls MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN using the second interactive visualisation 
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design. For example, evaluators (Expert 2 and 4) wrote: “wrf” when asked which node (object) 

calls MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN. The answer is correct because the object “wrf” is the 

main module, which calls MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN within the WRF parallel 

program. In the second interactive design, the relationship between the nodes is clearly shown 

using grey network lines connected to the nodes which have steel blue borders. Different types 

(white circles, orange ovals and red squares) of nodes also help the user distinguish between 

objects simulated during the execution of the parallel program.  

 

At the same time, one needs to know the exact time consumed by each object during execution 

of the program. This notion of obtaining the execution time of the node was tested by asking 

experts the following query: what is the amount of time consumed by 

MODULE_WRF_TOP_INIT? All experts managed to correctly state the execution time of this 

MODULE_WRF_TOP_INIT using the second interactive prototype visualisation design. For 

instance, Experts 1 and 2 wrote: “9 min”, which is correct and was established by simply 

pointing the mouse over the node. Expert 2 also wrote the percentage of the total execution 

time consumed by MODULE_WRF_TOP_INIT. The feedback from Expert 2 is an indication 

that callgraph users notice the importance of percentages when analysing the performance of 

parallel programs utilising the second interactive visualisation design.  

 

The percentage of the total execution time helps the visualisation user to compare the amount 

of time consumed by each object during the simulation of the parallel program. It is also 

noticeable that the second visualisation design is able to adequately provide details of the 

objects executed during the run. Furthermore, callgraph visualisation users are able to establish 

the relationship between nodes. During evaluation of the second high-fidelity design, all four 

experts successfully established the relationship between MODULE_WRF_TOP_INIT and its 

associates. The experts were asked the following visual query: what is the relationship between 

MODULE_WRF_TOP_INIT and its associates?  

 

All experts provided the same answer: “siblings”, which is correct because 

MODULE_WRF_TOP_INIT objects have a relationship with siblings, or closest children 

nodes. In the second interactive design, the relationship between a node and its children nodes 

is explicitly displayed using the grey network links with a white background colour. The nodes 

that have large borders indicate a node that is clickable, and which has children nodes. The 
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above indicates that all experts were able to notice the difference between non-clickable nodes 

with small borders, and nodes (large borders) that have siblings. The size of the nodes also 

plays a very important role in helping callgraph users easily identify the relationship between 

objects simulated during the run. In the second interactive prototype, red square nodes are 

bigger than orange oval nodes; which, in turn, are bigger than white circle nodes. The size of 

these nodes (red squares, orange ovals and white circles) helps callgraph visualisation users to 

establish nodes that are critical and that need attention when optimising the performance of the 

parallel programs. In the second interactive design, nodes with small border do not have 

children nodes, while nodes with large borders contain sibling nodes.  

 

The different sizes of the nodes’ borders help identify the relationship between objects that are 

associated with each other. To this end, experts were asked the following visual query: which 

node, between MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE WRF_DEBUG, has children nodes? 

All experts confirmed that MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE was an object with 

children nodes - the correct answer because the MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE node 

has a large border, while the WRF_DEBUG node is surrounded by a small border. It is 

remarkable that all evaluators (experts) were able to notice the difference between the nodes 

that have siblings and ones that do not have children nodes. It is less than ideal to display all the 

children nodes at the same time using the original design of the callgraph visualisation, as 

discussed in Section 3.2.  

 

During the evaluation of the second interactive design, experts were asked to count and outline 

the number of children nodes that were associated with 

MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE; all experts managed to successfully report the 

number of children nodes when using second interactive prototype design of the callgraph 

profiling system. In particular, experts were asked the following visual query: if any of the 

below-mentioned nodes (MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE and WRF_DEBUG) have 

children nodes, how many children nodes are there? All the evaluators indicated that 

MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE nodes have twenty children nodes - a correct answer. 

Most notably, Expert 4 further stated that the WRF_DEBUG has 0 children nodes - also a 

correct answer because this node does not have a large border. It is essential to obtain the 

details of the children nodes when using the second interactive prototype design to analyse 

performance of the parallel programs. Experts (assessors) were next asked the following visual 
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query: how to expand or collapse the nodes? All experts managed to positively answer this 

query. In summary, Expert 1 and 2 said “click”; Expert 3 said “click to expand”; Expert 4 said 

“by clicking on it”. It is evident that experts were able to expand or collapse the children nodes 

by clicking the target node within the second interactive design of the callgraph visualisation. 

Most interestingly, experts (evaluators) were able to differentiate between non-clickable nodes 

without children nodes and clickable nodes with siblings. It is the size of the nodes that 

differentiate between a clickable node and a non-clickable node within the second interactive 

visualisation design.  

 

Best principles were followed (see Section 4.1) with regard to designing an effective and 

interactive visualisation when developing the second interactive callgraph visualisation design. 

The most notable principle of the design is to ensure that important controls (for example, 

nodes) are visible within the system. In this case, grey network lines enable the steel blue 

borders of the nodes and children nodes to be more visible within the second interactive design 

of the callgraph profiling system. Nonetheless, experts (evaluators) were asked to indicate how 

to search a node and its associates. All experts managed to provide a positive answer regarding 

the process of searching a node and its associates. In fact, the experts were asked the following 

visual query: how to search and display a node with its associates?  

 

Expert 1’s answer to this query was: “enter node name tab” – a correct response because one 

needs to enter a node name in the textbox and click the “search” button in order to search a 

node and its associates. Expert 2’s answer was: “enter the full name and click search” - also a 

correct answer. Expert 3’s answer was recorded as follows: “use search box”, which is an 

accurate answer to this query. Lastly, Expert 4’s response was articulated as follows: “type in 

the search box on top” - another correct response because one needs to type the full name of the 

node in a textbox on top of the visualisation graph. In summary, all experts positively answered 

the visual query on how to search and display a node with its associates.  

 

Most interestingly, three out of four experts used the second interactive design to list objects 

that caused performance bottlenecks during the simulation of the WRF parallel program 

executed on the CHPC’s Lengau Petaflop supercomputer. These three experts also utilised the 

second interactive visualisation design to positively identify nodes that use excessive execution 

time during the execution of the WRF parallel program. It is useful for the second interactive 
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design to have visualisation techniques that are able to indicate parts of the program that both 

caused performance bottlenecks and consumed immoderate execution time during execution of 

the program. One evaluator (Expert 3) was not able to correctly answer the following query: 

what is the name of the object (node) that causes performance bottlenecks and which nodes use 

excessive time? Expert 3’s answer was as follows: “MODULE_RA_RRTM::RRTM” - 

incorrect because this module consumed normal execution time during the simulation of the 

WRF model on the CHPC Petaflop cluster. The objects that caused performance bottlenecks 

are as follows: MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN, MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE, 

SOLVE_INTERFACE and SOLVE_EM.  

 

The second interactive design clearly displays the objects that consumed excessive execution 

time, using red square nodes within the visualisation. It is believed that Expert 3 misunderstood 

the question. Nevertheless, the majority of the evaluators used the second prototype 

visualisation design to establish both objects that caused performance bottlenecks and nodes 

that utilised exorbitant execution time during execution of the program. The second interactive 

visualisation design is able to efficiently identify performance bottlenecks incurred during the 

simulation of the parallel program, which is the main objective of this study - as discussed in 

Section 1.3 (objectives).  

 

It is also evident that the second interactive visualisation design is able to effectively visualise 

large performance data generated during the execution of the parallel program. As discussed in 

Section 6.5, experts were interviewed and asked questions about both the original and the 

second interactive design of the callgraph profiling system. The first question to the experts 

was as follows: how helpful is the visualisation design in terms of optimising programs? Expert 

1’s response regarding the original design was as follows: “current design - very cumbersome”. 

Expert 1’s feedback about the second interactive design was: “visual tracking of the program 

flow is easy”. Please note that most of the experts used the phrase “new design” when referring 

to the second interactive design; “current design” refers to the original design.  

 

Expert 1 found the second visualisation design to be useful in terms of optimising parallel 

programs. This same expert found the original design difficult to use. Expert 2’s response to the 

first question was as follows: “old one is more complicated to get the info” and “new design - 

help analysing algorithms”. It is clear that Expert 2 also found the original design to be 
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complicated in obtaining information when using the callgraph visualisation, but described the 

second high-fidelity prototype design as one that helps in the analysis of algorithms when 

optimising the performance of parallel programs. Expert 3’s response to the first question was 

the following: “old design not for finding hotspot” and “new design - easier to find hotspots”. 

Expert 3 found the second interactive design to be helpful in terms of finding hotspots. The 

second interactive visualisation design contains red square nodes, which helps the user find 

hotspots that cause performance bottlenecks within the parallel program. It is important for 

callgraph visualisations to clearly show parts of the program that cause performance 

bottlenecks in order to help the user optimise the parallel program.  

 

Expert 4’s answer to the first question was as follows: “the new design is helpful because it 

shows where the bottlenecks are and where the time is spent” and “it was hard to read the graph 

and node names using original design”. On this front, Expert 4 found the second interactive 

design to be helpful because it led the user to where the bottlenecks are located within the 

parallel program. This expert found it hard to read the names of the nodes when using the 

original design of the callgraph visualisation. During evaluation of the original design, most of 

the experts found it hard to locate the details (name, execution time and status) of the objects 

due to many network links moving over the nodes within the visualisation.  

 

It is expected that the callgraph visualisation should effectively demonstrate the relationship 

between the nodes; however, this is not the case because the details of the nodes are hidden 

underneath the network lines within the original design. During the interview, the experts were 

asked the following (second) question: which visual queries were easy to perform? During the 

interview, all four experts provided feedback regarding this question. Expert 1’s response was 

as follows: “new design - search and track” and “nothing in old design was easy”. In this 

situation, Expert 1 found the second interactive visualisation (search mode) to be easy when 

searching for the node and establishing its relationship with other associates. The second 

interactive prototype design (search mode) enables the user to enter the name of the node in the 

textbox and obtain the information about the relationship between the searched node and its 

associated objects, executed during the simulation of the parallel program. In fact, it was noted 

that all experts found the search tool within the second interactive visualisation design to be 

easier when analysing the performance of the parallel program running on the supercomputer. 

Expert 1 found that no visual query was easy to perform utilising the original design of the 
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callgraph visualisation. This negative feedback about the original design is not surprising 

because the system does not have the capacity to visualise large performance data and display 

effective callgraph reports, as indicated in Figure 3.4 (A) and (B). During the interview, Expert 

2 provided the following answer regarding the second question: “new - most of them” and “old 

- hard to deal with it very unresponsive”. In this case, Expert 2 was able to perform most of the 

visual queries using the second interactive visualisation design. The second interactive 

prototype design presents information in different modes, whereby it enables the user to 

collapse or expand the nodes in order to quickly establish the relationship between the objects 

(parts) of the program simulated on a computational system. Most of the experts found this 

visualisation technique of collapsing and expanding the nodes to be very useful in terms of 

enabling visual queries within the visualisation. It is anticipated that most of the experts may 

have found it easy to perform visual queries using the second interactive design because it 

allows the user to manipulate information displayed on the screen.  

 

In particular, the second interactive design enables the visualisation user to filter or search 

particular sets of nodes while also having the capability to expand and disband the tree of the 

relationship between the nodes. All these sophisticated features of the second interactive design 

enable the user to easily perform visual queries within the visualisations, which is not the case 

with the original design. Expert 2 clearly indicates that the original (old) design is hard to use 

because it is unresponsive. The original design displays all the nodes at the same time, making 

it slow to respond when manoeuvring different parts of the visualisation. For example, experts 

took approximately one minute when scrolling from top to bottom of the original visualisation, 

whereas scroll bars on the second interactive design immediately move from one point to 

another (for example, top to bottom or left to right) when performing a manoeuvre within the 

visualisation. The original design responds slowly when it visualises large performance data 

(metrics), as articulated by Expert 2.  

 

It should also be noted that the original design’s inability to limit information results in all the 

nodes being displayed on the screen - consequently causing the slow response of the system. 

Expert 4 found the search tool and tracking of hotspots to be easy when performing visual 

queries using the second interactive design. In response to the second question, Expert 4 

provided the following answer: “new design - search if you know the thing you want and track 

down to hotspot was easier” and “original design - could not evaluate old design”. In the 
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second interactive design, the search tool is easier to use because the user only needs to know 

the full name of the node in order to search for an object and its partners. This is one of the 

reasons some of the evaluators (Expert 1, 2 and 3) found the search tool to be easier than 

expanding or disbanding a tree of nodes within the second interactive visualisation. Expanding 

and disbanding the nodes is also useful when one needs to analyse the entire relationship 

between the objects simulated during the run. Interestingly, Expert 3 stated that it was easy to 

track down a hotspot - the parts (objects) that caused performance bottlenecks during the 

simulation of the WRF parallel program on the CHPC’s Lengau cluster. It is of great 

importance for the experts to easily identify performance bottlenecks within the parallel 

program as it is the main objective of this research study. Expert 3 found it complicated to 

evaluate the original design because it was too slow when displaying all the nodes at the same. 

Expert 4 concurred with all other experts that the search tool is easy-to-use when analysing the 

performance of parallel programs.  

 

In particular, Expert 4’s response to the second question was as follows: “new design - the 

search feature was very easy” and “original design - it was hard to read the graph and node 

names”. It is not surprising that experts found the search tool of the second interactive design 

easy-to-use because users need a system that can provide a mechanism to quickly obtain 

information within the visualisation. Expert 4 reiterated that it was hard to read the graph and 

obtain the names of nodes when utilising the original callgraph design. During evaluation of the 

original design, experts could not obtain useful information such as names of the nodes, due to 

the poor structural design - inadequate size and colours of the nodes, including network links 

within the visualisation.  

 

The experts were also asked to state which visual queries were difficult to perform when using 

the original and the second interactive design. In response to this third question, Expert 1 

provided the following answer: “original design - finding the execution time, file and 

relationship”, and: “original design - difficult to track the names of the nodes”. At the same 

time, Expert 1 found no difficulty with visual queries when using the second interactive design. 

It is evident that Expert 1 found it difficult to use the original design in obtaining performance 

information, such as execution time and the object file executed during the run. It is also clear 

that Expert 1 could not establish the relationship between the nodes using the original design, 

an important feature of the callgraphs. The original design failed to efficiently display the 
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names of the nodes when Expert 1 assessed the usability of the visualisation. It is unfortunately 

impossible for the user to analyse and optimise the performance of parallel programs without 

knowledge of the objects within the application. It is of significance for callgraph users to be 

able to obtain the names of the nodes when optimising the parallel applications running on the 

supercomputing systems. The original design does not efficiently provide details (name, 

execution time and status) of the nodes within the callgraph visualisation. During the interview 

about the original and the second interactive design, Expert 2’s response to the third question 

was as follows: “new design - going back” and “original design - most of the item”. Expert 2 

found it complicated to go back to the first view of the graph after searching or clicking the 

nodes using the second interactive design (search mode). Most interestingly, Expert 4 found 

that going back into the graph was difficult when using the second interactive prototype design 

(search mode); his response to the third question was as follows: “new design - going back in 

the graph” and “original design - going through all displayed nodes and finding relationships”.  

 

It is also indicative that expert4 struggled to go back to graph when using second interactive 

design - search mode. The second interactive prototype design is not a full implementation of 

the callgraph visualisation - hence it will not have a menu that contains backward and forward 

buttons. The second interactive design (search mode) is designed primarily to search/click a 

specific node and display its associates, which is the reason it does not disband backwards or 

expand forwards like the second interactive design (filtering mode) of the visualisation. As for 

the second interactive design (filtering mode), it enables the user to go back and forth to any 

view by disbanding/expanding the nodes within the tree visualisations.  

 

The tree’s forward/backward feature is available within the second interactive prototype design 

(filtering) of the callgraph visualisation because it is designed to display and handle many 

nodes at the same time. A manual will be developed to help guide users on how to operate the 

final design (search and filtering mode) of the callgraph visualisations. It is of concern that 

Expert 2 found it difficult to perform most of the visual queries when utilising the original 

design and the reason for this could be that the original design was not able to positively 

respond on time, causing the user to lose interest in using the system. One of the factors that 

impacted on Expert 2’s ability to perform most of the visual queries using the original design 

could be attributed to poor visualisation design features such as distracting node colours, 

italicised font of the names, and many network lines hiding the details of the node within the 
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callgraph visualisation. Expert 4 found it difficult to establish the relationship between all the 

nodes displayed at the same time using the original design.  In the original design, one needs to 

manually expand the node in order to get details of the object, but with many network lines 

moving over the nodes this makes it more complicated to establish the correlation between 

different parts of the program. Expert 3 answered the third question with: “new - full name for 

searches were awkward”. Expert 3 found it awkward that one needs to enter the full name of 

the node to be searched. The D3.js library used to develop the new design only allows the user 

to search a full string within the performance data (metrics); however, this feature can be 

improved upon in future as it is not part of the actual design. Moreover, it was found that the 

other three experts (Expert 1, 2 and 4) found the search tool to be easy to use when analysing 

large performance data generated during execution of the program.  

 

At the same time, Expert 3 did not comment about visual queries that were difficult to perform 

on the original design. It can only be assumed that this expert did not want to provide an 

opinion regarding which visual queries were difficult to perform when using the original design 

of the callgraph profiling system. Expert 3 managed to provide answers regarding all other 

visual queries performed on both the original and the second interactive design. Experts were 

asked the following (fourth) question: which design is more helpful and why? The purpose of 

the question was to establish which visualisation - the second interactive prototype or the 

original design - is more helpful in terms of optimising parallel programs.  

 

All four experts found the second interactive visualisation design to be helpful when analysing 

and optimising parallel programs simulating on the computer. In fact, none of the evaluators 

(experts) found the original design to be beneficial when optimising the performance of parallel 

programs on the supercomputer. Expert 1’s answer to the fourth question was as follows: “new 

one, especially search”. It means the expert found the second interactive (search mode) 

prototype design to be helpful when optimising parallel programs. Furthermore, expert1 was 

fascinated by the second interactive design (search mode) used to visualise large performance 

data generated during the simulation of the parallel program. As previously stated, three out of 

four experts found the second interactive visualisation (search design) easy to use, which could 

be the reason for Expert 1 finding the second interactive design more helpful than the original 

design. The experts also found the second interactive design (search) to be easier because it 

enables one to enter the node name and quickly obtain information about certain parts of the 
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program. Expert 2’s answer to the fourth query was the following: “new because it is less 

complicated and easy to follow”. It is noticeable that Expert 2 also found the second interactive 

visualisation design to be helpful because it is less complicated and easy to follow the tree of 

the nodes within the visualisation. The second interactive design (filtering) has an intelligent 

feature which allows the user to expand or disband the nodes at any time. As a result of this 

feature, users are able to easily follow the tree of nodes by either adding or reducing 

information when required. Expert 2 found this feature to be more informative and easier to 

follow the tree of information displayed on the screen using the second interactive design of the 

callgraph performance analysis system. Expert 4 also believed that the second interactive 

design was more informative than the original design because it limits the information 

displayed on the screen. Expert 4’s answer to the fourth question was as follows: “the new 

design is more helpful because it limits information displayed on screen at any given time”.  

 

It is indisputable that some of the experts found the second high-fidelity design (filtering mode) 

to be helpful when analysing the performance for optimisation of parallel programs. The 

second interactive visualisation design (filtering and search) also has a special feature that 

automatically reduces or increases the size of the nodes, depending on the amount of 

information displayed on the screen. This could be the reason the experts found the second 

high-fidelity prototype design more informative than the original design. It is also clear that the 

second visualisation design led users to the hotspots where performance bottlenecks were 

incurred during execution of the program.  

 

During the interview, Expert 3’s response to the fourth question was as follows: “new is better 

for hotspots”. In the second interactive prototype design, red square nodes clearly indicate 

objects that cause performance bottlenecks within the parallel program. Moreover, red square 

nodes scale differently depending on the amount of execution time, as shown in Figure 7.3. The 

feature of scaling nodes enables users to easily establish hotspot areas that cause performance 

bottlenecks during the run.  

 

In the second interactive design, the red colour of the square nodes calls the user to pay more 

attention to these nodes (objects), which cause performance issues within the parallel 

application. White circles and orange nodes are not distracting to the user. Experts were asked 

to respond to the following (fifth) question: “can you suggest any improvements to the design?” 
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The intention with this query was to establish whether or not any improvements could be made 

to the second interactive design of the callgraph visualisation. It was found that all experts were 

satisfied with the second interactive design but would like to see improvements on the search 

tool used to locate specific sets of nodes. In particular, Expert 1’s response regarding 

improvement of the second interactive design was as follows: “search and zoom”. This expert 

wanted the second interactive design to search and magnify the nodes. The search tool is 

intended to search and display an active node with its associates – not to magnify the node. In 

fact, when one searches a node in the second interactive design of the callgraph profiling 

system, the visualisation patently displays the target node with its associates.  

 

All the details of the nodes are clearly displayed when utilising the search tool to locate specific 

sets of nodes within the visualisation. In the second interactive prototype design, users do not 

need to zoom in, in order to display an active node with its partners because the search tool 

explicitly displays all details of the nodes accordingly. Expert 2’s answer to the fifth question 

was as follows: “search by short name”. Expert 2 found that the search tool would be more 

useful when it allowed the user to type just a few characters of the target node to be searched 

within the visualisation. It is a relevant suggestion, however D3.js was used to develop the 

second interactive design and requires that the user enter the full name (string) of the node in 

order to search within the performance data (metrics).  

 

As earlier indicated, the search tool is not a design but compliments how the second interactive 

design works. The search tool was developed to allow users to easily locate specific sets of 

nodes. Expert 3 gave the same response as Expert 2 in that it would be useful to have a search 

tool that enables the user to enter a short name, rather than the full name, of the target node to 

be searched within the visualisation. During the interview, Expert 3’s feedback regarding the 

fifth question was as follows: “full names for searches were awkward”.  

 

It is recommended that future work should look into simplifying the search tool within the 

second interactive prototype design of the callgraph visualisation. Lastly, Expert 4’s answer to 

the fifth query was: “include a link to go back to the beginning”. This means that Expert 4 

suggests that the second interactive design should have buttons to go back and forth through the 

visualisations. As earlier indicated, the second interactive prototype design is able to move 

back and forth by expanding or disbanding the nodes within the visualisation. The buttons to 
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move back and forth should be included in the menu of the full implementation of the callgraph 

visualisation system, which is not a design and therefore not within the scope of this research 

work. The experts’ voice recordings were analysed and interpreted accordingly and they found 

the new design to be helpful when analysing the performance of the parallel program - not the 

case with the original design. During interviews, Expert 1 said the following: “Nothing in old 

design”. This expert found nothing to be easy when using the original design to analyse the 

performance of parallel programs. Moreover, Expert 1 said that, “it was difficult to track the 

names of the nodes”.  

 

In this case, Expert 1 found it difficult to obtain the names of the nodes when using the original 

design to evaluate the execution of the parallel program, however, he discovered that the 

second interactive design was easy to search and track the names of the nodes. During the 

interview, Expert 1 said: “Search and track”; he found the search tool and tracking of names of 

the nodes to be easier when using the second interactive prototype design to optimise parallel 

programs. Expert 2 also found the second interactive prototype design to be helpful when 

analysing algorithms within the parallel program. During evaluation of the designs, Expert 2 

said the following: “It helps analysing the algorithm”. On this note, it was evident that the 

second interactive design helped users analyse different objects simulated during the execution 

of the parallel programs.  

 

Most importantly, the second interactive prototype design was easy-to-use and informative, 

however, this was not the case with the original design. Expert 2 said the following statement 

about the original design: “The old one is more complicated to get info”. It is evident that 

Expert 2 found the original design to be complicated and not useful in terms of providing 

performance information about the simulation of the parallel program. In fact, another 

evaluator (Expert 3) found the original design to be unsuitable for identifying performance 

bottlenecks incurred during the run. During the interview, Expert 3 said the following: “The old 

design is not appropriate for finding hotspot”.  

 

These findings indicated that Expert 3 found the original design to be unfit for finding objects 

that cause performance bottlenecks within the parallel programs. Some of the evaluators found 

that the second interactive design helped to locate hotspot objects that consumed excessive 

execution time during the run. For example, Expert 4 said the following statement about the 
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second interactive design: “it helps to find bottlenecks and functions that consume lot of time.” 

The above is an indication that the second interactive design is able to demonstrate objects that 

consumed immoderate execution time during the simulation of the parallel program. 

Furthermore, Expert 4 said the following statement about the second interactive prototype 

design: “it is easier to navigate”, meaning that he found the second interactive design to be 

easier when navigating from one view to another. The structural designs, such as node sizes 

and colours within the second interactive visualisation enables easy identification of 

performance bottlenecks in the parallel programs. The second interactive design also interacts 

very well with the users when analysing the performance of parallel programs.  

 

During the usability test of the visualisation designs, it was noted that the second interactive 

prototype design automatically provided the details (name, execution time and percentage) of 

the object when the users (experts) pointed the mouse over the target node within the 

visualisation. It was found that the second interactive design of the callgraph visualisation was 

easy to use, informative and interactive, whereas the original design was complicated to use 

when analysing the performance of parallel programs. The design of the visualisation plays a 

significant role in enabling the user to easily utilise the system. For example, different node 

sizes should help the user identify various execution statuses (normal, moderate and excessive) 

of objects simulated during the run.  

 

The visualisation users also found the system to be easy as it provided relevant information 

within a short period of time. It is also essential for the visualisation designer to design using 

colours that will help the user obtain useful information about the system. For instance, red 

attracts more attention and can be used to emphasise hotspots or bottlenecks within the parallel 

program, whereas it would not be wise to use white for this purpose. In fact, other colours can 

be distracting, which may lead the user to lose interest in utilising the system.  

 

In the original design, it was found that the dark blue colour of the nodes was difficult to focus 

on, especially when there were too many nodes in the system, as discussed in Section 3.2.1. 

Nevertheless, the second high-fidelity design of the callgraph visualisation used different 

colours (white, orange and red) for the nodes, in order to demonstrate the execution statuses for 

different objects within the parallel application. Most importantly, the red square nodes of the 
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second high-fidelity design clearly identify different objects that consumed excessive execution 

time during the simulation of the parallel program.       

       

6.7 Conclusions  

 

The chapter discussed two prototypes visualisation - The first and the second high-fidelity 

visualisation designs used to identify performance bottlenecks of parallel programs, the NAS 

Parallel Benchmark and the WRF model, were executed on the computational system. It further 

demonstrated different visualisation methods (for example, star and tree) used to present and 

visualise data. Most importantly, different visual properties such as colour, shape and size were 

used to design easy-to-use, informative, and effective interactive prototype designs. The 

chapter explicitly revealed an efficient means of visualising the relationship between the nodes 

using the first and the second interactive prototype designs. It also discussed the methods and 

procedures used to evaluate the conceptual and physical designs of the first/second callgraph 

visualisations. Most notably, parallel program users, including experts, evaluated the usability 

of the original and first/second interactive designs in terms of optimising parallel programs to 

achieve optimum performance on the supercomputer. It was found that the original callgraph 

design does not effectively visualise performance metrics (data) of the simulation, whereas the 

second interactive design is able to effectively and interactively provide useful performance 

information about the execution of the parallel model. The experts also found the second 

interactive design to be easy to use and informative when analysing the performance of parallel 

programs that generate large amounts of performance data. It was noted that the search design 

should allow users to enter a short name of an object when searching the relationship between 

the nodes. The improvements on the search design will be discussed in Chapter 7, where the 

final design of the callgraph visualisation is described.   
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CHAPTER 7: FINAL DESIGN 

 

This chapter presents the final design of the callgraph visualisation used to identify 

performance bottlenecks in parallel programs. In particular, it describes the two different 

visualisation modes - the filtering and search designs of the final callgraph visualisations used 

to analyse the execution of parallel applications on supercomputers. Most interestingly, the 

chapter demonstrates how both final designs (filtering and search) visualise different sizes 

(small and large) performance datasets (metrics) generated during execution of the program.  

 

7.1 Design goals 

 

One of the design goals for the final design of the callgraph visualisations is to enable users to 

identify an object and its associates. During the evaluation of the first high-fidelity prototype 

design  (Figure 6.22), users recommended the final design of the callgraph visualisation to have 

the following visualisation features, namely, show the total execution time of the application on 

a legend, display the percentage of execution time on the nodes, create a search tool that 

highlights specific nodes and scale vulnerable nodes based on execution time. During 

evaluation of the second high-fidelity prototype design, users further recommended that the 

search tool within the final design should use the short name of an object when searching the 

relationship between the objects computed during the run. Sedlmair, Meyer and Munzner 

(2012) state that a visualisation reseacher needs to outline lessons learned in applying 

principles of visualisation design. To this end, we describe the lessons experienced during the 

design of the new callgraph visualisations. During evaluation of the designs (low-fidelity and 

high-fidelity prototype), we have experienced the following design problems:  

 

 Our design softwares needed excessive time  to add different visualisation features.  

 Manipulation and visualisation of large data was complicated.  

 Some of the users do not strictly follow instructions when evaluating the designs.  

 

Nonetheless, all this design obstacles were addresssed, which resulted with an effective 

callgraph visualisation for analysing the performance of parallel programs. The final design of 

the callgraph visualisations will be discussed in the next Section 7.2.        
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7.2 Design description 

 

As discussed in Chapter 6, users performed practical evaluations of the first and second high-

fidelity prototype designs used to analyse the performance of parallel programs. All the users 

(experts) who assessed the prototypes found the second interactive prototype (filtering and 

search design) to be easy to use, informative, interactive and effective when analysing 

application performance for optimisation of parallel programs. The second high-fidelity 

prototype was adopted in the final design of the callgraph visualisation, however, search tool 

was improved in the final design. The final design of the callgraph visualisations consists of 

two different modes - filtering (Figure 7.1 and 7.5) and search design (Figure 7.2 and 7.6), used 

to visualise performance metrics (data) of the NAS and WRF parallel program executed on the 

supercomputer.  

 

In the final design, we re-programmed the search tool to process information faster and display 

the relationship between the objects simulated during the run. However, search tool does not 

allow a user to enter a short name of the object when searching relationship between the objects 

simulated during the run. D3.js visualisation library currently does not have the ability to read a 

few characters of an object and convert it to the full name of an object stored in the 

performance data. As a result, this makes it difficult to allow users to enter a short name of an 

object when searching the relationship between the nodes.  

 

However, users are able to enter the full name (not the short name) of an object and retrieve the 

relationship between the searched object and its associates. The search tool within the final 

callgraph visualisation is not a design feature, which means it falls outside of the scope of this 

research study. Nonetheless, all users’ recommendation were applied in the final design except 

one of searching an object using a short name. The next section discuss the features of the final 

design (filtering and search design) used to analyse the performance of NAS parallel program 

executed on a computational system.      

  

7.3 Filtering and search design on small performance data   

 

The filtering visualisation design presents an expandable tree design that has the ability to 

expand or disband the nodes within the system, as shown in Figure 7.1. As for the search 
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design, it demonstrates an expandable tree design that has the ability to display only an active 

(searched or clicked) node and its associates, as highlighted in Figure 7.2. One of the user’s 

requirements is to identify an object and its associates, as indicated in Figure 6.26 (B). The 

search visualisation design enables users to select and identify an active node with its related 

objects. In the search design (Figure 7.2), when a user clicks the node, the system clears the 

area and displays only the clicked node with its associates. The filtering design enables the user 

to present the relationship between many different nodes at the same time, as shown in the 

below, Figure 7.1. In the final design (filtering and search), white circle nodes represent objects 

that consumed normal execution time, orange oval nodes show parts of the program that 

consumed moderate execution time, and red square nodes illustrate objects that consumed 

excessive execution time during execution of the program, as indicated in Figures 7.1, 7.2. 7.3, 

7.4, 7.5 and 7.6.  

 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Filtering design of the callgraph visualisation system 

 

In both filtering (Figure 7.1) and search (Figure 7.2) visualisations, the relationship between the 

nodes is presented using grey network lines. All the nodes are surrounded by steel blue borders, 

which work very well with the grey network lines. In this final design, nodes surrounded by a 

big steel blue border represent clickable nodes that have children nodes.  
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Figure 7.2: Search design of the callgraph visualisation system  

 

The final visualisation design (filtering and search) displays the total execution time of the 

application at the bottom of the visualisation system, as demonstrated in Figure 7.1 and 7.2. 

Both search and filtering visualisations further display the percentage of the total execution 

time of each object when one hovers over a node within the callgraph profiling system. In the 

final design (Figure 7.1 and 7.2), objects that consumed between 1.00% and 20.00% of the total 

execution time are displayed as white circle nodes, while objects that consumed between 21% 

and 40% of the total simulation time are presented as orange oval nodes within the 

visualisation.  

 

Moreover, parts of the program that consumed between 41.00% and 99.99% of the total 

execution time are shown as red square nodes. An object that consumed 100.00% of the total 

simulation time is displayed as white circle node because it is the main module that normally 

calls all other objects. Figure 7.1 (A) shows that an object namely, the SSOR node, consumed 

81.73% of the total simulation time, which is regarded as excessive execution time of an object. 

Figure 7.1 (C) illustrates that MPI_Recv object consumed 26.92% of the total execution time, 

which is an average execution time of the node. In fact, users require that both the details and 
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execution status is shown when analysing the performance of parallel programs, as shown in 

Figure 6.26 (B). In the final design (filtering and search) of the callgraphs, when a user hovers 

over, or points the mouse at a node the system automatically displays the details (name, 

execution time and percentage) of that particular node. The details of the node further enable 

the user to understand how long an object took to execute on a single processing thread.  

 

The final callgraph visualisations clearly indicate the execution status (normal, moderate or 

excessive) of the node using three different colours and shapes, whereby white circles show 

normal execution time, while orange ovals indicate average execution time. The red squares 

represent objects that have consumed immoderate execution time. As earlier discussed in 

Section 7.2, users recommended that the final design have a search tool that can quickly 

identify a group of nodes that are associated with each other. To this end, a search design was 

developed (Figure 7.2), which enabled the user to enter the full name of an object and quickly 

obtain a performance report of that particular object with its associates.  

 

The first view of the search visualisation design presented the main module and its first 

children nodes, as depicted in Figure 7.2 (A). When the user enters the full name of the node in 

the textbox, the visualisation will clear the area and display the entered node name with its 

associates. In Figure 7.2 (B), the user entered the full name “INIT_COMM [{init_comm.f} 

{5,7}-{57,9}]” and clicked the “SEARCH” button. Consequently, the search visualisation 

design clears the area and displays only the INT_COMM node with its associates, as 

demonstrated in Figure 7.2 (C). The third view (FIGURE 7.2 C) of the search design further 

shows the full name of the searched object, INIT_COMM, associated with an amount of 

execution time and percentage of time consumed during the run.  

 

It is evident that users are able to establish a relationship between a group of nodes that are 

associated with each other using the search visualisation design, which is one of the users’ 

requirements, discussed in Figure 6.26 (B). Most importantly, both filtering and search designs 

are able to indicate parts of the program that cause performance bottlenecks during execution of 

the program. Figure 7.1 (filtering) and 7.2 (search) visualisation design shows red nodes (SSOR 

object) that cause performance bottleneck during the simulation of the NAS parallel program 

on a computational system. The final design (Figure 7.1) further led the user to the exact area 

of the problem by identifying  Exchange_1 and MPI_Recv as the objects that need attention 
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when optimising the performance of the NAS parallel program, as shown in Figure 7.1 (C). It is 

evident that users are able to establish the cause of performance bottlenecks incurred during 

execution of the program, which fulfils one of the user’s needs when analysing the performance 

of parallel programs, as shown in Figure 6.26 (B). As earlier indicated, the user recommended 

the final visualisation design to scale vulnerable nodes based on their execution time. In the 

final design (filtering and search), red square nodes are scaled based on the total execution time 

of the parallel program. In particular, red nodes that consumed between 81% and 99.99% of the 

total simulation time are bigger than the red square nodes that have consumed between 60% 

and 80% of the total execution time, of which, red squares that consumed between 41% and 

60% are smaller than all other red nodes, as shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4.  

 

The visualisation results (Figure 7.3) demonstrate the first view of the filtering callgraph design 

used to visualise performance data of the NAS parallel program executed on four and sixteen 

processors. In this filtering design, Figure 7.3 (A) illustrates the performance of the NAS 

parallel program running on four processors. Figure 7.3 (B) indicates the execution of the 

program on sixteen computational processors. Most notably, the user pointed the mouse to the 

SSOR node, which is displayed as a red square node within the filtering visualisation (Figures 

7.3 A and B).  

 

The red square node (SSOR object) visualised on the filtering design (Figure 7.3 A) is smaller 

than the square node displayed on Figure 7.3 (B). The SSOR object scales different sizes of the 

nodes on four and sixteen processors because the node consumed different execution times 

during execution of the program. The filtering visualisation design (Figure 7.3 A) indicates that 

the SSOR node consumed 75% of the total execution on four processors. Figure 7.3 (B) shows 

that the SSOR node consumed 81.73% of the total simulation time on sixteen processors runing 

on the computational system.  

 

Furthermore, the search visualisation design also scales excessive nodes based on the total 

execution time of the program executed on a computational facility. Figure 7.4 shows the first 

view of the search design used to simulate the NAS parallel program on four and sixteen 

processors. In particular, Figure 7.4 (A) demonstrates the search design visualising performance 

metrics on four processors.  
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Figure 7.3: Filtering design visualising performance data  

 

Figure 7.4 (B) indicates search visualisation on sixteen processors. The search design (Figure 

7.4) visualises the same performance data analysed using the filtering visualisation design 

(Figure 7.3). Most importantly, it is noticeable that the search design (Figure 7.4 A) shows red 

square nodes (SSOR), which are smaller than the SSOR red node presented in Figure 7.4 (B). 

The SSOR object is presented in a small size on four processors because it consumed 75% of 

the total simulation; slightly bigger on sixteen processors due to 81.73% consumed during 

execution of the program. The scaling of nodes allows the users to understand which objects 

need more attention than others. In this study, an interactive design model was followed, which 

involved users at each stage of the visualisation design, as discussed in Section 4.2. This 

interactive design model helped us to identify and understand users’ needs on the callgraph 

visualisations used to analyse the performance of parallel programs simulating on the 

supercomputers. It further helped to develop an effective callgraph visualisation that would 

efficiently enable users to identify performance bottlenecks of parallel programs. Most 

importantly, the users’ evaluation of the visualisation designs enables us to identify errors and 

take corrective measures at an early stage of the research.  
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Figure 7.4: Search design visualising performance data  

 

7.4 Filtering and search design on large performance metrics  

 

The final visualisation design visualised large performance metrics (data) of more than 2000 

objects (modules, routines, subroutines and functions) generated during the simulation of the 

WRF model on the CHPC’s Lengau cluster. The final visualisation design consists of two 

modes - search and filtering design - as discussed in Section 7.2.  

 

The below picture (Figure 7.5) shows the filtering visualisation design used to analyse and 

visualise large performance data generated during the execution of the WRF parallel program. 

Figure 7.5 (A) demonstrates the first view of the final callgraph design (filtering) used to 

analyse the performance of different objects executed during the simulation of the WRF 

parallel application. It further shows different types of nodes, namely red squares and white 

circles, which represent different execution statuses of each object processed during execution 

of the program.  
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Figure 7.5: Filtering design used to analyse the WRF 
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In the final filtering design, white circle nodes represent objects that consumed normal 

execution time; orange oval nodes indicate objects that consumed average execution time, 

while red square nodes show objects that consumed excessive execution time, as discussed in 

Section 7.2. Furthermore, Figure 7.5 (A) indicates a situation where the visualisation user has 

hovered over the node (MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN), which consequently displays a 

textbox with the following details: full name, execution time and percentage of the target object 

executed during the run. It further shows a white circle and red square node with big borders, 

which means that these two nodes contain children nodes. Figure 7.5 (B) shows different types 

of nodes (white circles and a red square) that consumed different execution time during the 

simulation of the WRF on the CHPC’s Lengau cluster.  

 

In particular, the filtering visualisation (Figure 7.5 B) illustrates that four objects: 

MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_RUN; MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE; 

SOLVE_INTERFACE, and SOLVE_EM, consumed immoderate execution time while other 

nodes consumed normal execution time during the simulation of the WRF parallel program. 

The filtering design (Figure 7.5 B) further shows the relationship between red square nodes that 

caused performance bottlenecks during the run. In fact, the figure clearly demonstrates the 

connection path from the root cause of the bottleneck to the last object that decreases the 

overall performance of the WRF on a CHPC supercomputer.  

 

The filtering design shows the full details of an object, namely, SOLVE_EM when the mouse 

hovers over the node, as illustrated in Figure 7.5 (B). In this filtering design (Figure 7.5 C) the 

node, MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_INIT, has children nodes; is clicked and expanded to 

display its related associates. Consequently, the filtering visualisation design displayed 130 

children nodes which belong to the target node, MODULE_WRF_TOP::WRF_INIT. Most 

interestingly, the filtering design clearly displayed all 130 children nodes related to the target 

node at the same time, as shown in Figure 7.5 (C).  

 

This filtering visualisation design also enables one to expand and disband the nodes in order to 

filter the information displayed on the screen. The filtering design works differently from the 

search design, the latter of which was also tested by the experts when analysing the execution 

of large performance metrics (datasets) generated through the simulation of the WRF on the 

CHPC’s Lengau cluster. The search visualisation design does not expand or disband the nodes - 
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in fact, it collapses the nodes when the target node with children nodes is clicked, as discussed 

in Section 7.1. The first view of the search design looks similar to the first view of the filtering 

design except that the designs present information differently, as indicated in Figure 7.5 and 

7.6, respectively. As per the below picture (Figure 7.6 A), the search design presents different 

types of nodes together with the textbox used to search a particular node and its associates. 

Moreover, the total execution time of the visualised program is displayed at the bottom of both 

the filtering and search visualisations, as indicated in Figure 7.5 (A) and 7.6 (A).  

 

In both the filtering and search designs, one can obtain details (full name, execution time and 

percentage) of the object by hovering the mouse over the target node within the visualisation 

system. The search design only displays the searched/clicked node and its associates, rather 

than showcasing a tree of nodes, as indicated in Figure 7.6 (B). The search visualisation design 

(Figure 7.6 B) indicates that an object - MODULE_INTEGRATE::INTEGRATE - was 

searched; consequently, the visualisation displayed only the searched node and its kindred 

children nodes. 

 

In this search design, the mouse was pointed to a red square node - SOLVE_INTERFACE - 

which resulted in a textbox containing the full details of the target node, as demonstrated in 

Figure 7.6 (B). As part of the demonstration, the target red square node - 

SOLVE_INTERFACE - was then clicked, which resulted in only the active node and its 

associated children nodes, as articulated in Figure 7.6 (C). Finally, the search visualisation 

design was used to search an object - OUTPUT_WRF - which then resulted in the active 

(searched) node and all its eighty-seven children nodes, as shown in Figure 7.6 (D). Most 

notably, the search design clearly displayed all these children nodes at the same time.    
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Figure 7.6: Search design used to analyse the WRF program 
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7.5 Conclusions  

 

The chapter presented a comprehensive analysis of the final visualisation design used to present 

the relationship between different parts (functions, subroutines and routines) of the program 

simulated during the execution of the run. The chapter discussed how the final design 

visualised the small and large performance data (metrics) generated during the execution of the 

NAS parallel program and the WRF model computed in a computational system. Moreover, it 

precisely demonstrated how the final design (filtering and search mode) of the callgraph 

visualisation worked in terms of analysing the performance of parallel programs. In particular, 

two different modes - the filtering and search design - of the final callgraph visualisations were 

demonstrated. The final callgraph visualisation (filtering and search) enables one to effectively 

identify performance bottlenecks incurred during the simulation of the parallel program. In fact, 

this chapter showed that the newly developed search and filtering visualisations are effective, 

interactive, easy to use and informative when analysing parallel execution for optimising the 

performance of parallel programs.    
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS 

 

8.1 Conclusions and discussions 

 

The study found the final design of the callgraph visualisation to be more effective in terms of 

analysing the performance of parallel programs and thus enabling better optimisation of parallel 

applications running on the supercomputers. Most of the parallel programs do not perform well 

due to various factors such as logic of the code, read/write activities within the storage, high 

memory latency, and processor utilisation within the execution node of the supercomputers. It 

is envisaged that the final design of the callgraph visualisations will enable users to efficiently 

optimise applications and increase performance/efficiency of the parallel programs. The 

original callgraph network visualisation does not have the ability to visualise large performance 

data (metrics) and display effective reports about the performance of the parallel applications. 

To this end, the design of the callgraph visualisation system was investigated, which was found 

to be inefficient in terms of analysing the execution of parallel programs. For example, original 

design of the callgraph visualisation use too many colours to represent the statuses (normal, 

moderate and excessive) of the nodes and many network links move over the nodes, which 

consequently hide details (e.g. name and execution time) of the objects simulated during the 

run.  

 

In the original design, users need to manually expand the nodes to obtain their details - not an 

easy exercise, especially when the executed applications generate large performance data. The 

aim of this study was to develop an effective callgraph visualisation that would enable users to 

efficiently identify performance bottlenecks within the parallel programs. To this end, a new 

callgraph visualisation (final design) was developed over three iterations, namely, paper 

prototype, first high-fidelity prototype and second high-fidelity prototype. The final 

visualisation design is more effective than the existing (original) callgraph visualisation for 

analysing the performance of parallel programs. An interaction design (user-centred) model 

was followed to design an effective callgraph visualisation for analysing the execution of 

parallel programs running on the supercomputers. This interaction design model (Figure 4.1) 

enabled users to become co-designer of the system during the development of the new 

callgraph visualisations. It further allowed us to develop new callgraph visualisations, which 
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will be easily used by end users. Most notably, interactive design model assisted us to continual 

review and assess the users’ requirement throughout the development of the final visualisation 

design. The process of involving users to evaluate the prototypes helped to identify and rectify 

errors within final design of the callgraph visualisation system. During evaluation of the 

prototypes, users brought new ideas and suggestions which helped to develop a successful 

visualisation design. Users’ evaluations helped to identify strength/weaknesses of the original 

and prototype (low-fidelity and high-fidelity) designs used to analyse the performance of 

parallel programs. The principles (Table 4.1) of designing an interactive visualisation also 

helped us to develop an effective callgraph visualisation for analysing the performance of 

callgraphs. These principles enabled us to eradicate overloading of information and ensure the 

that the system provide feedback to the users and showcase visibility of the important controls 

such as nodes that consumed excessive execution time within the prototypes.  

 

The paper prototype design (low-fidelity prototype design) - star (Figure 5.1 A) and tree (Figure 

5.1 B and C) - was drafted. The paper prototypes design (low-fidelity prototype) was developed 

using Microsoft PowerPoint, which enables one to design paper prototypes with a polished 

software design. The paper prototype design (star and tree) enabled us to explore different ideas 

without using an excessive effort to modify the blueprint of the visualisation design. Most 

importantly, it was found that paper (low-fidelity) prototypes enable one to quickly modify and 

change the structure of the design without a need to develop a code, which requires sufficient 

time to program the visualisation. In the paper-based prototype design (star and tree), white 

circle nodes represent objects that consumed normal execution time while orange diamond 

nodes indicate objects that consumed moderate execution time of the simulation.  

 

Furthermore, red square nodes depict objects that consumed excessive execution time during 

execution of the program. The three colours (white, orange and red) of the nodes were used in 

the low-fidelity prototypes in order to eliminate the use of too many colours for the nodes as it 

is the case with the original design. Too many colours of the nodes cause confusion to the users 

of the visualisation design. It is advisable to use limited number of colours when designing a 

visualisation system. Any visual property (colour, size or shape) should represent information 

to the user of the visualisation. For example, the low-fidelity paper prototype design utilises 

three different shapes (circle, diamond and square) to represent different execution statuses of 

the nodes within the design. At the same time, circle nodes are smaller than diamond nodes, 
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while diamond nodes are slightly smaller than the square nodes within the low-fidelity 

prototype with polished software design. One should make it easier for the visualisation users 

to utilise different colours, shapes and sizes to locate useful information (for example, 

execution status) of the node within the system. Moreover, it was found that the dark blue 

nodes connected to each other via blue network lines of the original design were not attractive. 

As a result, different colours of the network lines were used to establish the relationship 

between the nodes within low fidelity prototype design (star and tree). In fact, the relationship 

between the nodes that were associated with each other was displayed using network links with 

different colours within the paper prototype design (low-fidelity design). The borders of the 

nodes also used the same colours as the network lines within the design. An interactive design 

model was followed in this study, which means that visualisation users/experts evaluated each 

design of the callgraph visualisations.  

 

In this case, an expert evaluated the paper-based prototype designs and found the prototypes to 

be useful in terms of analysing different parts (objects) of the parallel program simulated on a 

computational system. The evaluator (expert) opposed too many colours for the network lines 

and borders of the nodes within the prototype designs (tree and star). The expert found the 

colours of the network lines and nodes to be distracting because the design contains too many 

colours that do not provide useful information about the performance of the parallel program. 

During evaluation of the low-fidelity (paper) prototypes, experts found no problem with the 

names and execution time of the nodes within the design. In the star and tree paper prototypes, 

a shadow was placed next to each node, which was also found to be worthless within the paper 

designs.   

 

Both the star and tree paper based design have a white background, which were found to be 

adequate within the design. The white background was chosen because it correlates very well 

with the black text (names) of the nodes in both the star and tree paper prototypes. It was 

beneficial to follow an interactive design model in this research study because it enabled usto 

identify errors at the early development stages of the visualisation system. The first high-

fidelity prototype design was developed, which used one colour for network lines and few 

colours for the nodes as compared to the low-fidelity design. Nonetheless, the star and tree 

paper prototype designs enabled the user to click a target node, which consequently magnified 

the names of the active node within the visualisation. At the prototyping stage, it was 
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imperative to isolate the target node with a zoom feature in the design. The zoom tool was 

incorporated in both the star and tree paper prototype design in an attempt to resolve the 

difficulty of efficiently displaying the names of the nodes within the low fidelity prototypes. 

Most notably, the names of the nodes were displayed using regular black text within the paper 

prototype design. In this case, the names of the nodes were clearly displayed in the paper-based 

prototypes. The difference between the star and tree paper-based design is the way information 

is presented within the visualisation. In the star prototype design (paper), relationships between 

the nodes are displayed within large round circles. As for the tree paper prototype design, it 

spreads the nodes across different parts of the visualisation. The tree paper-based prototype was 

designed to accommodate many nodes at the same time, while the star paper design was drawn 

to test how the first view of the design will demonstrate the relationship between objects 

executed during the simulation of the parallel program.  

 

The paper prototypes helped us to identify appropriate visual properties (for example, colour, 

size and shape) of the nodes and network links of the callgraph visualisation system. The paper 

prototypes focused on the physical design, but not on the conceptual design (how the system 

works). Consequently, the first high-fidelity prototype designs - the expandable star, collapsible 

star, expandable tree and non-expandable tree - were developed which focused on both the 

physical and conceptual design of the callgraph visualisations. In these first interactive 

prototypes, attractive colours (e.g. white, orange, red) for nodes and network links were applied 

within the visualisation. Our contribution in this study is to propose a novel technique of 

expanding, disbanding and collapsing the nodes within the new callgraph visualisations.  

 

We have also introduced a new approach of filtering and searching performance bottlenecks 

incurred during the execution of the parallel programs. The interactive prototype designs, 

expandable star, collapsible star, and expandable tree design have the ability to expand, 

disband, and collapse the nodes.  The non-expandable tree design displays all the nodes at the 

same time within the visualisation. The first interactive prototype designs consist of different 

types of nodes, which represent different execution statuses of the objects processed on a 

computational system. In particular, white circle nodes represent objects that consumed normal 

execution time, while orange oval nodes indicate parts of the program that consumed moderate 

execution time. The red square nodes illustrate objects that consumed excessive execution time 

during execution of the program. Furthermore, grey network lines are used to demonstrate the 
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relationship between the nodes in the first high-fidelity interactive prototype visualisations. The 

following interactive prototype designs - expandable star, collapsible star, and expandable tree 

utilise textboxes to display the details of the node within the visualisation. In these first 

interactive prototype designs, visualisations display a textbox which contains the details (full 

name and execution time) of the executed object when the user hovers over a node. The 

background of the interactive prototype visualisations is white, which works very well with the 

grey textbox used to provide details of the node within the callgraph visualisations.  

 

It is also noticeable that black, regular texture is used to display details of the node within the 

textbox of the interactive prototype visualisations. The italic texture of the node in the original 

design was not applied in the interactive prototype design because it makes it hard for one to 

easily see the details of the node within the callgraph visualisation system. In the first high-

fidelity visualisation design, different sizes of the nodes are used to emphasise the execution 

status of an object processed during the simulation of the parallel program. The white circle 

nodes are smaller than the orange oval nodes, while the orange nodes are smaller than the red 

square nodes within the visualisations.  

 

Different sizes of the nodes helped to establish objects that are vulnerable and need more 

attention when optimising the performance of the parallel program. For example, large red 

squares demand more attention than the moderate orange oval nodes within the interactive 

prototype designs. At the same time, orange oval nodes also demand more attention than small 

white circles, which are used to depict the normal execution status of an object simulated 

during the execution of the parallel program. The first interactive prototype designs used 

different visualisation methods to present performance information of the parallel programs 

computed on the supercomputers. In particular, the expandable star visualisation design 

displays the MAIN MODULE in the centre and spreads other nodes in different directions on 

the screen.  

 

In fact, this visualisation design looks like a star but it expands the nodes, which is the reason it 

is named the ‘expandable star’ design. All expandable nodes (children nodes) are surrounded 

by large borders while non-expandable nodes have smaller borders within the expandable star 

visualisation. These different border sizes helped to identify between the nodes that have 

children nodes, and those that do not have children objects, within the parallel program. In the 
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first interactive prototype designs, all the nodes are surrounded by steel blue borders. The steel 

blue colour of the border makes the node extremely visible on the white background of the 

interactive prototype visualisations. Nevertheless, the expandable star visualisation design is 

able to display the relationship between the objects by expanding and disbanding the nodes 

within the visualisation. The visualisation technique of expanding and disbanding the nodes 

helps to limit the information displayed on the screen. This visualisation technique is useful 

when the system visualises and presents large amounts of data. The expanding and disbanding 

feature was also applied on the expandable tree design of the callgraph visualisation system.  

 

The expandable tree design visualises and presents information differently to the expandable 

star design. It expands/disbands the node from left to right, while the expandable star design 

expands/disbands the nodes to various directions of the callgraph visualisation system. The 

expandable tree design has the ability to display many nodes at the same time because the 

information is presented in a linear manner. As for the expandable star design, it can only 

display a limited number of nodes within the diameter of the visualisation design. The 

expandable tree design further increases or decreases the size of the nodes depending on the 

information presented and displayed on the screen.  

 

For example, the expandable tree system will automatically reduce the size of the nodes when 

the visualisation user expands the children nodes within the visualisation. It will, however, 

increase the size of the nodes when one disbands the children nodes within the callgraph 

visualisation system. This feature of expanding and disbanding the nodes enables the 

visualisation to display many numbers of nodes simultaneously. In the case of the expandable 

tree design, the disbanding feature helps to make the node and its details (full name, execution 

time and status) more visible when the system presents less information on the screen. The grey 

network lines showcase the relationship between the nodes and its associates within the 

expandable tree design. The non-expandable tree design also presents the relationship between 

nodes differently. As earlier indicated, it visualises and presents all the nodes at the same time.   

 

In particular, the relationship between the objects is demonstrated by displaying the connection 

between the nodes from the left to the right side of the visualisation. It can become complicated 

when displaying too many nodes at the same time, especially when the visualisation visualises 

large datasets. Nonetheless, the collapsible star design was developed, which also displays all 
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the nodes and their names at the same time. It is noted that the collapsible star design presents 

the information in a diameter where the nodes are spread across the entire system. The 

collapsible star displays details (full name and execution time) of the object when one hovers 

over the node in the visualisation design of the callgraph profiling system. When the user clicks 

the node, the system collapses a tree and displays only the relationship between the target 

(clicked) node and its associates. The collapsible star visualisation design also enabled the user 

to double-click a node in order to magnify the details (name) of that particular object simulated 

during the execution of the target application. The collapsible star design does not expand and 

disband the nodes, however, it has the capability of going back to the previous views of the 

visualisation design.  

 

In the collapsible star design, the visualisation automatically goes back to the previous view 

when the user clicks anywhere on the white background of the callgraph visualisation system. 

This feature helps the user to move from one view to another within the visualisation. The click 

feature is not easy, unlike the expand/disband feature, which enables the user to move different 

sets of nodes back and forth at any time. As earlier indicated, the expandable star and tree 

designs are equipped with this feature to help the user easily manoeuvre different sets of nodes 

within the callgraph visualisation system. Nevertheless, the first interactive prototype designs - 

expandable star, expandable tree, collapsible star and non-expandable tree - demonstrated the 

ability to competently visualise the performance of parallel programs.  

 

This first high-fidelity prototype design presented the relationship between the nodes in a more 

sophisticated manner than the original design of the callgraph visualisation does. In the first 

interactive prototype design, different sizes, shapes and colours of the nodes are used to 

indicate the execution status of the objects while grey network lines clearly emphasise the 

connection between the nodes and its associates. It is useful for the first interactive prototype 

visualisation design to surround nodes with small and large borders when establishing children 

and non-children nodes; this is not the case with the original design. In fact, the original design 

does not use different sizes, shapes and colours to help users identify the execution status of the 

node within the callgraph visualisation system. In the original design, different sizes of the 

nodes are randomly displayed within the callgraph visualisation system, which is not the case 

with the first interactive prototype designs. The users performed a usability test (to establish 

how easy it is to learn) on both the first high-fidelity interactive prototypes and the original 
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design of the callgraph performance analysis system. The users who tested these designs (first 

interactive prototypes and original) have experience in optimising, parallelising, debugging, 

analysis and development of parallel programs, as discussed in Section 6.4.3. In fact, these 

users have a variety of experience (between 5 - 20 years) in parallel programming. During the 

tests, users (evaluators) analysed the performance of the WRF model using the original design. 

Afterwards, these parallel program users visualised and analysed the performance of the NAS 

parallel program using the following first interactive prototype designs: expandable star, 

expandable tree, collapsible and non-expandable tree designs of the callgraph visualisation 

system. The users performed the same visual queries to analyse the performance of both the 

NAS and WRF parallel programs.  

 

It was found that the first interactive prototype (new) design is easy and helpful when analysing 

and optimising the performance of parallel programs on the supercomputer. Some users believe 

that both the original and the first interactive prototype designs are easy or helpful in terms of 

analysing the execution of the parallel programs. It is noted that none of the visualisation users 

found the original design solely to be easy and helpful and many of the users found the first 

interactive prototype design solely to be easy to use and effective when visualising the 

performance data generated during the execution of the parallel programs.  At the same time, 

60% of the users discovered that an expandable tree design is helpful while 20% maintain that 

the expandable star design is meaningful.  

 

The other 10% of users found the collapsible star design to be useful while 10% found both the 

original designs to be beneficial when analysing the performance of parallel programs. 

Basically, 90% of the users found the first interactive prototype design to be easier to use and 

more helpful than the original design of the callgraph visualisations. The first interactive (high-

fidelity) prototype visualisation was also found to be interactive and informative, of which the 

expandable tree design appeared to be the easiest to use, the most informative, and the most 

interactive visualisation to analyse the performance of parallel program running on the 

supercomputers. During evaluations the following improvements were recommended by the 

users to be added to the new visualisation design of the callgraph visualisations: displaying 

total execution time on a legend; showing percentage of execution time on the node; scaling 

vulnerable nodes based on excessive execution time; and a search tool to highlight specific 

objects. To this end, the second high-fidelity prototype design was developed by following an 
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expandable tree visualisation design, which was found to be easy and useful to the users of the 

callgraph visualisation system. All recommendations (improvements) made by the users were 

adopted and applied on the second high-fidelity prototype visualisation design. The author 

continued to follow an interactive design model, whereby experts evaluated both the original 

and the second high-fidelity prototype design by analysing the performance of large datasets 

(metrics) generated during the execution of the WRF parallel model simulated on the CHPC’s 

Petaflop Lengau cluster. Once again, experts performed the same visual queries using the 

original and the second high-fidelity design to analyse the execution of the WRF model. The 

purpose of this exercise was to establish whether the designs (original and second high-fidelity 

design) are able to effectively visualise large performance data of the parallel programs.  

 

The results indicated that experts (evaluators) found the original design to be cumbersome and 

complicated when analysing the performance of parallel programs. All experts who evaluated 

the visualisation designs detected that the original design does not have the ability to visualise 

and present the large performance metrics generated during the simulation of the parallel 

program. In fact, some of the experts found it hard to use the original design due to the 

distracting colours of the nodes - the many colours representing similar execution statuses of 

the nodes and many network links moving over the boxes consequently hide the most important 

details about the object simulated during the execution of the parallel program. Experts found 

the second interactive visualisation design to be easy to use, informative and interactive when 

analysing the performance of the parallel program.  

 

It was found that the second high-fidelity visualisation design efficiently visualised and 

presented large performance data generated during the simulation of the parallel applications. 

The experts further noticed that the second high-fidelity prototype design of the callgraph 

visualisation is effective when identifying performance bottlenecks (hotspot) within the parallel 

programs simulated on a supercomputing system. It was also perceived that the second high-

fidelity prototype design is able to easily track the flow of the objects and establish the 

relationship between different parts (objects) of the parallel application executed on a 

computational facility. As a result, the second high-fidelity prototype was adopted in the 

development of the final design of the callgraph visualisation system. The final visualisation 

design, which consists of two different modes - filtering and search - was used to visualise the 

performance of different sizes (small and large) performance data, as discussed in Chapter 7. In 
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this study, we have demonstrated that visualisation researcher can use different visual 

properties such as colour, size and shape of the nodes to effectively visualise large datasets. 

This research study further outlined efficient ways of involving users as the co-designers of the 

visualisation system. An interactive design model (Figure 4.1) helped us to work closely with 

the expert users and identify errors at an early development stage of the new callgraph 

visualisation design. The method of conducting a design study enabled us to develop an 

effective callgraph visualisation for users to solve the problem of performance bottlenecks 

within parallel programs. This user-centred method (Figure 4.1) also allowed users to validate 

the design on each development stage of the new callgraph visualisations. The user-centred 

method enables visualisation researcher to develop a system that support solving real problem 

facing a specific domain and outline lessons learned in applying the principles of designing a 

visualisation system (Sedlmair, Meyer and Munzner, 2012).              

 

8.2 Recommendations for future work 

 

Both filtering and search design of the final visualisations can effectively visualise the 

performance of parallel programs and enable better optimisation of parallel programs.  For 

future work, we recommend the following:   

 

 Integrate new callgraphs design with TAU (Tuning and Analysis Utilities) visualisation 

system. 

 After integration, add back and forth buttons in the menu of the TAU visualisations.  

 Enable final visualisation design (search mode) to accept the short name of the object 

when searching for the relationship between the nodes that are associated with each 

other.    
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